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OPENING OF TURKPA’S
NEW ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING
The year 2016 ended with opening of TurkPA’s new administrative building in Baku on
22nd December.
Mr. Ogtay Asadov, Chairman of the Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan, Mr. Nurlan Nigmatulin,
Chairman of the Mazhilis of the Parliament of Kazakhstan - Chairman-in-Office of TurkPA, Mr. Chynybay Tursunbekov, Chairman of the Jogorku Kenesh of Kyrgyzstan and Mr.
İsmayil Kahraman, Speaker of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey took part in the
opening ceremony.
President of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev received the honorable speakers.

Council of Assembly decided to award Mr. Ilham Aliyev, President of the Republic
of Azerbaijan, Mr. Nursultan Nazarbayev, President of the Republic of Kazakshtan, Mr.
Almazbek Atambayev, President of the Kyrgyz Republic and Mr. Recep Tayyip Erdoğan,
President of the Republic of Turkey with TurkPA’s For Merit medal.
The new administrative building of TurkPA is located at the intersection of A.Rajabli
and S.Akhundov streets of the Binagadi district of Baku. The government of Azerbaijan allocated a plot of land and fully financed construction and equipment of the new building.
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Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic-speaking Countries (TurkPA) is the parliamentary
dimension of cooperation among the member-states of the Cooperation Council of
Turkic-speaking States (Turkic Council). The aim of TurkPA is to give a legislative
and other support to decisions and undertakings initiated within the Turkic Council.
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PRESIDENT ILHAM ALIYEV RECEIVED PARLIAMENT
SPEAKERS OF TURKEY, KAZAKHSTAN AND KYRGYZSTAN
President of the Republic of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev has received Speaker of the Grand
National Assembly of Turkey Ismail Kahraman, Chairman of Mazhilis of the Parliament of
the Republic of Kazakhstan Nurlan Nigmatulin and Chairman of Jogorku Kenesh of the
Kyrgyz Republic Chynybay Tursunbekov, who are visiting the country to attend the official
opening ceremony of headquarters of the International Secretariat of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkic-speaking Countries (TurkPA).

Welcoming the Turkic-speaking countries’ parliament speakers, President Ilham Aliyev
hailed the importance of their visit to Baku, and said the visit will strengthen solidarity and
give a new impetus to relations between the countries.
President Ilham Aliyev praised mutual activities of the parliaments of Turkic-speaking
countries, saying the heads of state also contribute to cooperation between these countries.
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The President noted the importance of this cooperation both to the region and to the world.
The head of state said Azerbaijan attaches great importance to this cooperation.
Speaker of the Parliament of Kazakhstan Nurlan Nigmatulin conveyed greetings of
President Nursultan Nazarbayev and his wishes for peace and tranquility to the people
of Azerbaijan. Speaker of the Kazakh Parliament noted that President Ilham Aliyev as the
leader of modern Azerbaijan also contributes to the development of relations between the
Turkic-speaking states.
The speaker of the Kazakh Parliament thanked President Ilham Aliyev for the construction of headquarters of the International Secretariat of the Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic-speaking Countries. He underlined that TurkPA countries share a common position
within international organizations, saying this policy will continue, and expressing his confidence that fruitful initiatives will be put forward by recommendations of President Ilham
Aliyev at the new headquarters.
The Speaker of the Parliament of Kazakhstan presented medal “For special merits in the
development of TurkPA” to President Ilham Aliyev.
President Ilham Aliyev hailed TurkPA’s recognizing his activity and said it was symbolic that the presentation of the medal coincided with the opening of the headquarters of
the International Secretariat of Turkic-speaking Countries and the 25th anniversary of independence of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. President Ilham Aliyev noted that
Turkic-speaking countries cooperate and strive to strengthen their mutual activity both in
bilateral and multilateral formats and within the UN, OIC and other international organizations.
During the meeting, chairman of the Turkish Grand National Assembly Ismail Kahraman said friendly and fraternal relations between Azerbaijan and Turkey successfully
develop in all areas, and hailed inter-parliamentary cooperation. He emphasized the role
of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkic-speaking countries in expanding cooperation
between the countries.
Chairman of the Jogorku Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic Chynybay Tursunbekov said
relations between the countries successfully develop in various fields, adding that interparliamentary cooperation contributes to the development of these relations.
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KAZAKHSTAN’S CHAIRMANSHIP IN TURKPA
Kazakhstan took over the chairmanship of TurkPA at the Sixth Plenary Session held
in Astana on 3-4 December, 2015. Mazhilis of the Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan set out the plans of the TurkPA chairmanship for the upcoming period.
The programme of the Sixth Plenary Session included a number of events. Particularly,
the delegates and honourable guests attended an international conference “Statehood and
Parliamentarism in the Great Steppe”, organized by the International Turkic Academy and
witnessed the opening of the scientific restoration “Мәңгітас” (“Eternal stone”). Opening
of the scientific restoration “Мәңгітас” (“Eternal stone”) within the framework of the 6th
Plenary Session of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkic-speaking Countries (TurkPA)
was a remarkable historic event in the social and scientific life of the Turkic world. The
stone has tamgas (tribal marks) of about 60 ancient Turkic tribes.
Kazakhstan’s chairmanship of TurkPA was held under the aegis of 25th independence
anniversary of three member-states – Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan and the
chairmanship’s activities further contributed to the visibility of TurkPA among the international parliamentary structures. The main events held within Kazakhstan’s chairmanship
are as follows.
Mazhilis (Lower House) of the Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan - TurkPA
Chairmanship hosted Asian Inter-Parliamentary Forum on Science, Innovation and Technology. The august gathering took place in Astana on the 26-27 September, 2016.
While addressing the participants of the forum, Chairman of the Mazhilis Mr. Nurlan
Nigmatulin noted that it was symbolic that the forum was taking place on the eve of Kazakhstan’s 25th independence anniversary. As the Speaker of Mazhilis noted, President of
Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev from the first days of independence has paid a special
attention to cooperation with Asian countries, including those of the Islamic world.
Chairman of the Mazhilis (Lower House) of the Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan – TurkPA Chairman-in-Office Mr Nurlan Nigmatulin made a speech at the 135th Assembly of the Inter-Parliamentary Union that took place in Genève from 20th to 27th Octo-
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ber, 2016. N. Nigmatulin noted that human rights and fundamental rights, respect to which
was the significant factor of peace and well-being, were necessary in ensuring development
of friendly relations and cooperation among all the states and peoples.
“This year Kazakhstan marks 25th anniversary of its independence. During a relatively short period our country led by the First President Nursultan Nazarbayev achieved
remarkable results in carrying out political and social-economic reforms. Huge work has
been done in ensuring the citizens’ election rights, representation, gender equality and human rights”, said N.Nigmatulin.

TurkPA gave its full support to the people of Turkey and its democratically elected
government in the aftermath of attempted coup d’état, which took place on the 15th of July,
2016. TurkPA was one of the nine international parliamentary organisations that gathered
in Ankara on the 1st September for the Democracy and Solidarity Summit. The august
gathering adopted a declaration that strongly condemned heinous acts aimed at removing
democratically elected government and expressed unequivocal support to Turkey in its
protection of the country’s democratic gains.
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TurkPA was also one of the co-organisers of an international conference People’s Voice
– Victory of Justice held in Baku on October 31st, where the attempted coup d’état was
strongly condemned and democracy in Turkey was supported.
TurkPA in cooperation with the Baku State University, Embassy of Kazakhstan in Baku
and International Turkic Academy held an international conference dedicated to the 550th
anniversary of the Kazakh khanate and 170th anniversary of great Kazakh thinker Abay at
the Baku State University on 22nd December, 2015.
Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan within TurkPA and in cooperation with the Foundation of
Turkic Culture and Heritage on 24th November held an international conference dedicated
to the 25th anniversary of independence of TurkPA member-states.
An international conference dedicated to the 25th anniversary of independence of Kazakhstan was held in Astana on 28 November by the TurkPA Chairmanship – Mazhilis of
the Parliament of Kazakhstan. Parliamentarians and experts from Belarus, Belgium, China,
Finland, Germany, Iran, Italy, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Poland, Russia, USA, Turkey and Sweden participated in the gathering.
While speaking at the conference TurkPA Chairman-in-Office Nurlan Nigmatulin said:
“The choice of the people at the dawn of the independence has proven to be absolutely
right. Citizens of Kazakhstan trusted Nursultan Nazarbayev their destiny and the destiny
of the nation by electing him President”.
TurkPA was one of the organisers of an international symposium «Turkic Countries in
Their 25th Independence Anniversary» held on 6th October in Ankara under the umbrella
of the Ahmet Yassawi International Kazakh-Turkic University as well as and the 5th World
Turkic Forum organized by the Turkish Asian Centre for Strategic Studies (TASAM) on 1-3
June 2016.
Articles by the TurkPA parliamentarians and Secretary General dedicated to the 25th
independence anniversary of member-states were published in the mass media of TurkPA countries. Secretary General gave lectures at the higher educational institutions of the
member-countries.
TurkPA also sponsored the 18th annual Homeland & Global Security Forum organized by
Crans Montana Forum in Brussels on 19-21 October, 2016 where the Secretary General made a
speech dedicated to the 25th independence anniversary of three TurkPA member-states. TurkPA and Crans Montana Forum signed a MoU on expanding their scope of cooperation.
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TurkPA sponsored publication of the selected works of great Kazakh thinker and poet
Abay (Ibrahim) by the Baku State University.
Kazakhstan’s Chairmanship of TurkPA has made a substantial contribution to the
deepening of interaction among the member-parliaments by initiating the 1st joint meeting
of the parliamentary committees that deal with economic issues on 26 May 2016 and holding on 27 September 2016 of the 3rd joint meeting of the parliamentary committees of the
TURKPA member-parliaments that are in charge of social policies.
TurkPA has maintained relations with Turkic-speaking communities in other countries.
Particularly, TurkPA supported the Kazakh community of Europe in holding the events
dedicated to the 150th anniversary of Zuqa Batyr, who fought for the dignity of Kazakhs.
Regular meetings of the TURKPA permanent commissions were held during 2016.
Considered reports and recommendations of the Commissions will be presented to the
Seventh Plenary Session.
The Fifth Meeting of the TURKPA Commission on Legal Affairs and International Relations took place on 17 May 2016 in Ankara and hosted by the Grand National Assembly
of Turkey. The meeting’s agenda included the report and recommendation on “Combating Cybercrime: Development of the Legal Framework and Cooperation among Member
States”, as well as discussions of the TurkPA financial documents and regulations of the
TurkPA’s For Merit Medal. The meeting was conducted by Mr. Haluk İpek, Chairman of
the Commission and member of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey.
The fifth meeting of the TurkPA Commission on Social, Cultural and Humanitarian
Issues took place on 24 May 2016 in Astana and hosted by the Mazhilis of the Parliament
of Kazakhstan. The main item of the meeting’s agenda was the subject of cooperation between the member countries in disaster management and crisis management. The meeting
was conducted by Mr. Sadyk Sher-Niyaz, Chairman of the Commission and member of the
Parliament of Kyrgyzstan.
The 2nd meeting of the TURKPA Commission on Environment and Natural Resources
took place on 24 November 2016 hosted by the Milli Mejlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
Participants of the meeting discussed “Global Climate Change: causes and consequences
for the TURKPA member countries” as the main item of the meeting’s agenda. The meeting
was chaired by Mr. Ahliman Amiraslanov, Chairman of the Commission and member of
the Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan.
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Within the framework of TurkPA’s activities there were presentations of well-known
Kyrgyz movie “Kurmanjan-datka”, translation of selected poems of great Turkish poet Yunus Emre into Kazakh (translated by Ms Nurshat Jumadilova) as well as the book titled
Comparative Grammar of Kazakh and Turkish Languages (authors: Bayan Junusova and
Nurullah Taşdelen).
TurkPA continued its mandate on observing the elections and referenda in the member-states. Thus, TurkPA election observers’ mission carried out monitoring of early parliamentary elections held in Kazakhstan on 20th March, 2016 and referendum on the changes
into the constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan held on 26th September, 2016 and referendum on the changes into the constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic held on the 11th
December, 2016.
TurkPA has continued its cooperation with other Turkic cooperation institutions as the
Turkic Council, TurkSOY, International Turkic Academy and Fund of Turkic Culture and
Legacy.
TurkPA has maintained its ties with the Parliament of the Republic of Hungary that
has an observer status in TurkPA. Particularly, TurkPA delegation attended the Kurultaj of
Hun-Turkic peoples held in Bugac, Hungary on 11-14 August, 2016.
TurkPA was invited to various events held by the Inter-parliamentary Union (IPU),
Parliamentary Union of the OIC (PUIC), Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building Measures in Asia (CICA), Parliamentary Assembly of the OSCE and OSCE, Inter-parliamentary Assembly of the Commonwealth of the Independent Countries (IPA CIS), Parliamentary Assembly of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (PABSEC) and others.
Secretary General attended the international seminar titled “Role of Parliamentarians
in Preventive Diplomacy” held in Almaty, Kazakhstan on 12-13 December, 2016, which was
organized by the United Nations’ Regional Centre for Preventive Diplomacy for Central
Asia (UNRCCA), and moderated one of its sessions.
During its term in the office Kazakhstan’s Chairmanship of TURKPA made substantial contribution to deepening the cooperation between the member countries in economic,
cultural and social fields as well as on wider exchange of parliamentary experience and
share of best practices among the member countries. The efforts of the chairmanship resulted in the enrichment of the content and conceptual development of TurkPA’s work.
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TurkPA Chairman-in-Office Nurlan Nigmatulin:
Dynamic development of Kazakhstan was
ensured by the ideas of the Leader of Nation
Chairman of Mazhilis of the Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan – TurkPA Chairmanin-Office Mr Nurlan Nugmatulin opened the international conference “25 years of Independence
of the Republic of Kazakhstan: Outcomes. Accomplishments. Vision for Future”.
While talking of the years of independence of Kazakhstan, Majilis Speaker emphasized on
the exceptional role of the First President Nursultan Nazarbayev in strengthening and successful development of Kazakhstan.
- During the two and half decade in its newest history Kazakhstan guided by its Leader
has gone through unbelievable path from a backwater republic of the Soviet Union – in fact a
source for raw resources of the USSR – to the full-fledged membership of the world community, regional leader and a modern state with a strong economy and stable society, - underlined
Nurlan Nigmatulin.
The Chairman of Majilis reminded that owing to the radical reformation by the Head
of the State of all the spheres it was possible to develop market relations and integration of
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Kazakhstan into the netwrok of world economic
links, creation of the new tax system, modern banking infrastructure, formation of domestic entrepreneurship as well as new economic relations in the
agriculture.
N.Nigmatulin also noted that with the guidance of Kazakhstan’s President the legal basis for the
dynamic development of the national economy has
been formed. As the Majilis Speaker said, Kazakhstan was the first among the post-Soviet countries to
adopt the laws “Of Foreign Investments” and “Of
the State Support of Direct Investments”. It enabled
Kazakhstan to become one of the three most dynamic economies of the world and the inflow of direct foreign investments in the 25 years reached
more than 260 billion US dollars.
Among the important achievements of Kazakhstan the Majilis Chairman noted the creation
of the National Fund, growth of the industrial productivity, growth of the industry by more than
10-fold, 17-fold increase of the wages as well as creation of more than 2 million jobs.
- The choice of the people at the dawn of the independence has proven to be absolutely
right. Citizens of Kazakhstan trusted Nursultan Nazarbayev their destiny and the destiny of
the nation by electing him President. During the 25 years the Head of State for his citizens has
been the key guarantor of the dynamic development of the country, since the ideas of Elbasy
– Leader of the Nation – from the first days of the independence ensured prosperity of Kazakhstan, - emphasized N.Nigmatulin.
The international conference “25 years of Independence of the Republic of Kazakhstan:
Outcomes. Accomplishments. Vision for Future” that took place in Astana on 29th of November
were Majilis of the Parliament of Kazakhstan and Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Kazakhstan.
Parliamentarians and experts from Belarus, Belgium, China, Finland, Germany, Iran, Italy, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Poland, Russia, USA, Turkey and Sweden participated in
the gathering. Topical issues were discussed within the three thematic sessions: “Main results
of economic and political reforms in Kazakhstan”, “Kazakhstan in the world politics” and “Kazakhstan: vision to future”.
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135th ASSEMBLY OF THE INTER-PARLIAMENTARY UNION
Chairman of the Mazhi
lis (Lower House) of the Par
liament of the Republic of
Kazakhstan – TurkPA Chair
man-in-Office Mr Nurlan Nig
matulin made a speech at the
135th Assembly of the InterParliamentary Union that is
currently taking place in Genè
ve from 20th to 27th October,
2016.
Within the general debates
N.Nigmatulin noted that human
rights and fundamental rights,
respect to which is the significant factor of peace and well-being, were necessary in ensuring
development of friendly relations and cooperation among all the states and peoples.
-This year Kazakhstan marks 25th anniversary of its independence. During a relatively short period our country lead by the First President Nursultan Nazarbayev achieved
remarkable results in carrying out political and social-economic reforms. Huge work has
been done in ensuring the citizens’ election rights, representation, gender equality and human rights, said N.Nigmatulin.
As the Majilis Speaker said, in Kazakhstan a dynamically developing national system
of protecting the human rights has been created, the Commission on Human Rights under
the President of Kazakhstan being one of its important parts.
Nurlan Nigmatulin reminded that in the last years Kazakhstan has carried out a number of reforms in the field of improving the national legislation and so once again showed
that the country adheres to the principles of democracy and ensuring human rights.
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ASIAN INTER – PARLIAMENTARY FORUM ON SCIENCE,
INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY
During its Chairmanship the Mazhilis hosted a number of important events. Thus,
the Asian Inter-Parliamentary Forum on Science, Innovation and Technology was held in
Astana on the 26-27 September, 2016.
The parliamentarians and experts from more than 20 countries as well as the representatives of a number of international organizations took up the urgent topics of science
and technology, including
their legislative back-up.
The forum was organized
by the Mazhilis of Kazakhstan’s parliament in cooperation with the Islamic
Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (ISESCO) and Islamic Development Bank (IDB).
While addressing the
participants of the forum,
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Mr Nurlan Nigmatulin, Chairman of the Mazhilis noted that it was symbolic that the forum was taking place on the eve of Kazakhstan’s 25th independence anniversary. As the
Speaker of Mazhilis noted, President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev from the first
days of independence has paid a special attention to cooperation with Asian countries,
including the countries of the Islamic world. At the 70th session of the United Nations General Assembly the President stressed the tremendous influence of Asian countries on the
economic development in the world, as well as a great responsibility of the parliaments in
strengthening and further development of cooperation among the Asian countries.
He also noted that the countries of the Islamic community of nations have achieved
a lot in strengthening the stability and security in the region, development of education,
science and Islamic culture. N. Nigmatulin made emphasis on the readiness of Kazakhstan
to cooperate with the countries of the world in the development of new technologies and
innovative science.
Chairman informed that in 2017 Kazakhstan will host the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) Summit on Science and Technology.
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CONFERENCE ON STATEHOOD AND
PARLIAMENTARISM IN THE GREAT STEPPE
As a part of the Sixth TurkPA Plenary Session, an International Conference
“Statehood and Parliamentarism in the
Great Steppe” was held on 3 December
2015 in Astana. The event was organized
by the Turkic Academy and attended by
heads and members of the national delegations of the TurkPA member countries, delegation of the Hungarian Parliament, diplomatic corps and prominent scientists.
The conference was dedicated to the history of parliamentarism in the Turkic world
and issues of deep study of the common statehood traditions in the Great Steppe.
The conference included the opening ceremony of the copy of the historical monument
“Mangі Tas”, which was built in the VII century BC by Ilterish Qutlugh, the Khagan of the
Eastern Turkic Khaganate.
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CONFERENCE DEDICATED TO THE 550TH ANNIVERSARY
OF THE KAZAKH KHANATE AND 170TH ANNIVERSARY OF ABAY

An international conference dedicated to the 550th anniversary of the Kazakh Khanate
and 170th anniversary of great Kazakh thinker Abay took place on 22 December 2015 at the
Baku State University.
The event was organized by the Embassy of Kazakhstan in Baku with the support of
the Baku State University, International Turkic Academy, Al Farabi Kazakh State University as well as TurkPA.
Among the speakers and guests of the conference there were Ambassador of the Republic of Kazakhstan to the Republic of Azerbaijan Beibit Isabayev, well-known Kazakh
statesman and public figure, people’s poet Oljas Suleimenov, Rector of the Al Farabi Kazakh State University Galymkair Mutanov, Rector of the Baku State University Abel Maharramov, Turkic Council Secretary General Ramil Hasanov, TurkPA Secretary General Jandos
Asanov, President of the International Turkic Academy Darkhan Kydyrali and President
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of the Foundation of the Turkic Culture and Legacy Gunay Efendiyeva, Members of Azerbaijan’s Milli Mejlis (parliament), heads and representatives of the diplomatic missions accredited in Baku as well as eminent scholars from Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Uzbekistan as well as other countries.
The conference discussed the historical aspects of the setting up and formation of the
Kazakh Khanate as well as creative legacy of the great Kazakh poet and philosopher Ibrahim Qunanbay-uly, who is known as Abay.

Ambassador Beibit Isabayev presented the book titled “Kazakh Khanate: formation,
traditions and legacy” that was published in Azerbaijani language.
Within the framework of the conference a memorandum of understanding was signed
between the Baku State University and Al Farabi Kazakh State University, memorial medals were presented, a documentary on the Kazakh Khanate was shown and a students’
ensemble from the Al Farabi Kazakh State University gave a lively concert.
A round table dedicated to the poetry and creative legacy of the great Kazakh poet and
philosopher Abay, whose 170th anniversary was marked in 2015, took place with participation of eminent scholars and attracted a great interest.
In his speech the TurkPA Secretary General noted that there was a need to pay attention to the issue of translating the works of Abay from Kazakh into Azerbaijani and those of
Nizami Ganjevi, Nasimi and Fuzuli from Azerbaijani into Kazakh without losing its beauty
and poetry colour.
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WORKSHOP ON COMBATING DESERTIFICATION
IN TURKIC-SPEAKING COUNTRIES
Workshop on combating desertification in Turkic-speaking countries was held on 7
April 2016 in Konya with the support the Grand National Assembly of Turkey (GNAT) and
the Turkish International Cooperation and Development Agency (TIKA). The main aim of
the workshop was to raise awareness among TurkPA member countries on combating desertification and it was organized in accordance with the Working Plan adopted at the first
meeting of the TurkPA Commission on Environment and Natural Resources hosted by the
GNAT on 2 April 2015.
The workshop was attended by experts from the parliaments of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkey, as well as representatives of the Ministry of Forestry and
Water Affairs and Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock of the Republic of Turkey,
Konya Selcuk University and Konya Research Institute for Soil, Water and Combating Desertification.
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Presentations and discussions on the current situation of the TurkPA member countries regarding desertification, as well speeches on combating desertification in the TurkPA
member countries, combating desertification activities on agricultural lands and improvement legislation on these issues were made in the workshop.
Workshop`s participants visited Konya Research Institute for Soil, Water and Combating
Desertification where they were informed on Research Institute and the Selcuk University
Agronomy Department`s activities, as well as on measures taken against desertification.
During the visit each participant planted trees in the specially allocated area for participants of the meeting.
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FIRST
JOINT
MEETING OF THE
PARLIAMENTARY
COMMITTEES
ON ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS
Members of the TurkPA member parliament`s committees that deal with the issues related to the economic development, finances, agriculture and other types of economic activities,
as well as representatives of the leading Kazakh research centers gathered at the conference
“The Great Silk Road: Role and Perspectives for the Turkic-speaking Countries” organized by
the current TurkPA Chairmanship – Mazhilis of the Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan in Astana under the aegis of the Astana Economic Forum held on 25-26 May.
The participants were welcomed by Mr. Maulen Ashimbayev, Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs, Defense and Security of Mazhilis of the Parliament of Kazakhstan, who noted that it was important for the TurkPA member states to deep mutual
economic interaction with the view to reduce the effects of the current protracted economic
and financial crisis in the world.
The event was chaired by Mr. Serik Seidumanov, Member of the Mazhilis of the Kazakh Parliament. The participants had a useful exchange of views as regards the diversification of national economies, taking the advantage of transport and transit potential of the
countries in the wake of completion of transnational projects in the member countries.
The TurkPA parliamentarians also took part in the various sessions of the Astana Economic Forum.
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FIFTH WORLD TURKIC FORUM

The Fifth World Turkic Forum was held in Istanbul from 1 to 3 June, 2016 under the
umbrella of the Turkish Asian Center for Strategic Studies (TASAM) and eminent scholars,
diplomats and public figures from various Turkic-speaking and other countries attended
the event. TurkPA was one of the partners of the gathering.
Chairman of the Turkish Asian Center for Strategic Studies (TASAM) Mr. Süleyman
Şensoy and TurkPA Secretary General Mr Jandos Asanov made speeches at the opening
ceremony of the Forum.
In his speech J.Asanov noted that TurkPA, which came into being on the initiative of
President Nursultan Nazarbayev, has turned into the genuine parliamentary dimension
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of the cooperation among the Turkic-speaking nations. Briefing the audience on the latest
activities of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkic-speaking Countries, the Secretary
General congratulated on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the independence of three
TurkPA member-states - Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. Touching upon the current state of relations among the Turkic states, J. Asanov drew attention to the need to study
each other’s language and societies that can be facilitated with the widening of channels of
mutual information flow.
TurkPA Secretary General Jandos Asanov was awarded Kızıl Alma (Red Apple) diploma of TASAM for his efforts aimed at deepening the relations among the Turkic-speaking
countries.
In the evening of 2nd of June TurkPA Secretary General hosted a reception in honour
of the participants of the Fifth World Turkic Forum.
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THIRD JOINT MEETING
OF THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES
ON SOCIAL AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS
The Third joint meeting of the committees on social and cultural affairs of the TurkPA
member parliaments was held on 27 September 2016 in Astana under the auspices of the
Kazakh Chairmanship.
The meeting was organized within the framework of the Asian Inter-Parliamentary
Forum on Science, Technology and Innovation.
Participants of the meeting, parliamentarians of Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Turkey, as
well as representatives of the Turkic Academy, National Museum of Kazakhstan and TurkPA Secretariat exchanged views on the importance of cooperation in social issues and in the
fields of science, innovation and technology.
While welcoming the participants, Member of the Mazhilis of the Parliament of Kazakhstan Mr. Sauytbek Abdrakhmanov noted that TurkPA, which was established in 2008
by the initiative of the President of Kazakhstan Mr. Nursultan Nazarbayev, has turned
into a viable tool of the strengthening of constructive interaction among countries. He emphasized that the joint work of Turkic institutions will strengthen bonds of unity among
brotherly peoples.
Members of Mazhilis Mr. Beibit Mamraev and Bekbolat Tleukhan focused on the need
for an enhanced cooperation of the TurkPA member countries, exchange of experience, especially in the social and cultural sphere.
Vice-Chairman of the Committee on Science and Education of Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan Mr. Bakhtiyar Aliyev proposed creation of model laws which can play a crucial role in
harmonization of legislation.
In his speech, member of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey Mr. Orhan Atalay
proposed to establish a joint university. He noted that the priority should be given to specialized universities.
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President of the International Turkic Academy Mr. Darkhan Kydyrali, as well as TurkPA Commission Secretary Mr. Emin Hasanov in their speeches gave in-depth information
on the activities of representing organizations relating to the above issues.
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CRANS MONTANA FORUM
Homeland and Global Security Forum took place from 19 to 22 October, 2016 in Brussels. The event organizer was Crans Montana Forum - Swiss international NGO and TurkPA was among the sponsors of the gathering.
The three-day gathering attracted officials and participants from many countries of
Europe, Asia and Africa.
Further development of global economic relationship against the backdrop of ongoing regional conflicts were discussed at the panel sittings “Crises are no longer livable in
our world” and “The 21st century silk roads: global trade and global security”. These parts
of the event were sponsored by the Silk Road Chamber of International Commerce of the
People’s Republic of China.
Speaking at the panel session “The 21st century silk roads: global trade and global security” TurkPA Secretary General Mr. Jandos Asanov noted that TurkPA member-countries
supported the One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative launched by China in 2013.
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He noted that
historically

TurkPA

space served as an
important part of the
Great Silk Road as
well as a bridge between the Orient and
Occident and therefore the said countries are keen to take
the advantage of their
transport and transit
potential.

J.Asanov

concluded that the membership of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan in the Eurasian Economic
Union and membership of Turkey since 1995 in the Customs Union of the European Union
would facilitate interaction and cooperation among the regions and regional trade blocs.
On the sidelines of the forum J.Asanov spoke to Mr. Daniel Warner, Chair of the Advisory Board of Crans Montana Forum, Mr. Jianzhong Lu, Founding
Chairman of the Silk Road Chamber
of the International Commerce of
the People’s Republic of China, as
well as other participants.
TurkPA Secretary General Mr.
Jandos Asanov and President of the
Crans Montana Forum Mr. PierreEmmanuel Quirin signed a Memorandum of Understanding on behalf
of their respective organisations.
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KYRGYZSTAN - INCOMING
CHAIRMANSHIP IN TURKPA
SECOND NOMAD GAMES
The World Nomad Games, promoted with the motto “United in Force, United in Spirit,” and designed to celebrate the nomadic heritage of the Central Asian nations, started
with an opening ceremony on 3 September 2016. The games took place for the second time
in Kyrgyzstan, on the northern shore of Issyk Kul Lake from 3 to 8 September 2016.

Around 2,000 athletes from 62 countries joined the program.
In a speech made by President of the Kyrgyz Republic Mr. Almazbek Atambayev at
the opening ceremony it was noted that “In the modern world, people are forgetting their
history, and there is a threat of extinction for traditional cultures. Nomadic civilization is an
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example of sustainable development, which is
what all of humanity is looking for today”.
Promoting the revival of Ethnosports
around the world, the program included a variety of games in 23 categories like eagle hunting,
bone throwing, kok-boru and mas-wrestling,
and board games. Several hundred yurts were
set to display nomadic traditions to visitors.
The biggest draw and most fiercely contested
of the sports is kok-boru, a violent Central
Asian form of polo in which two teams battle
for control of a decapitated goat carcass There
were also music performances and conference
sessions on nomadic civilizations. Kyrgyzstan
has put on a show for the whole world to show
them its great traditions.
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TurkPA
General

Mr.

Secretary
Jandos

Asanov also attended the
opening ceremony of the
Second

World

Nomad

Games and on its sidelines met with President
of the Kyrgyz Republic
Mr. Almazbek Atambaev
and conversed with the
Chairman of the Jogorku
Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic Mr. Chynybai Tursunbekov.
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VISIT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF JOGORKU KENESH TO CHINA

The parliamentary delegation headed by Mr. Chynybai Tursunbekov, Chairman of Jogorku
Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic participated at the Forum “Dialogue of Communist Party of the
People`s Republic of China with the World 2016” held on 14 October 2016 in Chungking.
While speaking at the opening ceremony, Mr.
Tursunbekov noted that China plays an important
role in the modern economic world order and has
reached a high level of global economic governance.
This event has become a good tradition creating
an excellent platform for the discussion of topical
issues. The Forum discussed the topic titled “Innovation in global economic governance - position
and actions of political parties” is the first step toward implementation of decisions of “G-20” Summit, therefore political parties and political figures
should understand that the global processes are
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closely linked to the interests of each state. Increasing of economic activity and carrying out
the innovative and structural reforms are one of the most effective measures for solution of
global economic challenges.
At the same time this forum promotes dialogue between countries, cultural diversity and
respect for the right of each country to choose its own path of development. The transformation of Eurasia in “co-development macro-region” will have a solid foundation in the form
of long-term and mutually inter-state projects, such as the Eurasian Economic Union and the
Economic Belt of the Silk Road. The Chairman also stressed that Kyrgyzstan fully supports
the initiation of the President of China “One Belt-One Way”, as the geographical location of
two countries gives more opportunities for further development of bilateral relations.
At the end of speech Mr. Tursunbekov expressed his gratitude for the brilliant organization of the event.
Within the framework of the official visit the Chairman of Jogorku Kenesh met with Mr.
Miegombyn Enkhbold, Chairman of the Parliament of Mongolia, as well as Mr. Lyu Yunshan,
Member of Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China. At
the meeting the Chairman of the Kyrgyz Parliament congratulated Mr. Yunshan on the occasion of the 67th Anniversary of the founding of the People`s Republic of China and noted that
under the leadership of the Communist Party China has reached a high level of development
in the economic realm, space exploration and has a special place in the world.
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SIXTH PLENARY SESSION OF TURKPA

The Sixth Plenary Session of Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic Speaking countries
took place on 3-4 December 2015 in Astana, hosted by Mr. Kabibulla Jakupov, Chairman of
Mazhilis of the Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
The session was attended by Mr. Ogtay Asadov, Chairman of Milli Mejlis (Parliament)
of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Mr. Asilbek Jeenbekov, Chairman of Jogorku Kenesh of the
Kyrgyz Republic, Mr. Ahmet Aydin, Vice Speaker of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey and Ms. Marta Matrai, Vice Chair of the Hungarian National Assembly in capacity of
the observer in TurkPA.
Representatives of the Cooperation Council of Turkic Speaking States (CCTS), TURKSOY, IPA CIS, Turkic Academy, Union of Turkic World Engineers and Architects, Parliamentary Assembly of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (PABSEC) and International
Organization for Migration (IOM) took part in the Session.
In his speech Mr. Kabibulla Jakupov touched upon the activities plan of the Kazakhstani Chairmanship. He emphasized that cooperation between the Turkic-speaking coun-
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tries within almost quarter a century since gaining independence has achieved unprecedented level. Mr. Jakupov reaffirmed the readiness of TurkPA to provide a comprehensive
legislative backing to the projects and initiatives adopted by the heads of state within the
framework of the Turkic Council.
Alongside, the Chairman-in-Office urged the member countries to cooperate on challenging issues, such as fight against terrorism and radical extremism, elimination of consequences of the global economic crisis and acute environmental problems.
The Plenary Session was preceded by the meeting of the Council of Assembly held on
3 December with participation of the chairs of the parliaments of four member countries.
During the Council’s meeting, a Chairmanship was handed over from Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan to the Mazhilis of the Parliament of Kazakhstan. Mr. Kabibulla Jakupov thanked
Azerbaijani Parliament for the work conducted during their Chairmanship in TurkPA.
The Council’s meeting was marked also by the presentation of TurkPA medal of merit.
Chairman of Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan Mr. Ogtay Asadov, Chairman of Mazhilis of the
Parliament of Kazakhstan Mr. Kabibulla Jakupov, Speaker of the Jogorku Kenesh of Kyrgyzstan Mr. Asylbek Jeenbekov and Chairman of the Grand National Assembly Mr. Ismet
Kahraman were awarded the medals for their contribution to strengthening cooperation
among the peoples of the Turkic-speaking countries.
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The agenda of the Sixth Plenary Session included the annual
activity report of TurkPA, election
of chairs and vice-chairs to the permanent commissions, adoption of
reports and recommendations of
the said commissions, as well as
reports of the TurkPA international
observers’ mission on presidential
and parliamentary elections in the
member countries.
Within the plenary session’s programme national delegations visited the Turkic Academy and took part in the conference “Parliamentarism in the Great Steppe”. The conference’s programme included also the opening ceremony of the scientific copy of the “Mangi
Tas” historical monument. Besides, parliamentarians visited the library of the Kazakhstan’s
First President, the national museum of Kazakhstan and national exhibition “Unity of Turkic peoples”, as well as attended “Abay” performance at the Astana Opera and Ballet Theater and met with the management of the EXPO-2017 exhibition.
The Session was ended with adoption of Astana Declaration. The next Seventh Plenary
Session of the Assembly will be held in Kyrgyzstan.
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SPEECHES OF THE CHAIRMEN
OF THE TURKPA MEMBER PARLIAMENTS
MR. KABIBULLA JAKUPOV,
TURKPA CHAIRMAN-IN-OFFICE,
CHAIRMAN OF MAZHILIS
OF THE PARLIAMENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN
Dear participants and guests!
Ladies and gentlemen!
The Sixth Plenary Session of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkic-speaking countries is being held at the
time that has a significant importance for Kazakhstan. On
the first day of December one of our main state holidays – the Day of the First President of
Kazakhstan was celebrated.
Nursultan Nazarbayev is the author of a number of global undertakings that have been
recognised and supported by the international community. Amongst above mentioned I
would like to note that the idea of setting up the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkicspeaking countries also belongs to the President of Kazakhstan.
Nowadays TurkPA is developing actively and with great successes as the parliamentary dimension of the cooperation among the member-states of the Turkic Council.
With the aim to add Kazakhstan into the grouping of welfare states we have declared
the idea “Mangilik El” (“Eternal Country”).
The notion of “Mangilik El” (“Eternal Country”) is a deep rooted Turkic notion. That is
why I have a great confidence that the cooperation that we have established will be forever.
As you are aware, on the 11th of September, 2015 the Fifth Summit of the Turkic Council was held in Astana. This summit has been remarkable since it coincided with the 550th
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anniversary of the Kazakh Khanate – one of the evidences that Turkic world has deep traditions of statehood.
During the course of festive events dedicated to this remarkable occasion we once
again became aware that our history has close links with the entire Turkic world.
Cooperation between the brotherly countries within almost quarter a century since
many Turkic-speaking countries gained independence has reached unprecedented levels.
In the global political arena a notion “the Turkic world” came into being and all the influential forces reckon with it.
In the light of above said to further systematize the mutual cooperation and enhance
its usefulness last year at Bodrum and this year in Astana at the summits of the Turkic
Council a task was given as regards preparation of the concept of the integration of the Turkic world. I am of the view that it is appropriate for TurkPA to take part in the preparation
of the said concept to be adopted within the framework of the Turkic Council.
Dear colleagues!
Since its establishment our Assembly has accumulated a considerable work experience. Therefore we are intent to maintain this continuity, use accumulated experience and
take further our Assembly’s best practices as well as further strengthen mutual interaction
in all the directions of cooperation among our countries within the framework of Kazakhstan’s chairmanship in TurkPA.
At the same time we are of the view that the Assembly and its work need to be in line
with contemporary developmental trends and be able to meet challenges and threats. This,
of course, will have impact on strengthening the international image and prestige of our
Assembly as well as on its role in developing the unity of Turkic-speaking countries.
In this connection, dear colleagues, in my speech I would like to make emphasis on the
three directions of our Assembly’s activities.
First. To refresh the content of the activities of TurkPA Commissions and their usefulness.
Ever since our Assembly started its activities a considerable work has been carried out
within the framework of 4 permanent commissions. We think that it is necessary to intensify the work in each of the commissions, which are a working framework of the Assembly.
We propose to refresh contentwise the work of the commissions and plan joint events
in a number of fields.
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Particularly, dear colleagues, currently, the fight with the international terrorism and
radical extremism have become one of the main topics of global agenda. The latest developments in the Middle East, Europe and South Asia demonstrate that nowadays every country is vulnerable in the face of global security threats.
The idea of Kazakhstan’s President Nursultan Abish-uly Nazarbayev on the establishment of a global network on counteraction against international terrorism and extremism
within the framework of the United Nations, which he mentioned at the UN General Assembly in September of the current year, day by day is proving timely.
In connection with afore said, we propose to hold a round table dedicated to theme of
counteracting against the international terrorism and extremism within the framework of
the activities of the Commission on Legal Issues and International Relations. To discuss the
issues concerning it is necessary to invite members of parliament, international experts and
religious figures.
That is why as the members of TurkPA’s participating parliaments we could contribute
to the global security, struggle against terrorism and extremism.
Dear colleagues!
Mutual trade and economic interaction has always been a priority area of our countries’ cooperation.
Nowadays at the time of financial crisis and instability in the world economy we need
to cushion their negative impact on the economies of our countries. It is necessary to further
strengthen the economic ties among our countries. And it will be influenced by the realization of the initiative of the heads of states to set up a joint Turkic investment fund, which is
aimed at strengthening the economic cooperation. We, as the members of parliament, could
lend our support to the speedy establishment of this fund.
Our countries are getting unique opportunity to become an important part of the New
Silk Way strategic transcontinental route. This route passes through all of our countries.
It is aimed at creating a unified Eurasian trade and economic space and transcontinental
transport corridor along the Economic belt of the Silk Way.
Development of new infrastructure and logistical projects in order to increase the transit potential and handling capacity of the Caspian is one of the important issues. Next year
the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway will start working in its full capacity.
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In the year ahead of us 2787 km long Kazakhstani part of the Western China – Western
Europe motorway will be commissioned. This will allow to shorten the delivery time to
Europe by 3.5 times.
It is clear that participation in the Economic belt of the Silk Way will bring to our countries new technologies and foreign investment. In addition to this it will ensure the growth
of economy, development of infrastructure and increase the trade volume.
This issue that was considered at the fifth summit of the Turkic Council as well as other
range of trade and economic issues need to be under the serious focus of the Commission
on Economic Cooperation. They have to be considered in the improvement of national legislations.
Along with this in order to discuss implementation of joint measures on emboldening
the economic cooperation I propose to hold a meeting of the parliamentary commissions
that are in charge of the financial issues, economy and agriculture.
Unfortunately, along with issues related to the thrifty use of natural wealth and water
resources our countries have a number of environmental problems. Particularly, the ecologic situation in the Caspian and Aral seas causes a great concern. We are aware that at the
national level and within the international organisations considerable work is being carried
out. These issues also need to be within the serious focus of our Assembly.
In connection with this I propose to hold an ecological seminar on the issues of the Caspian within the framework of TurkPA’s Commission of Environment and Natural Resources.
Dear colleagues,
The unity of the Turkic world is directly linked with strengthening of cultural and humanitarian cooperation among our countries. Besides this during our chairmanship we will
pay close attention to the widening of ties in the field of culture, science and education.
Particularly, President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev has proposed to the parties to study the possibility of creating a leading centre that will deal with the implementation of the cultural and information development strategy of the Turkic world. Therefore
there is a need to lend support to the fresh joint scientific research projects, to unite efforts
on preserving old historic sites and to advance joint cultural projects.
Nowadays our Parliamentary Assembly is closely interacting with the International
Turkic Academy. We have started cooperation with the Khoja Akhmet Yassawi Internation-
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al Kazakh-Turkish University and Kyrgyz-Turkish Manas Univeristy. We call to undertake
close cooperation with the leading higher educational institutions of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkey.
It is necessary for the students and young scientists of our countries to actively participate in the joint events.
Dear colleagues!
As you know in 2017 in Astana EXPO-2017 international exhibition is going to take
place. It will be dedicated, as its title says, to the Future Energy – exploration of renewable
and alternative energy sources. We express our gratitude to your countries, which have lent
their support to our country in holding such an august event and we call to engage in close
mutual interaction during the course of preparation to it.
Particularly, we propose to hold a Festival of Turkic Culture within the framework of
the EXPO-2015 under the aegis of the Turkic Council and our Assembly. Such a step would
avail us the opportunity to demonstrate to the entire world our unity and integrity as well
as peculiar essence and unique identity of the national cultures of Turkic states. That is why
I propose to introduce the said proposals in the work content and direction of activities of
TurkPA’s Social, Cultural and Humanitarian Issues Commission.
Besides that, I am of the view that the Commissions need to pay a special attention to
the enhancement of efficiency of its activities. As you know, the Commissions adopt recommendations on the results of their work. We think that it is appropriate to introduce into the
work of the Commissions the practice of listening to the report on the measures taken with
the aim to implement the recommendations of the Commissions, which would help assess
the importance of the Commissions’ recommendations.
Such a method will enable to assess the significance of the Commissions’ work in practice. That is why, the activities of the Commissions will be boosted and be in direct relation
with the requirements and needs.
Second. Bringing closer national legislations.
One of the main tasks of TurkPA needs to be harmonisation and bringing closer national
legislations of the participating states. This law drafting work has to be conducted within the
framework of the Commissions. Such activities of the Commissions need to be directed at
bringing closer national legislations, namely, above mentioned fields of legislation.
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In this context I would like to note that the practice of exchange with experiences regarding the issues relating to national legislations and accumulation of experts’ potential, which
started during the Turkish chairmanship of TurkPA, has found a wide support among the colleagues in TurkPA. During the chairmanship of Azerbaijan a number of seminars and round
tables that have had rich content were organised. We will be continuing this practice.
That is why the work of the TurkPA Commissions on bringing together national legislations could become a reliable tool of strengthening our cooperation.
Third. Further active international presence of TurkPA.
Nowadays the extent of TurkPA’s international ties is growing. Our Assembly is interacting with the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU), Parliamentary Union of the Organisation
of Islamic Cooperation (PUIC), Parliamentary Assembly of the OSCE, Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE), Inter-Parliamentary Assembly of the Commonwealth of Independent States (IPA CIS) as well as other parliamentary structures.
We think that it is important to continue the work on strengthening the international
ties with various international institutions, including the institutions that are part of the
United Nations’ system.
We, while using the potential of TurkPA, in the international forums and within the
framework of international organisations could lend support to various international initiatives and joint undertakings of our countries and could facilitate their advancement.
In 2016 in Antalya - EXPO 2016, in Kyrgyzstan - the Second World Nomad Games, in
Baku - the 7th Global Forum of the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations will take place.
And Astana is busy with preparations to host EXPO 2017 international specialized exhibition as well as other events.
Obviously active work in the international politics, in the fields of economy and culture
will have impact on the enhancement of the international role and prestige of the Turkicspeaking countries. Therefore the work of our countries, namely, our parliaments and the
Parliamentary Assembly on furthering the common interests has to be coordinated. Only
like this we will be able to demonstrate our unity through our joint interaction.
These days we have to widen cooperation in the fields of economy, international cooperation, culture and education with the brotherly Turkic republics of Uzbekistan and
Turkmenistan using the means of the parliamentary diplomacy. Obviously, this needs to be
done on a voluntary basis.
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I believe that strengthening of mutual interaction among the Turkic states will enhance
TurkPA’s potential and uplift the Turkic cooperation to a new level.
In order to tackle these problems within the framework of our Assembly I propose to
regularly organize meetings of chairs of the parliamentary committees on the international
relations. At those events a current agenda and directions of joint work could be discussed
and relevant recommendations could be given to the TurkPA Council and the Commission
on Legal Issues and International Relations.
Dear colleagues!
I am confident that the measures we are putting forward will lift mutual interaction of
our parliaments to a new qualitative level and improve the efficiency of our Assembly. Obviously, the Secretariat of the Assembly also needs to engage in an active work on enhancing
the directions of the Commissions’ work and proficiency of the Commission Secretaries.
I strongly believe that only achievements are awaiting the Turkic-speaking countries
in the 21st Century. The joint work of all the common Turkic institutions will have impact
on strengthening the Turkic unity, on the friendship and prosperity of our brotherly Turkic
countries and peoples.
I wish to all the participants of the Plenary Session fruitful work.
Thank you very much for your attention!
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MR. OGTAY ASADOV,
CHAIRMAN OF THE MILLI MEJLIS
OF THE REPUBLIC OF AZERBAIJAN

Honorable colleagues,
Dear friends,
Ladies and gentlemen,
The cooperation in the field of information and media is being brought as an important
issue to the forefront of the deepening cooperation among the member countries within the
framework of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkic–speaking Countries.
Today, the integration of the Turkic-speaking nations depends on identification and
acquisition of common goals not only in the political, economic and cultural spheres, but
also in the sphere of information and media.
Unprecedented development of media and technology, globalization of information
space shortened the distances between states. One of the main features of the present information age is a real possibility to spread the news from the most remote locations to all
over the world.
Today, states actively cooperate in the spheres of information exchange and communication, including radio and television broadcasting and distribution of publishing materials. It appears that with the development of storage, processing and transmission of
technologies an industrial society is being transformed into information society.
In developed countries, a number of people working in the field of information have
exceeded a number of those working in the field of material production. Individual rights
to information, implementation and protection of these rights are becoming increasingly
important. Moreover, information and individual rights to information beneficially provide development, implementation and protection of universal human rights.
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Unfortunately, process of informatization has both positive and some negative aspects. Lack of technology in certain countries, cyber crime and information warfare are an
example of these negative trends.
The negative processes and events taking place both within international community
and our region, as well as posing a threat to the peace and stability of the Turkic world are
always being accompanied by strong information attacks.
I would like to widely comment this view in the context of Azerbaijan.
Since the late 80ies of the last century, our country had been subjected to a series of
sabotage, acts of terrorism and occupation. As its result, the people lived in the territory
of Armenia and in the Nagorno-Karabakh region of Azerbaijan faced ethnic cleansing and
genocide acts and had to live with pain of tragedies, particularly of the Khojaly genocide
committed by Armenian armed forces in February 1992.
Today, the 20 percent of Azerbaijani territory is occupied by Armenia and 1 million
compatriots had been expelled from their homes.
While carrying out all of these actions, Armenia got military and information support
from its patrons. It even made us to live in the period of the information blockade when a
cycle of events that have taken place in the region were contrarily presented to the world
community.
Dear colleagues,
Many challenges faced by the modern world are the results of different approaches to
the understanding of universal human values and, first of all, understanding of the norms
of morality and social justice amidst speedy process of globalization. Today, we see what
is happening in Europe and in the other parts of the world. In this regard, it is regrettable
that increasingly deepening negative processes create conditions in different countries for
strengthening of the trends such as xenophobia, radicalism, increase of religious intolerance and extremism, islamophobia and Turcophobia.
Geopolitical problems faced by the Turkic world today, put forward the importance of
combining our efforts for the sake of ensuring peace and security in the region, as well as
preservation and development of our common values. Azerbaijani side highly appreciates
directing of these efforts to the joint projects relating to cooperation in the field of information and media.
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In this respect, we express our support to the work of the coordination group on the
establishment of common educative television channel and common international news
channel. We consider that development of cooperation among the member countries in the
field of information and media, implementation of joint projects can make a valuable contribution to the realization of our common goals.
Dear friends,
Dear colleagues,
Eventually, let me wish success to the work of the Assembly and peace, progress and
prosperity to our peoples.
Thank you for your attention.
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MR. ASILBEK JEENBEKOV
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOGORKU KENESH
OF THE KYRGYZ REPUBLIC
Dear Chairman!
Dear guests and participants!
First of all, allow me to express my gratitude to our Kazakh brothers for their efforts in organization of plenary session
on high level, and showing us utmost hospitality.
Last year we met in Baku, capital city of Azerbaijan. A year
past and we are seeing each other here in gorgeous Astana.
The TurkPA became an actual proof of parliamentary partnershipand unity of our consanguine nations.
Since the last Plenary Session held in Baku we made a lot of important things. Here it is
important to express our gratitude to the Azerbaijani side which held chairmanship with great
professionalism. We appreciate the personal contribution of Chairman of the Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan. Thank you very much Mr. Oktay Asadov!
Dear participants,
Our venerable Turkic nation is rich for exclusive cultural and spiritual values. We share common language and culture and there is also an intention to build common future.
We should know our history, our roots. Today we are obliged to restore in our hearts spirit
and civic consciousness of our ancestors.
If we recall the values of our ancestors and learn to live together in harmony, if we recall our
history and roots, we can reach our bright and great future.
TURKSOY is active in preserving and rapprochement of our spiritual and cultural values.
In 2014 during the international forum held by Turksoy in Kazan, 2015 was declared as a year of
famous Kyrgyz poet Omor Sultanov.
Pursuant to given decision various events dedicated to Kyrgyz poet Omor Sulatanov are
held in a whole Turkic world. We deeply appreciate all TurkPA member countries for supporting
and participating at mentioned events.
We are pleased to note that at 5th Summit of the Turkic Council held in Astana our heads of
states reached an agreement to establish in Kyrgyz Republic Center of Nomad Civilization.
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We are thankful to the TurkPA member countries for supporting this initiative.
Dear colleagues,
With each meeting, the content of our cooperation deepens and ties between us strengthen. The mutual cooperation between our fraternal peoples is strengthened not only in the
cultural and social sphere but also at all other levels. Turkic peoples have made a huge contribution to the economic and cultural development of the Eurasian continent. in this regard,
creating a single economic framework is in the interests of the peoples of our countries. In this
area I think it is very important to implement informational, communicational and transport
and infrastructural projects. I believe that effective measures will further strengthen our mutual fraternal relations.
As you are aware, at the last meeting of the Turkic Council held in Astana in September,
the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbayevs initiative was dedicated to
cooperation in the sphere of information. This timely raised initiative will encourage the importance of strengthening the future of information security issues. Our countries are making steps
toward joint efforts in specific targets. We are happy that we brought our media opportunities to
the international level.
In the same time, within the framework of next 6th Summit of the Turkic Council, we are
planning to organize Second World Nomad games on the shores of the Issyk-Kul lake which is
known as pearl of the Kyrgyzstan. We think that we will take another step towards rapprochement of our nations and strengthening of our partnership.
I want to take this opportunity to invite all of you.
Dear colleagues,
Ties between our states are fully based on mutual trust. Each meeting of the Assembly is a
new page of our cooperation. Despite the tense international political and economic situation, our
countries are finding ways to work together.
Each year, through our joint efforts the activity of TurkPA is developing. This is a guarantee
of our successful cooperation. Effective cooperation and mutual support established within the
framework of various international platforms is giving its results
Yesterday, at the Council of Assembly we have constructively discussed a number of important issues. Today important decisions which can give an impetus to our multilateral cooperation
were taken. In general, we can say that your organization is moving forward.
We have full confidence that the meeting of the TurkPA, which is being held today in Astana
will become one more important step in the development of our cooperation. I want to notice that
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TurkPA is our common platform. TurkPA make us closer. Today we can say that we feel each
other and we can openly discuss common issues.
We support with satisfaction Hungarian National Assembly’s desire for further development of cooperation with the TurkPA. We applaud heartily that parliamentary delegation of the
Hungarian National Assembly is participating for the second time at our event. Hungary delegation’s participation in the activities of our organization has become a permanent tradition. Dear
Ms. Martha Mattrai, hope you could continue the tradition.
Dear Mr. Kabibulla Jakypov,
From today, the Chairmanship in TurkPA passed to Kazakhstan. I wish you every success
in development of activity of the TurkPA. We believe, that the chairmanship of Parliament of the
Kazakhstan will lead to achieve common goals and relations between our member states will
continue to grow.
Dear participants,
Next year Chairmanship in the TurkPA will pass to the Kyrgyz Republic. We offer to hold
next meeting in the second half of 2016 in Bishkek.
At the end of my speech, I would like to notice that we believe that our common activity will
bring good results, deepen ties between brotherly nations and strengthen our solid partnership.
I belive that the 6th plenary session of TurkPA will strengthen Assembly international reputation as the most effective and sustainable organization and will contribute to its development.
I wish success to all participants.
Thank you very much for your attention!
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MR. AHMET AYDIN
VICE CHAIR OF THE GRAND NATIONAL
ASSEMBLY OF TURKEY
Honourable Chairmen of the Parliaments of Turkic
world,
Esteemed Parliamentarians,
Dear participants,
Let me cordially welcome all of you and extend sincere
greetings on behalf of your brothers in Turkey and of our Chairman Mr. Ismayil Kahraman.
Despite his strong desire to attend the Plenary Session Mr. Chairman asked me to convey, on
his behalf, his deepest regret for not being able to participate due to a busy schedule of activities.
Before starting my remarks I would like to express my gratitude to Kazakh brothers, especially to my dear friend Mr. Jakupov and all his delegation, to our friends, Kazakh parliamentarians and all staff for their heartfelt hospitality, excellent organization and preparation that will be
highly contribute to the success of today’s Session.
I believe that Kazakhstan will represent TurkPA in a best way during its Chairmanship and
we will further improve the cooperation among TurkPA member parliaments and increase efficiency of our organization in the region.
While speaking about regional cooperation, TurkPA and Turkic Council it is important to
stress the leadership and support of the President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev.
Mr. Nazarbayev has a significant role not only in the establishment of TurkPA and Turkic
Council, also a number of effective cooperation structures in our region as CICA (Conference on
Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia) was established personally with his initiative.
President Nazarbayev hospitably hosted the Fifth Summit of the Turkic Council which took
place in Astana in September also with participation of our previous Chairman of the parliament
on behalf of the President of Turkey. I am confident that with his support Kazakh Chairmanship
will continue its successful activity both at executive and parliamentary level. Taking this opportunity I wish every success to Kazakhstani Chairmanship in its work.
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Besides I hope that Kazakhstan will be elected as a non-permanent member to United Nations Security Council for the period of 2017-2018 and will contribute to enhancing regional cooperation, as well as position, views of our region in larger platforms.
Furthermore, the 24th anniversary of the independence of Kazakhstan will be celebrated on
16th December. On this occasion as a first country recognizing the independence, we once again
express our congratulation to friendly and brotherly country. Also we wish in advance success
and achievements to EXPO 2017.
Besides, we express our gratitude to the Chairman of Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan Mr. Ogtay
Asadov and all the members of delegation for the successful activities during the previous Chairmanship.
Honorable Chairmen,
Dear participants,
Being thousand kilometers away from our country, one must say that we feel ourselves at
home, like in native land and much more comfortable than in any other country. It is the power of
our fraternal ties based on common language, religion, history, culture and common values.
States may have boundaries on the map, but boundaries of homeland are determined by
ballads, epos, tales, by names given to children and to places of location and shortly by feelings. If
we look in general, we have same timbres in our ballads, same heroes in our epos and tales, same
names in our children and settlements and we live out absolutely same feelings in our hearts.
Therefore, Astana, Baku and Bishkek are valuable for us as same as Ankara. We feel ourselves
here at home regardless of destinations.
Dear friends,
One of the fundamental principles of our culture is deliberation and consulting with each
other. In this regard, Turkey places particular importance on the possibility to sit and talk with
brothers from the Turkic world at the same table. We are aware that TurkPA gives an opportunity to bring us together and discuss various issues on a common platform. The issues put on
the agenda here enable us to share our concerns and successes with each other and at the same
time to find common solution to the issues and exchange of experience that would facilitate our
development. Moreover, it gives us possibility to express our joint views and stance on the issues
relating to the international relations.
I would like to emphasize that further enhancement of our close cooperation represents importance in terms of regional and international peace and stability. Rapid changes in the system of
international relations have made parliaments and parliamentarians significant actors of foreign
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policy. TurkPA itself demonstrates efforts of the Turkic world to integrate in this dynamically
changing process. It is our common task to transform TurkPA as remarkable actor within this
process. In this context, being linked by the roots of ancient civilizations, our will for future cooperation and partnership would facilitate activities in this direction. Consequently, apart from talks
about vain wishes we must consistently take steps that would demonstrate our common will.
As an organization representing Turkic world, TurkPA should strive for bringing together
all the Turkic-speaking countries. In this framework, necessary initiatives should be forwarded in
order to ensure participation of Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Northern Cyprus under one umbrella. By the way, I would like particularly express my hope that the Parliament of the Northern
Turkish Republic of Cyprus would obtain an observer status in our Assembly in the near future.
Our absolute unity, undoubtedly, will contribute to our strong common future and in this
regard, comprehensive attitude and concrete work in the fields of mutual interest will facilitate
achievement of our future goals with all our brothers. Thus, I am really happy and proud to see
our friends from Hungary and extend my appreciation for being among us.
We believe that solution of various issues and ensuring peace and stability is possible only
through establishment and development of this unity. There is no alternative for us but to be
strong and united in order to resolve the problems and afflictions of our brothers. Thus, resolution of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, in which international community is still deaf, should be
resolved on the basis of territorial integrity and sovereignty of Azerbaijan, blockade of Turkish
people in Cyprus and sufferings of Turkmens in Syria and Iraq contradicts to the human rights
principles, as well as the hardships of Crimean Turks must be stopped.
Dear friends,
Apart from other organizations, ours is not rootless since it was established on the base of
ancient statehood traditions of our peoples. Our mission is to sustain these traditions within our
young organization. We are convinced that institutional structure will increase efficiency of our
work and decisions adopted will bring concrete results, and, consequently, such efficiency will
contribute to the visibility of our organization. In this regard, elaboration of financial regulations
should be priority for us with the view of ensuring unimpeded activities of the Assembly. This
aspect will further develop, undoubtedly, actual successful work of the commissions. Currently,
we all see results of this work in the forms of reports and recommendations.
We highly appreciate adopted reports and recommendations, which could be assessed as
guidance for enhancing our cooperation. As the members of parliaments, we particularly assume
our responsibility on the implementation of recommendations aimed at approximation of national legislation of our countries, and each of us surely makes necessary efforts to set forth this issue
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at our respective parliament. Besides TurkPA’s commissions and parliamentarians, we encourage
sharing of experience and information exchange between the commissions of the member parliaments and administrations of parliaments. Moreover, we attach importance to the development
of communication networks among experts, academicians and artists of our countries. We absolutely believe that both TurkPA members and Secretariat will carry out necessary activities in this
field. By the way, we all know that TurkPA Commission on Environment and Natural Resources
approved report and recommendation on the issue of desertification in our countries. In this regard, I would like to inform you that Ankara hosted in October the 12th UN Conference on the
Fight against Desertification and in the event’s framework, 11th round table of parliamentarians
took place. Both the Parties of the Conference and Forum of parliamentarians unanimously voted
for presidency of Turkey in the Steering Committee of the Conference.
Dear Chairmen of Parliaments,
Dear friends,
I again express my gratitude to Kazakhstani Parliament for their hospitality and thanks the
Secretariat for excellent organization of the Session.
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MRS. MÁRTA MÁTRAI,
VICE-CHAIR OF THE
HUNGARIAN NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
Dear participants of the Assembly!
Dear Mr. Chairman,
Mr. Secretary General,
Chairmen,
Delegations,
It is a great honor and pleasure for the Hungarian Parliament to participate as an observer in the work of the Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic-Speaking Countries. Let me
convey to you the greetings of Mr. László Kövér, Chairman of the Hungarian Parliament
and the members of the parliament. I would like also to express my gratitude to the organizers of the Assembly for a warm and friendly welcome and excellent organization.
We are pleased to see and feel that the prestige and visibility of TurkPA is growing not
only among the member states, but also beyond them, in the international arena, which is,
particularly, associated with the organizations such as the OSCE, the European Parliament
or the Baltic Assembly. Hungarian side considers very important to support this direction,
since it contributes to the effective operation of the organization and strengthens the authority of TurkPA and the member states.
We, the parliamentarians, can only be satisfied with our lawmaking activity, if it creates
really effective and stimulating legislative framework in all spheres of the society, including
the field of economy, culture, education, health and other important areas of functioning of
the society. This is a guarantee of promoting our countries in the direction of prosperity and
security trends. We are pleased with the fact that TurkPA also considers these trends very
important and thereby, has established its specialized commissions.
Dear Assembly,
Hungarian Parliament is open to cooperation and in this context, is ready for exchange
of experience in international cooperation acquired in various fields, more precisely, famil-
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iarization with the experience of TurkPA generally, but in case of such requests with the
experience of the member states separately. I suppose that in case of specific topics, they
should be submitted for consideration immediately and without constraint.
We, the parliamentarians, have a special responsibility for the future of our nations
and countries. Therefore, I would like to take this opportunity to present to the attention
of the audience the idea of strengthening direct ties between our peoples. I propose to support the so-called public diplomacy, including the promotion of direct contacts among our
youth, strengthening cultural ties between our countries, using the weight and authority of
the TurkPA. I think that from the standpoint of future and in terms of relations and cooperation between our countries, it is a very important area that is worthy of support by such an
authoritative international organization as TurkPA.
In conclusion, let me express my appreciation to the hosts and organizers for holding
the VI Plenary Session of TurkPA at high level and for excellent working conditions. I am
confident that the Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic-Speaking Countries completely fulfilling its mission will further strengthen and develop multilateral cooperation among the
member states and friendly relations between our peoples.
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ASTANA DECLARATION
The Sixth Plenary Session of the Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic-speaking Countries
was held on 3-4 December 2015 in Astana with participation of the members of the Milli
Mejlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan, the both houses of the Parliament of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, the Jogorku Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic and the Grand National Assembly
of the Republic of Turkey.
The Participants of the Sixth Plenary Session,
• Expressing their strong will to further deepen cooperation amongst the parliaments
and in this regard referring to the Istanbul Agreement on the establishment of the
Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic-speaking Countries of 21 November 2008 and
Nakhchivan Agreement on the establishment of the Cooperation Council of Turkicspeaking States of 3 October 2009 and previous TurkPA declarations;
• Noting the special role of parliaments in developing close and multifaceted cooperation among Turkic-speaking Countries based on common historic, linguistic and
cultural links;
• Welcoming substantive development of cooperation within the Assembly’s framework since the last Fifth Plenary Session in 2014;
• Emphasizing that interaction among the parliaments of Turkic-speaking countries
contributes to sustainable social and economic development, advancement of culture and education, strengthening of the rule of law and fundamental rights and
freedoms in the member countries;
• Being aware that comprehensive and deepening relations among Turkic-speaking
Countries strengthen political dialogue and enhance stability and security both in
the region and the world;
• reaffirming its commitments to the norms and principles enshrined in the UN Charter, especially, the principles of sovereignty, territorial integrity, and inviolability of
internationally recognized borders of states;
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Declare the following:
1) The Parliamentary Assembly highly appreciates the results of the Fifth Summit of
the Cooperation Council of Turkic-speaking States (Turkic Council) held on 11 September 2015 in Astana, which identified the current agenda of cooperation among
Turkic-speaking countries, and reaffirms its readiness to give legislative backing to
the decisions and undertakings adopted within the framework of the Turkic Council;
2) The Parliamentary Assembly supports the efforts of the Turkic Council on strengthening cooperation among the mass media of the member-countries and expresses
its readiness to facilitate achievement of set goals and objectives in this field;
3) The Parliamentary Assembly acknowledges that the economic cooperation among
the member countries has contributed to strengthening of ties among them and in
this regard, calls for further improvement of business and investment environment
in the member countries;
4) The Parliamentary Assembly encourages the member states to take the advantage
of transport and transit projects that are being commissioned in the member-countries and, in this regard, calls to take further action on simplifying of legal and
technical procedures aimed at increasing transport flows and transit potential of
the member countries;
5) The Parliamentary Assembly commends the activities of the newly established
Commission on Environment and Natural Resources and underlines the importance of cooperation among the countries in the areas, such as rational use of natural resources, development of alternative energy sources and protection of biodiversity;
6) The Parliamentary Assembly fully supports the cooperation initiatives on environmental issues with relevant national authorities of the member countries;
7) The Parliamentary Assembly positively assesses ongoing cooperation between
TurkPA and International Kazakh-Turkish University (IKTU) in Turkestan and
Kyrgyz-Turkish Manas University (KTMU) and expresses hope that preparation
of qualified interpreters from one Turkic language into another, compilation of relevant dictionaries and language learning educational materials will help advance
cultural, educational and humanitarian ties among the member-states;
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8) The Parliamentary Assembly positively assesses the activities of election observation missions during presidential election In the Republic of Turkey, early presidential election in the Republic of Kazakhstan, the parliamentary elections in the
Republic of Turkey, the Kyrgyz Republic and the Republic of Azerbaijan, and suggests the Commission on Legal Affairs and International Relations to take up deliberations on possible elaboration and adoption of common legal grounds and
standards with regard to the activities of the Assembly’s observers mission;
9) The Parliamentary Assembly highly appreciates the activities of the Azerbaijani
Chairmanship, in particular its continued efforts on the accumulation of TurkPA’s legislative experts potential and on the wider exchange of parliamentary
experience and share of best practices among the member countries and calls
the member parliaments to host expert meetings between parliament apparatus
departments starting with legislation, foreign relations, public relations and information technology departments, each of which is to be hosted by a different
parliaments;
10) The Parliamentary Assembly expresses its readiness to continue addressing the issues of good governance, rule of law and development of civil society in order to
adequately meet the modern challenges and trends;
11) The Parliamentary Assembly expresses the need for enhanced and sustainable
coordination of activities among the Turkic Council, TurkPA, TURKSOY, Turkic
Academy and Turkic Culture and Heritage Foundation in order to ensure efficient
interaction and overall integrity of institutionalized cooperation of Turkic states;
12) The Parliamentary Assembly highlights the progress achieved in developing cooperation with other regional and international organizations with the view of increasing visibility of TurkPA within global international platforms;
13) The Parliamentary Assembly welcomes the Jogorku Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic in obtaining the status of partner for democracy to PACE, expresses satisfaction
with commencement of practical cooperation with the Parliamentary Assembly of
the Council of Europe (PACE) keeping in view that the parties jointly held a conference on 26-27 March 2015 in Istanbul dedicated to the accountability of elected
bodies and the International Conference on Migration in Central Asia on 2 June
2015 in Bishkek under the auspices of the Jogorku Kenesh of Kyrgyzstan;
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14) The Parliamentary Assembly also expresses satisfaction with the commencement of
interaction with the International Organization for Migration (IOM) and positively
assesses the conclusions of the Second Meeting of the parliamentary committees of
the member countries on social policy and healthcare held on 21 November 2014 in
Baku with participation of the IOM representatives and dedicated to the migration
challenges;
15) The Parliamentary Assembly supports the ongoing cooperation between TurkPA
and the Union of Architects and Engineers of the Turkic World, particularly joint
efforts to hold the Congress of Engineering, Architecture and Urban Planning expected to take place in Baku in 2016;
16) The Parliamentary Assembly favourably assesses the ongoing cooperation with the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) and notes the participation of TurkPA in the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly and OSCE activities, including
the OSCE 21st Ministerial Council in December 2014, as well as the visit of the Secretary General to Vienna to address the OSCE Permanent Council on 23 July 2015;
17) The Parliamentary Assembly reaffirms its support to the development of cooperation with the Hungarian National Assembly within the framework of its observer
status and notes the visit of Secretary General of TurkPA to Budapest on 24-25
March 2015 and negotiations with the leadership of the Hungarian Parliament and
officials of the Hungarian Foreign Ministry;
18) The Parliamentary Assembly unequivocally condemns all acts, methods and practices of terrorism which cannot be justified under any circumstances, regardless of
their motivation, in all their forms and manifestations, wherever and by whoever
committed. It also reiterates its resolve to strengthen cooperation and coordination
among member states in fight against terrorism, radicalization and extremism including transnational organized crime, trafficking in narcotics, smuggling of arms,
persons and migrants;
19) The Parliamentary Assembly stresses the importance of interreligious dialogue,
welcomes the initiative of the Republic of Kazakhstan on convening Congress of
the Leaders of World and Traditional Religions and confirms the importance of
joint implementation of principles and ideas outlined in the Declaration by the Participants of the V Congress on 10-11 June 2015 in Astana.
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20) The Parliamentary Assembly highly appreciates the achievements of Azerbaijan in
promoting intercultural dialogue worldwide, and in this regard notes with satisfaction the 3rd World Forum of Intercultural Dialogue held on May 18-19, 2015 in
Baku and commends the efforts of the Government of Azerbaijan to host the 7th
Global Forum of the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations in Baku in 2016;
21) The Parliamentary Assembly underlines with concern the challenges that the global humanitarian system is facing and calls on the member countries to participate
at the highest possible level to the World Humanitarian Summit to be held on 23-24
May 2016 in Istanbul at the level of Heads of States and Governments;
22) The Parliamentary Assembly reiterates the importance of the earliest settlement of
the Armenia-Azerbaijan Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, on the basis of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and inviolability of the internationally recognized borders of
the Republic of Azerbaijan;
23) The Parliamentary Assembly welcomes the resumption of the comprehensive negotiation process in Cyprus on 15 May 2015 and the progress achieved so far in the
process; confirms its strong support for a negotiated and mutually agreed, just and
lasting political settlement in Cyprus based on political equality of the two peoples
in the Island, and expresses its solidarity with the Turkish Cypriot people, an equal
and constituent partner in Cyprus, in their aspirations for a peaceful, secure and
prosperous future;
24) The Parliamentary Assembly congratulates the election of the Kyrgyz Republic to
the UN Human Rights Council in the period of 2016-2018 and wishes success to the
Republic of Kazakhstan during the candidacy process for non-permanent membership of the United Nations’ Security Council in the period of 2017-2018 and the candidature of the Republic of Azerbaijan to the United Nations Economic and Social
Council for the term 2017-2019;
25) The Parliamentary Assembly highly appreciates the First European Games hosted
by the Republic of Azerbaijan on 12-28 June 2015 in Baku and congratulates the
Government and people of Azerbaijan for excellent organization of the Games,
which once more demonstrated the contribution and adherence of Azerbaijan to
dissemination of universal principles of sport, promotion of the ideas of cultural
diversity, tolerance and mutual understanding;
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26) The Parliamentary Assembly calls on the member states to provide utmost support for Turkey’s and Kazakhstan’s efforts to organize the specialized exhibitions,
EXPO 2016 Antalya and EXPO 2017 Astana respectively, as well as Turkey’s efforts
to organize the 23rd World Energy Congress on 9-13 October 2016 in Istanbul, and
wishes success to both countries during these events;
27) The Parliamentary Assembly commends the successful organization of the First
World Nomad Games hosted by the Kyrgyz Republic on 8-14 September 2014 in
Issyk-Kul and welcomes the initiative of the Kyrgyz Republic to host the Second
World Nomad Games in 2016 and calls on the member countries to popularize nomad games through comprehensive media coverage of the Second World Nomad
Games in its countries;
28) The Parliamentary Assembly congratulates the election of Turkey to the presidency
of UNCCD Conference of the Parties as well as to the presidency of the Steering
Committee of the Parliamentary Network, and calls on the member states to provide utmost support for Turkey’s efforts to organize events to combat desertification;
29) The Parliamentary Assembly appreciates the traditional hospitality extended in
Astana as well as the outstanding organization of the Sixth Plenary Session of TurkPA by the Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan;
30) The Parliamentary Assembly decided to hold its Seventh Plenary Session in 2016 in
the Kyrgyz Republic.
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Sixth Plenary Session of TurkPA,
Astana, 4 December 2015

RECOMMENDATION
ON COMBATING DESERTIFICATION
IN TURKIC-SPEAKING COUNTRIES
Commission on Environment and Natural Resources
Bearing in mind that the desertification is one of the most serious ecological and socio-economic problems which might present the main threat to successful social-economic development of
TurkPA member countries,
Concerned by the spread and intensification of desertification in member countries and the human suffering, economic and financial losses and social disruption caused by that,
Recognizing regional collaboration as an important component that provides a valuable opportunity in obtaining methodological, technical and financial assistance from the international community and gives impulse to combating desertification through the assistance,
Aware of the need to identify the major aspects of land degradation arising in the TurkPA
member countries and to measure their severity in order to find appropriate solutions to protecting
threatened ecosystems and eradicating poverty,
The Parliamentary Assembly proposes to the national parliaments and the governments of
the TurkPA member-states:
a) to create a “culture of prevention from desertification” in member countries that includes
raising of public awareness of societies, providing of correct information on the issue and
contributing to the environmental-friendly attitude of peoples;
b) to harmonize the environmental legislation with the internationally accepted standards of
environment protection, including combating desertification;
c) to implement pilot projects on relevant conventions, seeking practical, experimental (methodological) and presentation (informational-promotional) goals;
d) to form and implement various forestry related projects needed in member countries within
relevant national action programmes;
e) to inventory the state-owned summer and winter pastures in member countries. As a result of this process it is possible to determine the condition of the soil and in accordance with
this condition the existing problems can be solved correctly and easier.
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f) to protect vegetative cover. Maintaining vegetative cover to protect soil from wind and
water erosion is a key preventive measure against desertification. Properly maintained vegetative cover also prevents loss of ecosystem services during drought episodes.
g) to use modern technologies locally suitable for their application in the regions that mostly
suffer from desertification;
h) to create economic opportunities in drylands of urban and rural centers of the member
countries in order to change overall landscape of this areas by setting various infrastructure
facilities that would lead to prevention of further process of desertification;
i) to organize activities on Agroecological Consulting that would include a joint work of
experts and farmers aimed at rational use of soil;
j) to reinforce regional cooperation in the areas such as exchange of information and experience, training and collaborative research programmes;
k) to develop the capacity building measures through improvement of the institutional framework and more active participation of the non-governmental sector in combating desertification;
l) to initiate discussions on elaboration of regional instruments with participation of the
TurkPA member countries regarding joint actions in the various areas of environmental
protection, including combating desertification, and to organize conference or forum to be
dedicated to the deliberations on strengthening cooperation under the TurkPA umbrella;
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Sixth Plenary Session of TurkPA,
Astana, 4 December 2015

RECOMMENDATION
ON INCREASING THE INFORMATION FLOW AMONG
THE TURKPA MEMBER COUNTRIES
Commission on Social, Cultural and Humanitarian Affairs
Understanding the importance of establishing channels for information exchange in further
strengthening of various connections between the TurkPA member countries;
Expressing the readiness to legally support realization of the suggestions told by the President
of the Republic of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev on the 4th- Summit of the CCTS (Turkic
Council) in Bodrum on June 5, 2014 regarding the development of mass media in the Turkic speaking countries;
Supporting efforts of the Turkic States Cooperation Council (Turkic Council), TURKSOY and
the Turkic Academy, aimed at strengthening of cooperation in cultural and humanitarian areas, and
in particular facilitation of the Turkic media interaction;
Pointing out the importance of Media Forum of Turkic Speaking Countries and Communities,
the first meeting of which was held in Ankara, second in Baku, third in Bishkek, fourth and last meeting in Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus between 2014 November, 15 – 17, which had the theme of
“Media in the Context of the Current Issues in Turkic Speaking Countries and Communities”;
Taking into account insufficient development of qualified translation and translators from
one Turkic language to another.
Recommend to the parliaments and governments of the TurkPA member countries to:
1. Increase the measures on stimulation of mutual information exchange between the Turkic
speaking countries. Large national information agencies should have personnel with appropriate knowledge of the mentioned languages that would facilitate would facilitate timely receipt of information and translation into appropriate languages. Proposed action steps are:
а) Opening on the websites of leading news agencies of pages in the TurkPA member countries languages;
b) Daily television news broadcasts on events in the Turkic world;
c) Establishment and expansion of cooperation between information agencies of the TurkPA
countries;
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d) Organization of regular events on establishment of information exchange with media
and television products;
e) Organization of Turkic peoples’ culture, history and languages transfer;
f) Create a working commission of TurkPA in order to establish a common TV channel,
which will distribute information (broadcast) in the Turkic countries.
2. Assist in training of qualified translators in the highest education organizations of Turkic
countries to improve the quality of language translation (written, simultaneous and consecutive). In this context, we propose to consider the following points:
а) specialization on qualified translations from Turkish/Azerbaijani into Kazakh and Kyrgyz languages;
b) Specialization on qualified translations from Kazakh and Kyrgyz into Turkish/Azerbaijani languages;
c) Scientific works on quality translation issues;
d) Competitions among translators and students on quality translation;
e) Domestic and international seminars on translation issues;
f) Supporting the Kyrgyz – Anatolian Turkish translation programme of Kyrgyzstan –
Turkey Manas University, and taking advantage of the experience of this University;
g) To create special faculties on training of journalist’s and professional interpreters with
knowledge skills of the Turkic countries languages based on state humanitarian universities of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkey.
3. Create alliance of translators of Turkic language.
4. Increase activity in the area of science and culture. For example, provided qualified translators, the works on the latest achievements in science and technology and innovation development could be transferred directly from one Turkic language to another Turkic language. The
same we can say about dubbing of television products and movies.
5. To provide a platform to support language practice of youth, for high schools and universities, address bank for pen friendship based on state language groups can be set up. An address
bank can be set up for pen friendship by the way of both traditional and electronic mail. A
small department can be formed under Turkic Council and this program can be started in
a small timeframe. It is recommended that this subject is taken into account by the Turkic
Council.
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Astana, 4 December 2015

RECOMMENDATION
ON COOPERATION IN DEVELOPING THE ENERGY SECTOR
Commission on Economic Cooperation
1. Efficient functioning of the energy sector is of vital importance for any economy as energy is
a substantial element in each final product of the industry and services. On this ground, the development and implementation of a strategy for an economically efficient and reliable energy supply,
consistent with the environmental protection requirements, are fundamental preconditions for the
fulfillment of the national goals for a considerable and stable economic growth;
2. The member states are differ largely in terms of their economic and energy potential, availability of energy resources, diversity of energy supply patterns and degree of development of domestic
energy markets and infrastructure. All types of energy are present in the member countries, from
coal, oil and gas to nuclear and hydroelectric energy, including renewable energies;
3. The importance of the Turkic speaking states in the area in the world energy market has been
increasing particularly taking into account the promising oil and natural gas reserves in the Caspian
Sea basin. The development of prospective projects require the coordination of activities in the energy
sector among the Member States and whenever possible the formulation of common strategies;
4. Turkic speaking countries share the same concerns regarding the stability of energy markets,
the reliability and growth of imports and exports, the need to modernize the energy sector, to improve
energy savings and reduce environmental pollution due to energy production and use;
5. Cooperation in the field of traditional energy carriers will retain its importance, since the
traditional energy resources are expected at least in the mid-term perspective to play the main and
prevailing part in the energy generation. Therefore, further efforts need to be made in achieving
highest targets in energy saving and energy efficiency, environmentally friendly development of
hydrocarbon fields, further improvement of infrastructure in the traditional energy market;
6. EXPO-2017 to be held in Astana is dedicated to the development of green economy and
alternative energy sources, therefore it is expected to lead to brisk and speedy development of green
energy in the TurkPA member-countries as well as in the world. Hereby, the Parliamentary Assembly emphasizes the importance of practical cooperation among the member countries dedicated to the
development of alternative sources of energy;
7. Within its framework, the Parliamentary Assembly recalls the Recommendation on Role of
transport communications in economic cooperation adopted on 11 February, 2014 in Baku that sup-
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ports coordination activities on the security of all modes of transport, including safe transportation
of energy resources.
In view of above mentioned the Parliamentary Assembly proposes to the national parliaments and the governments of the TurkPA member-states:
a) to set long-term targets in energy savings and efficiency with introduction of state-of-theart technologies;
b) to assess environmental impact of ongoing and projected energy developments and to timely
take measures in order to protect the flora and fauna of project development sites;
c) to tackle the environmental problems arising from the exploitation of energy sources by
integrating environmental concerns and sustainability into the energy policies;
d) to pay attention to regular improvement and diversification of the traditional energy market
infrastructure as pipelines and other means of delivery and supply so to ensure regional as
well as global energy security;
e) to support the further development of renewable energy sources (biomass, wind, solar, thermal, enhanced efficiency of existing hydropower) with a view to increasing their contribution to the global energy production;
f) to focus in research and developments (RnD) efforts on the development of clean and renewable energies with the view of ensuring safe, sustainable and efficient energy supply;
g) to hold various events and actions as a show of support to EXPO-2017 to be held in Astana,
particularly, holding of joint seminars or conferences;
h) to highlight against the backdrop of EXPO-2017 member-countries’ efforts in developing
renewable energy sources (RES);
i) to share information and experience so to ensure a harmonized approach to energy development policies as well as better regional coordination in this field;
j) to improve the gathering, dissemination and exchange of energy-related information by
fully involving the Turkic structures and to encourage co-operation and exchange of experiences among scientists and technicians in the member-states.
k) to take solid actions to develop experience, technical knowledge and common capabilities;
while keeping in mind the benefits of establishment of a permanent apparatus in the structure of Turkic Council in order to develop applications and research possibilities of: joint
projects, development of knowledge and experience sharing, joint manufacturing of infrastructure and equipment for renewable energy source.
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Sixth Plenary Session of TurkPA,
Astana, 4 December 2015

RECOMMENDATION
ON ELECTION SYSTEMS AND ELECTIONS IN TURKPA MEMBER COUNTRIES
AND ELECTION OBSERVATION ACTIVITIES OF THE ASSEMBLY
Commission on International Relations and Legal Affairs
The Parliamentary Assembly of Turkic Speaking Countries:
1. Reaffirming its commitment to the principles of democracy, rule of law and respect of human rights reflected in its declarations;
2. Emphasizing that the will of the people that freely and fairly expressed through the elections
is the basis for authority and legitimacy of all governments;
3. Noting the development of national election legislation in the member countries and significant progress towards administering elections in line with the principles of transparency, fairness
and respect of human rights;
4. Positively assessing the activities of its International Observers Mission that highlighted
adherence of the Assembly to the principles of observing national sovereignty and non-interference
in the internal affairs of each member country, as well as its contribution to strengthening public
confidence in electoral processes;
5. Commending the idea on improving observation practices of its mission and further efforts
to comprehensively monitor the national election processes in the member countries;
6. Being conscious that sharing information, experience and best practices among the member countries will pave the way for discussions on elaboration and adoption of election observation
methodology of TurkPA with due consideration of electoral systems and political structures of the
member countries
recommends the national parliaments of TurkPA member countries
i) to develop cooperation among the member countries on exchange of information and sharing
experience on national election legislation and national electoral systems that may include the following activities:
a) organization of expert meetings, workshops and round tables dedicated to the analysis
and assessment of national electoral systems, legal framework on elections and referenda, and application practices by the member countries;
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b) organization of joint meetings of the high election authorities of the member countries in
order to create and develop interaction mechanisms among them;
c) close study of the international legal instruments on elections;
ii) to initiate discussions on elaboration and adoption of methodology of TurkPA’s election
observation based on long-term monitoring of elections and unbiased assessment of entire electoral
process in the member countries.
The said methodology may include relevant standards, regulations, recommendations and practical arrangements;
iii) to ensure participation of national election experts in monitoring local elections of the member countries with the view of examining procedural, administrative and organizational aspects of
local elections;
iv) to organize deployment of observation missions jointly with the Turkic Council in order to
elaborate a single pattern of election observation standards within Turkic cooperation and to hold
relevant consultations among both organizations.
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ELECTION
OBSERVATION

STATEMENT
ON PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
IN THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY
The TurkPA International Observers Mission conducted a short-term monitoring of
the presidential elections held on 10 August, 2014 in the Republic of Turkey, which was held
for first time in the history of Turkey by direct nationwide vote of the country’s citizens.
At the referendum held in Turkey 2007 the citizens decided to elect the country’s
president by popular vote starting from 2014 (amendment to the Constitution, 21/10/20075678/1). According to the information of Turkey’s Grand Election Council, the relevant legislative framework for these elections is reflected in the Law on Election of the President of
the Republic of Turkey from 19.01.2012 (law №6271).
Casting of ballots lasted from 8 am till 5 pm local time. According to Grand Election
Council’s information on the preliminary results of the held elections the turn-out was 73%.
Within its visit the TurkPA International Observers Mission, which was headed by
Mr. Nizami Jafarov, member of Milli Mejlis of the Azerbaijan Republic, held meetings with
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Chairman of the Grand Election Council Mr. Sadi Güven, Chairman of the Constitutional
Court Mr. Haşim Kılış, member of the Millet Meclisi (Parliament), Chairman of TurkPA
Commission on Legal Issues and International Cooperation Haluk İpek and other Turkish
parliamentarians-members of TurkPA, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs Naci Koru as
well as other dignitaries. During these meetings the observers were given detailed information as regards the measures taken on preparation for presidential elections and ensuring
internationally recognised election standards.
The Turkish officials said that the nationwide presidential elections were being organised for the first time and therefore the government took all the steps to ensure that all
the citizens could use their right to vote. For example, from 31th July to 3rd August 2014
abroad Turkish citizens cast their ballots at Turkey’s diplomatic missions and points that
were rented by the Turkish government. Total number of registered voters consisted of 52
894 115, including nearly 2.7 mln registered voters abroad.
The electoral legislation provides for international observation of the entire election process. TurkPA observers addressed outstanding issues directly to Grand Election Council.
In Turkey the members of the Grand Election Council and provincial election councils
are appointed by the judicial authorities amongst the judges. Elections in Turkey traditionally are held under the supervision of the political parties, which have nominated candidates. The political parties, which have nominated their candidates, can take part in the
work of provincial election councils and have status of observers in the district election
commissions. Citizens and the representatives of Mass Media can be present during the
counting of ballots.
As the TurkPA International Observers Mission has been informed, the pre-election
period lasted for one month and all the presidential candidates had equal opportunities to
carry out election campaigns and media access. Election campaigning by the presidential
candidates was in compliance with the country’s electoral legislation.
The monitoring mission has not observed any significant violations or deviations from
the regulations highlighted in the Code of Conduct for International Observers approved
in 2005 by the United Nations and other international legal instruments. They were acquainted with the documents of the polling stations, had conversations with the voters as
well as with representatives of candidates.
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TurkPA Observers Mission monitored voting process at the polling stations at Chankaya, Kechioren, Yenimahalle and Altyn Dag districts of Ankara. The observers were present
at the opening of polling stations, witnessed sealing of ballot boxes, could get acquainted
with the official documents, such as voters’ lists, blank ballots, etc., talked to the voters and
representatives of political parties. The TurkPA observers were present at the vote counting
at a polling station in Altyn Dag district.
Certain technical shortcomings can be characterised as isolated cases and could not
have any significant impact on the entire voting process.
Observers have noted that voting process at the polling stations were calm, where
election procedure was administered within the framework of national legislation and international norms.
The first ever nationwide presidential elections in Turkey held on 10 August, 2014 were
in compliance with the international election standards.

STATEMENT
ON EARLY PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
IN THE REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN
The TurkPA International Observers Mission conducted a short-term monitoring of
the early presidential elections held on 26 April 2015 in the Republic of Kazakhstan.
According to the information of Central Election Commission of Kazakhstan the primary legislation for these elections consists of the Constitutional Law of the Republic of
Kazakhstan “On Elections in the Republic of Kazakhstan” (1995, last amended 03.02.2011,
№ 404-IV).
TurkPA observers’ mission included the representatives from member countries: Republic of Azerbaijan, Republic of Kyrgyzstan and Republic of Turkey, as well as the representatives of the TurkPA Secretariat.
On Election Day the polling stations were opened from 7:00 a.m. till 20:00 p.m. According to the information of Central Election Commission nearly 95% of voters took an active
part in the elections.
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In the framework of the visit, meetings were held with Mr. K.Jakupov, Chairman of
Mazhilis of the Parliament of Kazakhstan, Mr. K.Turgankulov, Chairman of the Central
Election Commission of Kazakhstan, Mr. E. Idrissov, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Kazakhstan. During these meetings, observers were given detailed information on election
preparations and improvement of election process.
At the same time mission held meeting with representatives of candidates`campaign
headquarters. On the day before election observers visited of Esil District polling commission and monitored the preparation process.
All the legal and logistical conditions were provided for international observation of
elections in Kazakhstan. During the elections participation of the international observers
mission in the country ensured public and impartial observation.
Within the mandate the TurkPA observers visited polling stations, estimated the preparation process and they were given possibility for unobstructed observation of election
campaign, as well as they had a conversation with the voters, representatives of polling
stations and Central Election Commission.
In accordance with the Constitutional Law “On Elections in the Republic of Kazakhstan” equal conditions were provided for all candidates.
On the Election Day, on 26April 2015 the TurkPA observers mission visited polling
stations № 97,91,88, 81,104, gained opportunity to form a personal impression on voting
process – from the opening of points up to calculation of votes and up to the definition of
election results - at all stages of voting.
The observers followed the objectivity, justness, transparency and impartiality principles confirmed in Code of Conduct for International Observers approved in 2005 by the
United Nations Organization, recommendations of Venice Commission of the Council of
Europe and other international legal instruments.
The process of election was not interfered by the administrative and law-enforcement
bodies during the observation. All the necessary conditions were created for the implementation of exit poll.
TurkPA observers referred to the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan, as well as
the principles of political neutrality, impartiality and lack of participant preference of the
electoral process.
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TurkPA observers group conclude that early parliamentary elections in the Republic of Kazakhstan were held, excepting some technical irregularities, in democratic conditions conforming to the national legislation of Kazakhstan and international democratic
standards. This confirms conducting democratic elections in compliance with international
commitments and provision of the electoral rights of all the participants of the election process. Certain technical shortcomings could not have significant impact on the entire voting
process.
The early presidential elections held in Kazakhstan on 26 April 2015 in general met the
international election standards.

STATEMENT
ON PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS
IN THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY
The TurkPA International Observers Mission conducted a short-term monitoring of
the parliamentary elections held on 7 June 2015 in the Republic of Turkey. The mission
included representatives of the parliaments of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan accompanied by the representatives of the TurkPA Secretariat.
The parliamentary elections are primarily regulated by the Constitution, the Law on
Basic Provisions on Elections and Voters Registers, the Law on Parliamentary Elections, the
Law on Political Parties, regulations and decisions of the Supreme Board of Elections. The
legal framework also includes the Constitutional Law on Election to the Grand National
Assembly of Turkey from 21 October 2007.
In the visit’s framework, TurkPA observers held meetings with the Chairman of the
Supreme Board of Elections, the President of the Constitutional Court, the Chairman of
the Justice Commission of the Grand National Assembly and Deputy Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Turkey. During these meetings, observers were given detailed information as
regards the measures taken on preparation for the parliamentary elections. According to
the information of the Supreme Board of Elections, about 53 million in-country voters and
2,8 million out-of-country voters are registered to vote and around 74 000 000 ballots was
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printed for these elections. Out-of-country voting has been organized in 54 countries and
lasted from 8 May till 31 May. At the same time, out-of-country voters were able to cast their
ballot at 33 custom points until 7 June.
TurkPA observers are of the view that Turkey has a long-standing tradition of democracy and elections have always been held in a free, fair and transparent manner. Technical
and procedural aspects were well organized, including adoption of election calendar, voter
registration and preparation of training materials for the members of lower bodies of election administration.
The Supreme Board of Elections informed observers that 20 political parties with 9
861 candidates and 165 independent candidates have been registered for participation in
elections. Mass media provided a prominent coverage of campaign and TurkPA observers
emphasize that media corporations and commercial broadcasters abode by the principles
of impartiality, truthfulness and accuracy. During the last seven days of election campaign,
political parties were granted free airtime on the public broadcaster. The candidates were
granted equal conditions to conduct agitation work through the mass media and possibility
for unimpeded organization of the meetings on the entire territory of Turkey.
TurkPA mission had the opportunity to monitor a voting process at all stages. Polling
stations on Election Day were open from 8:00 until 17:00. According to the information of
the Supreme Board of Elections, voter turnout was approximately 87 %. Members of the
mission visited about 50 polling stations in Çankaya and Gölbaşı districts of Ankara. The
observers monitored vote cast, having talked to voters and representatives of political parties and polling officials. The TurkPA observers were also present at the counting of votes
at a polling station in Çankaya district.
All the legal and logistical conditions were provided for international observation of
elections in Turkey. The observers followed the objectivity, justness, transparency and impartiality principles confirmed in Code of Conduct for International Observers approved in
2005 by the United Nations Organization, recommendations of Venice Commission of the
Council of Europe and other international legal instruments.
The mission has not observed any significant violations or deviations from the legal
framework and election procedure was administered in conformity with national legislation of Turkey and international norms. Certain technical shortcomings can be characterised
as isolated cases and could not have any significant impact on the entire voting process.
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TurkPA International Observers Mission concludes that the parliamentary elections in
the Republic of Turkey were held in compliance with the national legislation of Turkey and
international democratic standards.

STATEMENT
ON PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS
IN THE KYRGYZ REPUBLIC
The TurkPA International Observers Mission conducted a short-term monitoring of
the parliamentary elections held on 4 October 2015 in the Kyrgyz Republic. The mission
included members of the parliaments of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Turkey as well as the
representatives of the TurkPA Secretariat.
The parliamentary elections in Kyrgyzstan are regulated by the 2010 Constitution,
2011 Constitutional Law on Presidential and Parliamentary Elections, 2011 Law on Election
Commissions to Conduct Elections and Referenda, the Law on Political Parties adopted in
1999 and Decree of the President of the Kyrgyz Republic on appointment of parliamentary
elections signed in 25th of July 2015. The legal framework also includes regulations and
decisions of the Central Election Commission.
Within the visit’s framework, TurkPA observers’ mission headed by Mr. Nizami Jafarov, member of Milli Mejlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan, held meetings with the top
officials of the Central Election Commission and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as well as
with the leaders of some political parties such as Social Democratic Party of Kyrgyzstan,
Bir Bol and Ata Meken. During these meetings, observers were given detailed information
as regards the measures taken on preparation for the parliamentary elections. According
to the information of the Central Election Commission, about 2 million 761 thousand 261
voters are registered to vote and around 3 million ballots were printed for these elections.
Out-of-country voting has been organized in 36 polling stations in 26 countries.
Technical and procedural aspects of elections were well organized, including adoption
of election calendar, voter registration and preparation of training materials for the members of lower bodies of election administration.
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These are the first parliamentary elections held under the 2011 Law on Election Commissions to Conduct Elections and Referenda. Amendments to the given law adopted in
April 2015 accommodate mandatory biometric voter identification and the use of ballot
scanners. For the first time, finger print scanners were used to identify and verify voters,
and ballot scanners provided an automated vote count in all polling stations. However, official voting results were based on the manual count. The voter list was based on the new
Unified Population Register, which includes biometric data of all citizens registered.
Central Election Commission informed observers that 14 political parties have been
registered for participation in elections. Mass media provided an extensive coverage of
the campaign and TurkPA observers emphasize that media corporations and commercial
broadcasters abode by the principles of impartiality, truthfulness and accuracy. During the
election campaign, political parties were granted free airtime on the public broadcaster. The
candidates were granted equal conditions to conduct campaigning work through the mass
media and possibility for unimpeded organization of the meetings on the entire territory of
Kyrgyz Republic.
TurkPA mission had the opportunity to monitor a voting process at all stages. Polling
stations on Election Day were open from 8:00 until 20:00. According to the information of the
Central Election Commission, voter turnout was approximately 60%. Members of the mission
visited 11 polling stations in Bishkek. The observers monitored vote cast, having talked to
voters and representatives of political parties and polling officials. Mission welcomed the use
of new technologies and the collection of biometric data in the electoral process.
This election has a special importance as with the application of new technologies,
an example of effects of 21st century technologies in elections has been displayed. Election process has shown that the experience of Kyrgyz Republic about election by biometric
voter registration can be beneficial for countries all around the world.
At the evening of 4 October 2015, the CEC announced the preliminary results of the
elections:
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- Bir Bol

- 8,42

- Ar Namys
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- Onuguu-Progress

- 9,28

-Azattyk

- 0,34

- Respublika – AtaJurt

- 20,14

- SDPK

- 27,50

- Butun Kyrgyzstan Emgek

- 6,12

- Zamandash

- 2,76

- Uluu Kyrgyzstan

- 1,50

- Kyrgyzstan

- 12,82

- Meken yntymagy

- 0,79

- Congress of the Peoples of Kyrgyzstan

- 0,60

- Aalam

- 0,40

All the legal and logistical conditions were provided for international observation of
elections in Kyrgyz Republic. The observers adhered to the objectivity, transparency and
impartiality principles confirmed in Code of Conduct for International Observers approved
in 2005 by the United Nations Organization, recommendations of Venice Commission of
the Council of Europe and other international legal instruments.
The mission has not observed any significant violations or deviations from the legal
framework and election procedure was administered in conformity with national legislation of Kyrgyz Republic and international norms. Occasional technical shortcomings can
be characterized as isolated cases and could not have any significant impact on the entire
voting process.
TurkPA International Observers Mission concludes that the parliamentary elections
in the Kyrgyz Republic were held in compliance with the national legislation of Kyrgyz
Republic and international democratic standards.
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STATEMENT
ON REPEAT PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS
IN THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY
The TurkPA International Observers Mission conducted a short-term monitoring of
the repeat parliamentary elections held on 1 November 2015 in the Republic of Turkey. The
mission included members of the parliaments of Azerbaijan and Kyrgyzstan, representatives of the administration of the Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan and accompanied by the representatives of the TurkPA Secretariat from the member countries.
The parliamentary elections are primarily regulated by the Constitution, the Law on
Basic Provisions on Elections and Voters Registers, the Law on Parliamentary Elections, the
Law on Political Parties, regulations and decisions of the Supreme Board of Elections. The
legal framework also includes the Constitutional Law on Election to the Grand National
Assembly of Turkey from 21 October 2007.
In the visit’s framework, TurkPA observers led by Mr. Ayaz Orujov, member of the
Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan, held meetings with the Chairman of the Supreme Board of Elections, Mr. Sadi Güven, the Chairman of the Constitutional Court Mr. Zühtü Arslan and
Head of Justice Commission of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey Mr. Ahmet İyimaya
(on behalf of governmental party).
At the same time, the mission held meetings with representatives of the main political
parties represented in the Grand National Assembly of Turkey, when observers were given
detailed information on the parties’ platform. Thus, observers met with Deputy Chairman
of the Republican People’s Party (CHP) Group Mr. Levent Gök and Deputy Chairman of the
Nationalist Movement Party (MHP) Mr. Şefkat Çetin. The observers also visited Gudul District
Election Board in Beypazari district of Ankara and observers got acquainted with election environment on the ground and with logistical preparations for the parliamentary elections.
According to the information of the Supreme Board of Elections, about 53 million 49
thousand in-country voters and 2 million 898 thousand out-of-country voters are registered
to vote. Out-of-country voting of the 1 273 000 voters has been organized in 54 countries
and lasted from 8 July till 25 July. At the same time, out-of-country voters were able to cast
their ballot at 33 custom points until 1 November.
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Technical and procedural aspects were well organized, including adoption of election
calendar, voter registration and preparation of training materials for the members of lower
bodies of election administration.
The Supreme Board of Elections informed observers that candidates from 16 political
parties and 21 independent candidates have been registered for participation in elections.
Mass media provided a prominent coverage of campaign and TurkPA observers emphasize that media corporations and commercial broadcasters abode by the principles of
impartiality, truthfulness and accuracy. During the last seven days of election campaign,
political parties were granted free airtime on the public broadcaster. The candidates were
granted equal conditions to conduct election campaign work through the mass media and
possibility for unimpeded organization of the meetings across entire territory of Turkey.
TurkPA mission had the opportunity to monitor a voting process at all stages. Polling
stations on Election Day were open from 8:00 until 17:00. According to the information of
the Supreme Board of Elections, voter turnout was approximately 85 %. Members of the
mission visited various polling stations in Çankaya, Gölbaşı and Mamak districts of Ankara. The observers monitored vote cast, having talked to voters, representatives of political
parties and polling officials. The observers were also present at the counting of votes at a
polling station in one of the districts of the Turkish capital.
All the legal and logistical conditions were provided for international observation of
elections in Turkey. The observers followed the objectivity, justness, transparency and impartiality principles confirmed in Code of Conduct for International Observers approved in
2005 by the United Nations Organization, recommendations of Venice Commission of the
Council of Europe and other international legal instruments.
TurkPA observers are of the view that Turkey has a long-standing tradition of democracy and elections have always been held in a free, fair and transparent manner.
The mission has not observed any significant violations or deviations from the legal
framework and election procedure was administered in conformity with national legislation
of Turkey and international norms. Certain technical shortcomings1 can be characterized as
isolated cases and could not have any significant impact on the entire voting process.
TurkPA International Observers Mission concludes that the parliamentary elections in
the Republic of Turkey were held in compliance with the national legislation of Turkey and
international democratic standards.
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STATEMENT
ON PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS
IN THE REPUBLIC OF AZERBAIJAN
The TurkPA International Observers Mission conducted a short-term monitoring of
the parliamentary elections held on 1 November 2015 in the Republic of Azerbaijan. The
mission included representatives of the parliaments of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkey, as well as Secretary General of TurkPA accompanied by the representatives of the
TurkPA Secretariat.
The parliamentary elections are primarily regulated by the Constitution and Election
Code. The regulatory framework also includes the Law on Freedom of Assembly, the Law
on Radio and Television Broadcasting, the Law on Political Parties, the Law on Non-Governmental Organizations, relevant provisions of the Criminal Code, the Code of Administrative Procedures and the Code of Administrative Offences, as well as regulations of
the Central Election Commission (CEC). Azerbaijan is a party to major international and
regional instruments related to the holding of democratic elections.
In the visit’s framework, TurkPA observers led by Mr. Serikjan Kanayev, member of
Mazhilis of the Parliament of Kazakhstan and Chairman of the TurkPA Commission on
Economic Cooperation, held meetings with current TurkPA Chairman-in-Office and head
of the Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan Mr. Ogtay Asadov, the Chairman of the Central Election Commission Mazahir Panahov and Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of Azerbaijan
Mahmud Mammad-Guliyev. During these meetings, observers were given detailed information as regards the measures taken on preparation for the parliamentary elections. According to the information of the Central Election Commission, about 5,2 million citizens of
Azerbaijan are registered to vote.
The Central Election Commissions informed observers that 768 candidates were registered, 331 of which represent 24 political parties along with one political bloc that united
seven parties.
Mass media provided coverage of pre-election campaign and TurkPA observers emphasize that media corporations granted the candidates equal conditions to conduct campaign
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through the mass media, which also ensured coverage of candidates’ meetings with voters.
Parliamentary elections are administered by a three-level structure consisting of the
Central Election Commission (CEC), 125 Constituency Election Commissions (ConECs) and
about 5547 Precinct Election Commissions (PECs). Several ConECs are tasked with facilitating voting for Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) from occupied territories of Nagorno
Karabakh, with polling stations under their jurisdiction located throughout the country.
The observers’ mission is of the view that technical and procedural aspects were well
organized, including adoption of election calendar, voter registration and preparation of
training materials for the members of lower bodies of election administration.
TurkPA mission had the opportunity to monitor a voting process at all stages. Polling
stations on Election Day were open from 8:00 until 19:00. According to the information of
the Central Election Commission, voter turnout was 55,7%. Members of the mission visited
polling stations of Binagadi, Narimanov, Nasimi-Sabail, Sabail and Yasamal Constituency
Election Commissions in Baku. At the same time, observers paid visit to those polling stations which under the jurisdiction of the Constituency Election Commissions from occupied territories of Nagorno Karabakh. Thus, members have observed a voting process at
the polling stations of the Qarabagh, Agdam and Shusha-Hojavend-Hojali Constituency
Election Commissions. The observers monitored vote cast, having talked to voters, polling
officials and representatives of political parties.
All the legal and logistical conditions were provided for international observation of
elections in Azerbaijan. The observers followed the objectivity, justness, transparency and
impartiality principles confirmed in Code of Conduct for International Observers approved
in 2005 by the United Nations Organization, recommendations of Venice Commission of
the Council of Europe and other international legal instruments.
The mission has not observed any significant violations or deviations from the legal
framework and election procedure was administered in conformity with national legislation of Azerbaijan and international norms. Certain technical shortcomings can be characterised as isolated cases and could not have any significant impact on the entire voting
process.
TurkPA International Observers Mission concludes that the parliamentary elections in
the Republic of Azerbaijan were held in compliance with the national legislation of Azerbaijan and international election standards.
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ELECTION OF CHAIRS AND DEPUTY
CHAIRS OF COMMISSIONS

Upon the decision of the Sixth Plenary of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkicspeaking Countries Mr. Sadyk Sher-Niyaz, Member of the Jogorku Kenesh of the Kyrgyz
Republic was elected as a chairman of the Commission on Social, Cultural and Humanitarian affairs, whereas Mr. Dastanbek Jumabekov elected as Vice-Chair of the said commission. To the position of a Vice-Chair of Commission on Environment and Natural resources
was elected Feyzullah Kiyiklik.
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25TH ANNIVERSARY OF INDEPENDENCE
SYMPOSIUM DEDICATED TO THE 25TH
ANNIVERSARY OF INDEPENDENCE OF TURKIC REPUBLICS

An international symposium «Turkic Countries in their 25th Independence Anniversary» started its work on 6 October 2016 in Ankara. The event was organized by the Ahmet
Yassawi International Kazakh-Turkic University in cooperation with some governmental
agencies of Turkey, such as Turkic International Cooperation and Development Agency
(TIKA), Turkish Historical Society, Ankara Political and Economic Research Center (ASEM),
as well as Turkic cooperation institutions as the Turkic Council, TurkPA, Turkic Academy
and TURKSOY.
The gathering was opened by the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Ahmet Yassawi International Kazakh-Turkic University Mr. Musa Yildiz.
While speaking at the opening session Mr. Sauytbek Abdrakhmanov, member of Mazhilis of the Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Representative of the TurkPA Chairman-in-Office, noted that from the first days of existence as a sovereign state, Kazakhstan
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has pursued a far-sighted policy that facilitated enormous changes.
The Kazakh parliamentarian stressed
that Turkey was the first country to recognize
Kazakhstan’s independence and expressed
gratitude to the Turkish people for their cordial support and sincerity.
During the Session on “Diplomatic Perspective: Republic of Turkey-Turkic Republics Relations” Ambassador of Azerbaijan
Mr. Faig Bagirov, Ambassador of Kazakhstan Mr. Canseyit Tuymebayev, Ambassador
of Kyrgyzstan Mr. Ibragim Junusov, Ambassador of Uzbekistan Mr. Ulfat Kadyrov and
Ambassador of Turkmenistan Mr. Ishankul Amanliyev gave information about the relationship of their countries with Turkey during the period of 25 years of independence.
Within the framework of symposium Yasawi Arts Society gave a concert.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE “TURKPA MEMBER
COUNTRIES IN THE LAST 25 YEARS”
The international conference titled “TURKPA member
countries in the last 25 years”
took place on 24 November 2016
at the Milli Mejlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan organized by
the Parliamentary Assembly of
the Turkic-speaking countries
(TURKPA) with support of the
Turkic Culture and Heritage Foundation.
The conference was attended by the parliamentarians of the TURKPA member countries
and ambassadors of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkey in Baku, as well as by the representatives of Turkic cooperation institutions and partner organizations, such as the International
Turkic Academy, the Union of the Turkic World Municipalities, the Union of Architects and
Engineers of Turkic World and the International Organization for Migration.
The event featured discussions on the achievements gained by the Turkic states during
the 25 years of their independence, including current state and prospects of social, economic and cultural relations between the countries of the Turkic world.
First Deputy Speaker of the Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan Ziyafat Asgarov welcomed participants in his opening speech and highlighted the history of Azerbaijan`s independence
and the country`s development over the last 25 years. He said that the conference is of vital
importance in terms of reviewing the independence history of Turkic-speaking countries.
‘As we all know, the nation-wide leader of Azerbaijan Heydar Aliyev attached particular
importance to the development of relations among the Turkic nations” – said Z. Asgarov.
President of the Turkic Culture and Heritage Foundation Gunay Efendiyeva informed
participants about objectives and tasks of the Foundation and briefed on the development
of cultural relations between the Turkic-speaking countries during the period of their independence.
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The Ambassador of Kazakhstan Mr.
Beibit Issabayev, Ambassador of Kyrgyzstan Aijigit Buranov and Ambassador of
Turkey in Azerbaijan Erkan Özoral have
made speeches and talked about basic
aspects of multilateral and bilateral cooperation between the Turkic states.
The parliamentarians of the member countries - Mr. Nizami Jafarov of
Azerbaijan, Ms. Aliya Saparova of Kazakhstan, Mr. Muzaffar Isakov of Kyrgyzstan and Mr. Feyzullah Kiyiklik of Turkey spoke
about achievements of the Turkic states during the last 25 years and also emphasized the
support of Turkey in strengthening of national independence and further development of
Turkic republics, as Turkey was the first country to recognize independence of Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan.
At the end of the meeting the exhibition of paintings of historic sites of Azerbaijan and
Turkey by well-known Azerbaijani artists was organized by the International Turkic Culture and Heritage Foundation.
The conference was held within the framework of series of events carried out this year
by TURKPA under the aegis of the 25th anniversary of independence of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan.
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ARTICLES
AT THE CROSSROADS OF CULTURES
Azerbaijan has an important place within the community of nations as well as among the Turkic-speaking countries. Throughout many centuries it has been at the crossroads of cultures and civilizations, which is vividly reflected

JANDOS ASANOV,
TURKPA
SECRETARY GENERAL

in the culture and language of Azerbaijanis. The country’s
history saw many events and upheavals of regional and global scale. And it has been a
quarter century since the nation restored its independence. Azerbaijan is a modern Turkicspeaking country that embraces values common to the humanity, while preserving its rich
historic and cultural heritage. It is a country where multiculturalism and tolerance is a way
of life. In the last twenty five years since the restoration of independence there have been
turmoil in the country due to the military conflict in Karabakh and stemming from it human tragedy and tremendous hardships, as well as spectacular achievements in the social
and economic development of the nation.
Baku – the pearl of the Caspian – cherishes its past and its newly built exquisite and
elegant architecture sets its eye towards the future.
The international community recognises Azerbaijan as a reliable and predictable partner that has achieved a lot in its development. The fact that the 7th Global Forum of the
United Nations’ Alliance of Civilisations is being held in Baku on 25-27 April, 2016 is a vivid
evidence of respect the country enjoys throughout the world. This event is taking place in
the year which was declared by President Ilham Aliyev as the year of multiculturalism in
Azerbaijan.
By the way, respect and tolerance to other cultures and religions is a value that has
deep roots among the Turkic-speaking peoples. Residing in a vast geographic area they
profess Islam, Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, Shamanism including various branches
of these religions, their cultures are diverse due to their geographic distribution and close
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interaction with other communities and also their appearance has features of diverse human races.
The exquisitely and impeccably organised First European Games, held in Baku in 2015,
was a spectacular sports and cultural event that made a huge contribution towards the
promotion of values of mutual understanding and respect among various communities
worldwide. This sports show also gave an opportunity to present in its full colours the rich
culture of Azerbaijan that is part of common Turkic legacy.
By the way, Sheki, town located in the north-west of the country and famed for its old historic architecture, handicraft and cuisine, is the cultural capital of the Turkic world in 2016.
Well-being and prosperity of each citizen and family is a priority for the government of
the country. The state has achieved its goal of securing the food security of the country and
it has yielded a lot of positive results in the diversification of the economy that is evidenced
with the ever growing quantity and quality of locally manufactured goods.
The government has tried its best in tackling the social issues. The level of poverty has
dropped to 5%, while salaries and pensions have been substantially increased. 1 500 000
jobs have been created in Azerbaijan over the last twelve years, of which, one million is
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permanent. The population has reached
9.7 million. Over the
past 10 years the development of social
infrastructure
been

has

impressive:

more than 400 clinics, 2,700 schools and
about 50 sport facilities, including multifunctional

ones,

were built or fully
renovated.
Long-term strategic goals of the
government of Azerbaijan are reflected in the Development Concept “Azerbaijan-2020: the vision for the future”. The concept sets out further objectives and priority goals at the time when country is
entering a new phase in its development. As it is noted in the concept, against the backdrop
of current global economic crisis Azerbaijan is gradually reaching economic diversification
and has substantially dropped its dependence on the oil sector. “For Azerbaijan the post oil
period already started” (from the speech of President Aliyev at the 4th Global Baku Forum
held on 10-11 March 2016 in Baku). The government’s steps of towards post-oil era have
proven efficient and yielded tangible results. President Ilham Aliyev in his article “Forming a common strategy” published in the special edition on the last G20 Summit held in
2015 in Turkey, points out the following aspect: “The economy’s traditional sectors saw an
overhaul, and new areas such as tourism, space and defence industries, information/communication technologies and others were established. Azerbaijan has joined the ranks of
the space states by launching its own two satellites.What were the latest economic achievements? Azerbaijan’s gross domestic product (GDP) has grown 3.4 times; the volume of the
non-oil sector and industrial production has tripled, and the share of the non-oil sector
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of the economy has kept increasing in the past 12 years, reaching 70% based on the first
eight months of 2015. Since 2003 Azerbaijan’s economy has attracted some $200 billion of
investments. In recent years the Azerbaijani government has attached great importance to
local production, allocating funds to both public and private sectors. An important role is
assigned to the economic reforms, which aim at improving the business environment in the
country and ensuring the transparency of the economy and financial sector. Growth in the
agricultural sector – this area has also been given special attention in recent years – has accounted for 6.6 per cent. The World Economic Forum ranks Azerbaijan at 40th in the world
for competitiveness.
As it is well known, Azerbaijan plays a significant role in the global energy security
and is actively engaged in carrying out trans-national energy projects. The country has been
involved in the implementation of mega projects such as the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil and
the Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum natural gas pipelines thus playing a substantial role in ensuring
the global energy security.
The geographic location of Azerbaijan reveals its vast transport and transit potential
that is also conditioned by the fact that country constitutes an inseparable part of the age
old Great Silk Road. Transformation of Azerbaijan into one of the regional transport and
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logistics hubs has become reality and made the country central to both the East-West and
North-South transport corridors. The Baku International Sea Port, commissioned in 2014,
the modern international airway system, the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway, to be operational
in the foreseeable future, and development of Baku-Aktau ferry line has attained new contents in transport sector, like Silk railroad, Silk marine road, Silk energy road, Silk fiberoptic road, Silk Road of cultures, etc.
ontribution of Azerbaijan to the development of relationships among fraternal Turkic
countries has been immense. Azerbaijan’s valuable comprehensive support in this regard
has given impetus to institutionalization of rapidly growing cooperation between nations
that have common roots. Recently in Baku the Turkic Culture and Heritage Foundation
was established on the initiative of President Ilham Aliyev with a view to promote Turkic
culture, art and historical values in the world.
It is not by coincidence that TurkPA Secretariat, which started its activities in 2010, is
located in Baku. The first Turkic-speaking republic in history, the Azerbaijan Democratic
Republic, was born here in 1918. Albeit short-lived, the ADR has left a lasting legacy in the
Turkic world.
While talking of the achievements of the country in the last twenty five years it is difficult
to bypass the thorny Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. The Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkicspeaking Countries (TurkPA) has always called for the peaceful resolution of this protracted
conflict, while respecting the territorial integrity and sovereignty of the Republic of Azerbaijan within its internationally recognised borders. Resolution of the conflict opens prospects
for a long-term stability, prosperity and close interaction of all the countries in the region.
Latest achievements of the Republic of Azerbaijan have been possible, apart from balanced, predictable and sound policies of the government, due to the dedication and commitment of the people of Azerbaijan to the cause of making their motherland a prosperous
modern state with vibrant economy. The country has so far hugely invested into the science, education and upbringing of the youth and there is no doubt that advanced scientific
and technological potential as well as skilled human resources will ensure bright horizons
for Azerbaijan that is located at the meeting point of cultures and civilisations.
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MƏDƏNİYYƏTLƏRİN QOVŞAĞINDA
Bu il dövlәt müstәqilliyinin 25-ci ildönümünü qeyd
edәn müasir Azәrbaycan Respublikası hәm dünya miqyasında, hәm dә türkdilli ölkәlәr arasında xüsusi yeri olan
nüfuzlu vә inkişaf etmiş dövlәtdir. Qәdim vә zәngin tari-

JANDOS ASANOV,
TÜRKPA-nın
BAŞ KATİBİ

xә malik olan Azәrbaycan әsrlәr boyunca mәdәniyyәtlәrin
vә sivilizasiyaların kәsişmә nöqtәsindә yerlәşib. Bütün bunlar Azәrbaycan mәdәniyyәtinin
tәşәkkülündә, tolerantlığın formalaşmasında, xalqın ana dilinin әn yüksәk elmi vә bәdii fikirlәri ifadә etmәk imkanlarının genişlәnmәsindә mühüm rol oynayıb.
Ölkәnin tarixi keçmişi keşmәkeşlidir. Lakin müxtәlif ictimai-siyasi-iqtisadi formasiyalarda müxtәlif növlü dövlәtçilik әnәnәlәrinә malik olmuş Azәrbaycan xalqı hәr zaman özünün
milli ruhunu qorumuş, azadlıq vә müstәqillik ideallarına sadiq qalmışdır. Azәrbaycan öz zәngin tarixi vә mәdәni irsini qoruyub saxlayaraq yüksәk sәviyyәdә bәşәri dәyәrlәri tәmin edәn
müasir Türkdilli, elәcә dә multikulturalizm vә tolerantlığın hökm sürdüyü bir mәmlәkәtdir.
Müstәqilliyinin bәrpasından ötәn 25 ildә Dağlıq Qarabağ münaqişәsi ölkәdә çaxnaşma yaradaraq dәhşәtli insan faciәsinә yol açmışdır, lakin buna baxmayaraq Azәrbaycan
bütün sahәlәrdә böyük uğurlar qazandı, xalqın rifah halı yaxşılaşdı, ölkәnin sosial-iqtisadi
inkişafında böyük nailiyyәtlәr әldә olundu.
Azәrbaycanın nailiyyәtlәrini saymaqla qurtarmaz. Ölkәdә gedәn abadlıq vә quruculuq işlәri yalnız paytaxtı deyil, bölgәlәri dә әhatә edir. Hәmin bölgәlәrdәn biri dә ölkәnin
şimal-qәrbindә yerlәşәn, vaxtilә Şәki xanlığının mәrkәzi olmuş Şәki rayonudur. Şәkidә qorunub saxlanan Xan sarayı, Karvansaray vә digәr tarixi abidәlәr bu şәhәrin qәdim memarlığını, sәnәtkarlıq nümunәlәrini müasir nәsillәrә möhtәşәm şәkildә tәqdim edir. Gözәl
tәbiәti, dadlı-lәzzәtli mәtbәxi ilә turistlәri cәlb edәn Şәki bu il, yәni 2016-cı ildә Türk dünyasının mәdәni paytaxtı elan olunmuşdur.
Xәzәrin incisi sayılan Bakı gündәn-günә gözәllәşir. Şәrq-Qәrb memarlığının vәhdәtini
әks etdirәn bu şәhәr öz gözәlliyi vә әzәmәtli müasir tikililәri ilә dünyanın istәnilәn paytaxt
şәhәri ilә rәqabәt aparmağa qadirdir. Bakının memarlıq siması öz keçmişini vә milli ornamentlәrini qayğıkeşliklә qoruyaraq әn cәsarәtli layihәlәri reallaşdırmaqla gәlәcәyә doğru
addımlayır.
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Hazırda beynәlxalq ictimaiyyәt Azәrbaycanı öz inkişafında bir çox nailiyyәtlәrә imza
atan etibarli tәrәfdaş kimi tanıyır. Ölkә hәm dә nüfuzlu beynәlxalq tәdbirlәrә vә idman yarışlarına ev sahibliyi edir. 2016-cı ilin aprel ayının 25-dәn 27-dәk Birlәşmiş Millәtlәr Tәşkilatının Sivilizasiyalar Alyansının 7-ci Qlobal Forumunun Bakıda keçirilmәsi faktı dünyanın
bu ölkәyә etimad vә ehtiramının parlaq sübutudur. Bu hadisә mәhz Prezident İlham Əliyevin bu ilin Azәrbaycanda multikulturalizm ili elan etdiyi bir zamanda baş tutdu.
Müstәqilliyinin nailiyyәtlәri sırasında bir mühüm hadisәni dә qeyd etmәyi vacib bilirәm. 2015-ci ildә Bakıda çox yüksәk sәviyyәdә, incә zövqlә vә mükәmmәl şәkildә tәşkil
edilmiş Birinci Avropa Oyunları dünya miqyasında qarşılıqlı anlaşma vә ehtiram dәyәrlәrinin tәbliği istiqamәtindә böyük töhfә verdi, idman sahәsindә olduqca möhtәşәm vә mәdәni hadisә oldu. Hәmin idman yarışları ortaq türk irsinin bir hissәsi olan zәngin Azәrbaycan
mәdәniyyәtinin tam çalarları ilә tәqdim edilmәsinә böyük imkan yaratdı.
Digәr mәdәniyyәtlәr vә dinlәrә ehtiram, tolerantlıq türkdilli xalqlar arasında dәrin
köklәrә malik dәyәrdir. Bu xalqlar geniş coğrafi әrazidә mәskunlaşaraq müxtәlif dinlәrin bir sıra qolları da daxil olmaqla islam, xristianlıq, iudaizm, buddizm, şamanizmә etiqad edirlәr. Türkdilli xalqların mәdәniyyәtlәri coğrafi mәskunlaşma vә digәr icmalarla sıx
qarşılıqlı әlaqәlәr baxımından müxtәliflik tәşkil edir, hәmçinin onların xarici görünüşü dә
müxtәlif insan irqlәrinә mәxsus xüsusiyyәtlәri özündә birlәşdirir.
Mәlumdur ki, hәr bir vәtәndaşın vә ailәnin rifahı vә firavanlığı hökumәt üçün prioritet mәsәlәdir. Azәrbaycanda dövlәt ölkәnin әrzaq tәhlükәsizliyi sahәsindә strateji mәqsәdlәrinә nail olmuşdur ki, bu da iqtisadiyyatın şaxәlәndirilmәsi sahәsindә müsbәt nәticәlәr
vermişdir. Yerli istehsal mallarının daim artan kәmiyyәt vә keyfiyyәti dediklәrimizә bariz
sübutdur.
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Hökumət sosial məsələlərin həllində bütün mümkün addımları atır. Əmək haqları və
pensiyalar əhəmiyyətli dərəcədə artıb, ölkədə yoxsulluq dərəcəsi 5 faizə enmişdir. Son 12 il
ərzində Azərbaycanda 1 milyon 500 min iş yeri açılmışdır, onlardan 1 milyonu daimi iş yer
ləridir. Əhalinin sayı 9.7 milliona çatmışdır. Son 10 il ərzində sosial infrastrukturun inkişafı
daha təsirli olmuşdur: 400-dən artıq tibb müəssisələri, 2700 məktəb və müxtəlif təyinatlılar
da daxil olmaqla 50-yə yaxın idman obyektləri tikilmiş və ya tamamilə yenilənmişdir.
Azərbaycan hökumətinin uzunmüddətli strateji məqsədləri “Azərbaycan – 2020: gələ
cəyə baxış” İnkişaf Konsepsiyasında əks olunmuşdur. Bu konsepsiya ölkənin inkişafında
yeni mərhələyə qədəm qoyduğu bir zamanda gələcək hədəf və prioritet məqsədləri müəy
yənləşdirir. Konsepsiyada qeyd edildiyi kimi, Azərbaycan hazırda dünya miqyasında hökm
sürən qlobal iqtisadi böhran fonunda tədricən iqtisadiyyatın diversifikasiyasına nail olmuş
və neft sektorundan asılılığı əhəmiyyətli dərəcədə azaltmışdır. Azərbaycan üçün post-neft
dövrü artıq başlayıb və hökumətin bu istiqamətdə atdığı addımlar öz səmərəliliyini göstə
rir. Bu addımlar qlobal iqtisadi böhran fonunda öz nəticələrini vermiş oldu.
Azərbaycan Prezident İlham Əliyev 2015-ci ildə Türkiyədə keçirilmiş G20 Sammitinə dair
xüsusi buraxılışda - “Ümumi strategiyanın formalaşdırılması” sərlövhəli məqalədə bu istiqa
mətlər barədə qeyd etmişdir: “İqtisadiyyatın ənənəvi sektorları yenidən qurulmuş və turizm,
hava və hərbi müdafiə sənayeləri, informasiya/kommunikasiya texnologiyaları və digər sahələr
yaradılmışdır. Azərbaycan öz 2 peykini işə salmaqla kosmik dövlətlər sırasına keçmişdir.”
Yola saldığımız 25 ilə nəzər salarkən görürük ki, iqtisadi nailiyyətlər kifayət qədərdir.
Faktlara müraciət edək:
- Azərbaycanda ÜDM (Ümumi Daxili Məhsulu) 3,4 dəfə artmışdır;
- Qeyri-neft sektoru və sənaye istehsalında 3 dəfə artım olmuşdur;
- Ölkə iqtisadiyyatında qeyri-neft sektorunun payı son 12 il ərzində artırılaraq 2015-ci
ilin ilk səkkiz ayında 70 faizə çatdırılmışdır;
- 2003-cü ildən Azərbaycan iqtisadiyyatı 200 milliard dollara yaxın investisiya cəlb
edilmişdir.
- Kənd təsərrüfatı sektorunda artım (bu sahəyə son illərdə xüsusi diqqət yetirilmişdir)
6,6 faizədək artım qeydə alınmışdır;
- Dünya İqtisadi Forumu iqtisadi baxımdan göstəricilərinə və dünya miqyasında rəqa
bət qabiliyyətinə görə Azərbaycanı 40-cı yerdə sıralamışdır.
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Onu da vurğulamaq lazımdır ki, son illər Azərbaycan höküməti yerli istehsala çox
böyük əhəmiyyət verir. Həm dövlət, həm də özəl sektorlara maliyyə vəsaitləri ayrılmışdır.
Ölkədə biznes mühitinin yaxşılaşdırılması, həmçinin iqtisadiyyatda və maliyyə sektorunda
şəffaflığının təmin edilməsi məqsədi ilə ciddi iqtisadi islahatlar aparılır.
Məlum olduğu kimi, Azərbaycan qlobal enerji təhlükəsizliyində önəmli rol oynayır.
Bakı -Tbilisi -Ceyhan neft və Bakı-Tbilisi-Ərzurum təbii qaz boru kəmərləri kimi qlobal re
gional layihələrin həyata keçirilməsində aktiv iştirak edən Azərbaycan neft-qaz ehtiyatları
ilə Avropanın enerji təminatçısına çevrildi və qlobal enerji təhlükəsizliyində mühüm rol
oynadı.
Böyük İpək Yolunun ayrılmaz hissəsini təşkil etməklə, Azərbaycan geostrateji möv
qeyi ilə nəqliyyat dəhlizlərinin yaradılmasında da geniş potensiala malikdir. Ölkə regional
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nəqliyyat və logistika mərkəzlərindən birinə çevrilməklə real olaraq Şərq-Qərb və ŞimalCənub nəqliyyat dəhlizlərinin mərkəzi olmuşdur. 2014-ci ildə istismara verilmiş Bakı Bey
nəlxalq Dəniz Limanı, həmçinin müasir beynəlxalq hava nəqliyyatı sistemi, yaxın gələcək
də istifadəyə veriləcək Bakı -Tbilisi- Qars dəmir yolu və Bakı–Aktau bərə xəttinin inkişafı
nəqliyyat sektorunun İpək Dəmir Yolu, İpək Dəniz Yolu, İpək Enerji Yolu, İpək Fiber Optik
Yolu, Mədəniyyətlərin Ipək Yolu və s. kimi yeni məzmunlarının meydana çıxmasına rəvac
vermişdir.
Xüsusi qeyd etmək istəyirəm ki, Azərbaycan qardaş türkdilli ölkələrin arasında əla
qələrin inkişafına çox böyük töhfələr bəxş etmişdir. Azərbaycanın hərtərəfli dəstəyi ortaq
köklərə malik olan xalqlar arasında sürətlə inkişaf edən əməkdaşlığın institutlaşmasına tə
kan vermişdir. Bu yaxınlarda Bakıda Prezident İlham Əliyevin təşəbbüsü ilə türk mədəniy
yətini, incəsənətini və tarixi dəyərlərini dünyaya təşviq etmək məqsədilə Türk Mədəniyyəti
və İrsi Fondu yaradılmışdır. 2010-cu ildən fəaliyyətə başlamış TürkPA Katibliyinin Bakı
şəhərində yerləşməsi təsadüfi deyildir. Tarixdə ilk türkdilli respublika, Azərbaycan Xalq
Cümhuriyyəti 1918-ci ildə məhz burada yaradılmışdır. Qısa ömürlü olsa da, Azərbaycan
Demokratik Respublikası türk dünyasına davamlı miras buraxmışdır.
Ölkənin son 25 ildə əldə etdiyi nailiyyətlərdən danışarkən Dağlıq Qarabağ münaqişə
sindən yan keçmək çətindir. Türkdilli Ölkələrin Parlament Assambleyasının (TürkPA) hər
zaman həlli uzadılmış bu münaqişənin Azərbaycanın beynəlxalq səviyyədə tanınmış sər
hədləri çərçivəsində, ərazi bütövlüyü və suverenliyinə hörmət prinsipinə əsaslanaraq, sülh
yolu ilə həllinə çağırmışdır. Münaqişənin həlli regionda uzunmüddətli sabitliyə, rifah və
ölkələr arasında qarşılıqlı perspektivlərinə imkan yaradar.
Azərbaycan Respublikasının ən son nailiyyətləri hökumətin tarazlaşdırılmış, uzunmüddətli və düşünülmüş siyasəti ilə yanaşı, Azərbaycan xalqının, bu millətin öz ana və
tənini dinamik inkişaf edən iqtisadiyyatla müasir firavan dövlətə çevirmək ideyasına sa
diqliyi nəticəsində mümkün olmuşdur. Ölkə bu günə qədər elmin, təhsilin və gənc nəslin
inkişafına nəhəng sərmayələr qoymuşdur. Şübhəsiz ki, bundan sonra da qabaqcıl elmi-tex
noloji potensialı, yüksək səviyyəli insan resursları mədəniyyətlərin və sivilizasiyaların yo
layrıcında yerləşən Azərbaycan üçün parlaq üfüqlər açacaqdır.
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ANCIENT TURKIC NATION BOLDLY LOOKS INTO FUTURE
Training kite made a hunting bird,
Uniting tribes assembled a nation...
		

(Excerpt from Epic of Manas)

JANDOS ASANOV,
TURKPA
SECRETARY GENERAL

At the feet of awesome Ala-Too Mountains 25 years ago a red flag with shanyrak (round
top of nomadic dwelling) in its centre was hoisted heralding the birth of an independent nation – Kyrgyz Republic, which originates from the Great Kyrgyz Khaganate that once upon
a time used to stretch from Pamir to Baikal.
During the course of the history the Kyrgyz state lay on the Great Silk Road and was
known to Greek, Arab, Persian, Chinese civilizations from ancient times. The contemporary
Kyrgyzstan is a meeting point of the East and West, North and South as well as a modern
society that brings together the representatives of more than 100 ethnic groups.
Kyrgyzstan is a respected and trusted member of the international community and its rich
culture is part of common Turkic heritage. The Kyrgyz Republic is a modern Turkic speaking
country that cherishes its past while embracing universal values. That is why the country was
voted a member of UN Human Rights Council for 2016-2018. Owing to its economic might
and important geopolitical location in 2015 it acceded to the Eurasian Economic Union.
August the 31st was a turning point in the Kyrgyz history and 25 years since the declaration of its statehood has become a period full of events that facilitated maturation of Kyrgyz
statehood. 25th independence anniversary is a festive occasion for all the citizens of Kyrgyzstan that are united with dream of building a strong and advanced democratic nation.
Since the time when Kyrgyzstan embarked on the road of independent existence it
has dealt with many issues relating to political and economic reforms. Now the country is
operating in the format of parliamentary republic. In compliance with the Constitution of
Kyrgyz Republic, the country’s parliament is the highest representative body responsible
for the law-drafting and overseeing its implementation.
The parliament is fully involved in the state affairs: it initiates reforms in all the areas
and supervises their implementation. The current parliament has 6 political parties and
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they represent various views and approaches. The civil society of Kyrgyzstan is very active
and well organized. Now there are more than 15 thousand of registered non-governmental
organizations.
The Kyrgyz Republic, located in Central Asia, possesses substantial economic potential and skilled human resources. The country’s social and economic development indicators are significantly growing from year to year. For instance, in 2015 3.5% GDP growth
was observed which included 6.2% growth in agriculture, 8% in investments, 2.7% in cargo
transportation, 6% in overall retail sales.
Nowadays unique and very conducive climate is being created for the foreign investors. Nationals from 45 countries from around the world can stay in the Kyrgyz Republic
without visa up to 60 days.
It is encouraging that the country is trying its best to take the advantage of its vast tourism potential: Ala-Too and Alay mountain ranges, the latter being the homeland for Queen
of the Mountains Khansha Kurmanzhan Datka, awe inspiring mountain peaks, such as
Jengish chokusu and Khan-Tengri and eye-catching valleys, Issyk-Kol, which is one of the
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wonders of nature, tremendously described in the stories of Chyngyz Aitmatov, Osh – the
city with 3000 years history, Balasagun, the birthplace of great Turkic writer Yusuf Hass Hajib Balasaguni, author of “Kutadgu Bilik”. Kyrgyzstan is rich for its unique natural-climatic
recreational opportunities. For instance, 4.5 million foreign tourists visited Kyrgyz lands in
recent years. Annually these numbers are steadily growing. Tourism is one of the facilitating factors in deepening cultural and humanitarian ties in our ever globalizing world.
Kyrgyzstan needs to be credited for its bold promotion of cultural values of nomadic
people that played a huge role in the history of Eurasia. It has established the Centre of
Nomadic Civilizations that studies the history and culture of nomads. The Second World
Nomad Games, the opening ceremony of which is expected on 3rd September at IssykKol - pearl of Central Asia and one of the highest mountainous lakes around the world, is
a sports festival of global scale and brings together many nations that have had nomadic
past. As it is well known, the nomadic culture has left a huge legacy that is reflected in the
in the customs and way of life of many nations. These games are aimed at preserving and
spreading unique nomadic sports. Sports teams from more than 35 countries are expected
to participate in the international festival that includes Azerbaijan, Argentina,
USA, Belarus, Brazil, Hungary, Guatemala, Germany, Israel, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Italy, Kazakhstan, China, Columbia, Latvia, Lithuania, Mongolia, Netherlands, Pakistan, Peru, Poland, Russian
Federation, Serbia, Slovakia, Tajikistan,
Turkey, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Czech,
Sri Lanka, Ecuador, Estonia and Japan.
The abovementioned event is very mush
supported by TurkPA member-states.
The Kyrgyz Republic is open for
mutually beneficial dialogue. The country has a huge potential in industry, mining and metallurgy. All the elements of
periodic table can be found in the Kyr-
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gyz lands. The country is rich with gold, silver, aluminum, iron, silicon and other minerals,
which are widely used in manufacturing new technologies. What is more important for
carrying out industrial projects and development of Kyrgyzstan is the availability of professional workforce and abundance of electricity.
In the modern world development and progress is impossible without energy. The
rich water and energy potential of Kyrgyzstan is actively being developed. 90% of electric
energy generated at the hydro stations and therefore does not harm the environment. Last
year Kyrgyzstan managed to achieve energy independence by commissioning the DatkaKemin power line as part of CASA-1000 project. Now after the completion of CASA-1000
project the energy produced in Kyrgyzstan will be exported to Tajikistan, Afghanistan and
Pakistan.
Transportation sector is briskly developing. Various parts of the country is connected
with roads, the total length of which exceeds 35 000 kilometers. Furthermore there are plans
to construct railway lines on the routes Russia-Kazakhstan-Kyrgyzstan-Tajikistan and China-Kyrgyzstan-Uzbekistan. This railway lines connect the sea ports of the Pacific, Persian
Gulf and the Medditerrean.
Realisation of above projects will give substantial impetus to the overall development
of the Kyrgyz Republic and its integration into the global economy.
The talk about Kyrgyzstan and Kyrgyz people is of less value if the great ancient epic
poem Manas is not mentioned.
Kyrgyzstan celebrated the 1,000th anniversary of Manas in 1995. The epic poem consists of approximately 500,000 lines and can be compared with the Sanskrit epic Mahabharata and the Tibetan Epic of King Gesar.
The end of oral epics in Central Asia has been prophesied since the nineteenth century.
Nevertheless, we can observe a surprising vitality of oral performance and oral traditions
among the Kyrgyz people. Manas still plays an important role in Kyrgyz cultural identity.
Manas is the classic centerpiece of Kyrgyz literature, and parts of it are often recited
at Kyrgyz festivities by specialists in the epic, called Manaschi. Manaschis tell the tale in a
melodic chant unaccompanied by musical instruments.
Nowadays the Kyrgyz Republic relies on its consistent state policy and strategy,
speedily developing economy. Political and economic upheavals that the country has gone
through hardened its resilience. Today Kyrgyzstan is a country which is known as a dy-
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namic, competitive and mature state in the international community. The Republic has acquired its geopolitical weight, developed strong relationships with all partners and created
investment-friendly environment.
Once great Kyrgyz writer Chyngyz Torokulovich Aitmatov said: - “Those from yesterday do not know what is going on today; those from today do not know what will happen
tomorrow”. Keeping this in mind the Republic pays a great attention to the well-being and
education of its citizens. Last year the 6 millionth citizen of the country was born. Today
Kyrgyzstan has well educated, skilled and strongly motivated youth. That is why on the
eve of its 25th independence anniversary Kyrgyzstan looks into future boldly and with
confidence.
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КЫЛЫМДАРДЫ КАРЫТКАН КЫРГЫЗ
ЭЛИ МАМЛЕКЕТТҮҮЛҮГҮН МЫНДАН ДАГЫ БЕКЕМДЕП,
ӨНҮГҮҮ ЖОЛУНДА БАРАТАТ
Кулаалы таптап куш кылдым,
курама жыйып журт кылдым...
		
(«Манас» эпосунан үзүндү)
Бир кезде Памир тоолорунан Байкөлгө чейинки учу-

кыйырсыз аймакты камтыган Улуу кыргыз Каганатынын

мурасы болгон Ала-Тоо жергесинде, 25-жыл мурда Кы

зыл Туу желбиреп, асман тиреген тоолордун мекени деп

ЖАНДОС АСАНОВ,
ТҮРК ТИЛДҮҮ
ӨЛКӨЛӨРДҮН
ПАРЛАМЕНТТИК
АССАМБЛЕЯСЫНЫН
БАШКЫ КАТЧЫСЫ

таанылган Кыргыз Республикасы жарыяланды.

Улуу Жибек Жолунда жайгашкан Кыргыз жергеси байыркы замандан бери грек,

арап, перс, кытай цивилизациялары менен тааныш. Учурда Кыргыз мамлекети Чы
гыш жана Батыш дүйнөсүнүн ортосундагы соода жана маданий салттардын айкалышы,

ошондой эле 100дөн ашык этникалык топтун өкүлдөрүнүн үйү болуп калды.

Бүгүнкү күндө, Кыргыз Республикасы дүйнөдөгү улуттар коомчулугунда жана түрк

тилдүү өлкөлөр арасында орчундуу орун ээледи. Жалпы адамзаттык баалулуктарды
сыйлаган, өзүнүн бай тарыхый жана маданий мурасын сактап калган Кыргыз Республи

касы, заманбап түрк тилдүү өлкө катары таанымал болду.

Кыргыз Республикасынын БУУнун Адам укуктары боюнча кеӊештин мүчөсү ката

ры 2016-2018-жылдар арасындагы мөөнөткө шайланышы, Евразиялык экономикалык

биримдигине мүчө катары кирүүсү жана башка орчундуу эл аралык жетишкендиктер
жогоруда белгиленгендерге даӊаза болду.

Үстүбүздөгү жылдын 31-августунда Кыргыз Республикасы өзүнүн эң маанилүү мамле

кеттик майрамын белгилейт – Эгемендүүлүктүн 25-жылдыгы. Бул күн даңктуу кыргыз та
рыхында алтын тамгалар менен жазылып, жаңы доордун маанилүү барагы болуп саналат.

25-жыл мурун Кыргыз Республикасы өзүнүн тарыхый өнүгүүсүнүн заманбап доору

на кирди – коомдун кызыкчылыгына багытталган экономикасы менен ачык демокра
тиялык мамлекет куруу алгачкы максат катары коюлду.
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Азыркы күндө өлкө парламенттик республика форматында иш алып барууда. Кыр

гыз Республикасынын Конституциясына ылайык, өлкөнүн парламенти мыйзам чыга
руу бийлигин жана көзөмөлдөө милдеттерин аткарган жогорку өкүлдүк орган. Мында,

мамлекеттин Өкмөтү Жогорку Кеңештин алдында толук эсеп берээрин белгилей кетиш
керек.

Парламенттин толук кандуу катышуусунда мамлекеттик түзүлүштүн баардык

чөйрөлөрүндө реформалар башталып, жүргүзүлүүдө жана көздөлүүдө. Бул сот, укук
коргоо, фискалдык, көзөмөлдөө жана башка чөйрөлөрдү дагы камтыйт.

Бүгүнкү күндө Парламент саясий жүрүмдөрдүн мизинде. Бара-бара, маанилүү,

коомчулукту толкундаткан маселелер, саясий талаштар парламенттин дубалдарынан
чыкпастан чечиле баштады.

Учурдагы парламенттин чакырылышында 6 саясий партия көрсөтүлгөн. Алар ар

түрдүү программалардын жана идеологиялардын өкүлдөрү. Ар бир фракциянын кем

чилиги коомчулукка кенен белгилүү болуп калктын талкуусуна алынууда. Анткени,
коомдо мамлекеттик эмес уюмдардын ролу маанилүү денгээлде көрсөтүлгөн. Кыргызс
тандын жарандык сектору абдан активдүү жана жакшы уюштурулган. Азыркы күндө
баардык катталган мамлекеттик эмес уюмдардын саны 15 миңден ашты.
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Ар бир министрдин же мекеменин жетекчисинин ишкердиги Парламенттин депу

таттарынын жана мамлекеттик эмес уюмдардын көзөмөлүнүн алдында.

Борбор Азиянын бөлүгү болгон Кыргыз Республикасы экономикалык жана

геосаясий жагынан абдан чоң потенциалга ээ. Өлкөнүн социалдык жана экономикалык
өнүгүүсүнүн көрсөткүчтөрү туруктуу денгээлде жыл сайын өсүүдө.

Мисалы акыркы 2015-жылы ички дүӊ өндүрүм 3,5%, анын ичинде, айыл чарба

өндүрүмү 6,2 %, инвестициялар 8%, жүктөрдүн ташылышы 2,7%, ал эми чекене са
туулардын көлөмү 6% пайызга өстү.

Бүгүнкү күндө чет элдик инвесторлор үчүн уникалдуу жана өтө ыңгайлуу шарт

тар түзүлүүдө. Дүйнөнүн 45 өлкөсүнүн жарандары Кыргыз Республикасында 60 күнгө
чейин визасыз жүрүүгө болот.

Аны менен бирге туристтик мүмкүнчүлүктөр эл аралык деңгээлге чыгарылганы

кубандырбай койбойт. Тарыхы 3000-жылдан ашкан Ош шаары, Чынгыз Айтматовдун

чыгармаларында таамай чагылдырылган Ыссык-Көл, Жалпы түрк элдерине таандык

жазуучу Жусуп Баласагын жашап жана белгилүү «Кутатгу Билик» китебин жазган Ба

ласагун шаарынын урандылары, Тоолук ханыша Курманжан Датка мекендеген Алай

тоолору жана башка көптөгөн жерлер туристтер тарабынан даӊкталат. Деги эле өлкө
уникалдуу жаратылыштык-климаттык, рекреациялык мүмүкүнчүлүктөргө бай. Миса

лы, өткөн жылы кыргыз жергесине 4,5 миллион чет элдик турист келген. Жыл сайын
бул сан 9,5% өсүүдө. Аны менен бирге, туризм, өлкөнүн глобалдашуу процессинде, эко

номикалык өнөктөштүк мамилелердин, маданий-гуманитардык байланыштардын
өнүгүшүнө көмөкчү болууда.

Бул өңүттө, үстүбүздөгү жылдын сентябрь айынын башында, Кыргыз жеринин бер

мети болгон, дүйнөнүн эӊ ири бийик тоолу көлдөрдүн бири - Ыссык-Көлдө “II Дүйнөлүк
еөчмөндөр оюндарынын” өткөрүлүшү абдан маанилүү. Көчмөндөр дүйнөсү жүздөгөн

элдердин баштарын бириктирет. Кайталанбас, өзгөчө маданияты анын салттарын
да, жашоо тиричилигинде чагылдырылган. Бул оюндар глобализациянын доорунда

маданиятты жандандырып, сактап калуу, элдердин инсандык сапатын жогорулатып,

дүйнөдөгү жашоо нугун тартиптештирүү максатына арналган. Бул маанилүү эл аралык

маарекеде 35тен ашык өлкө катышаарын билдиришти, анын ичинде Азербайжан, Ар
гентина, АКШ, Белоруссия, Бразилия, Венгрия, Гватемала, Германия, Израиль, Индия,

Индонезия, Иран, Италия, Казакстан, Кытай, Колумбия, Латвия, Литва, Монголия, Ни
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дерланды, Пакистан, Перу, Польша, Орусия Федерациясы, Сербия, Словакия, Тажикис

тан, Түркия, Түркменистан, Украина, Чехия, Шри-Ланка, Эквадор, Эстония жана Жа
пония бар. Аталган иш-чара Казакстан, Азербайджан, Түркия мамлекет башчылары

тарабынан жакындан колдоо тапкан эле.

Андыктан, боордош түрк тилдүү өлкөлөр арасында өз ара ишенимди жана кызмат

таштыкты мындан дагы тереңдетүүнү көздөө менен көчмөн калктардын спорт оюнда

рын, салттарын жана мурасын дүйнөгө таанытуу максатында Кыргыз Республикасын
да Көчмөн цивилизациясынын борбору ачылууда.

Кыргыз Республикасы өз ара пайдалуу диалогго даяр, ачык өлкө. Өлкөдө өнөр жай

жана тоо-металургиялык чоң потенциал камтылган. Кыргыз жергесиндеги асман ти

реген, бийктиги жети миӊ метрден ашкан Жеӊиш, Ленин жана Хан Теӊир чокулуу улуу

тоолордо периодикалык таблицанын баардык элементтери бар. Алтын, күмүш, алюми
ний, темир жана жаңы технологияларда кеңири колдонулган кремний сыяктуу тоо кен
дерине абдан бай өлкө. Эң башкысы, көптөгөн долбоорлордун ишке ашырылышына,

аны менен бирге Кыргызстандын өнүгүшүнө кесипкөй жумушчу күч жана кол жетки
дей баадагы электр кубаты түрткү болуп келет.

Заманбап дүйнөдө, өнүгүү жана прогресс энергиясыз мүмкүн эмес. Кыргыз Рес

публикасы эбегейсиз суу-энергетикалык потенциалга ээ жана ал активдүү түрдө
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өздөштүрүлүүдө. Өлкөдө өндүрүлгөн электр кубатынын 90% жаңыланып туруучу, баш

кача айтканда айлана-чөйрөгө зыян алып келбеген суу кубатынан өндүрүлөт. Өткөн

жылы CASA-1000 долбоорунун бөлүгү болгон Датка-Кемин электр кубатын жеткизүүчү
линия ишке киргизилип, Кыргыз Республикасы энергетикалык көз карандысыздыкка

жетти. Эми СASA-1000 долбоору аяктаган соң Кыргызтанда өндүрүлгөн электр кубаты
Тажикистан, Афганистан жана Пакистанга экспорттолот.

Транспорт жаатында өнүгүп жаткан процесстер да абдан кубандырат. Мисалы,

өлкөнүн ар бир булуң-бурчундагы бардык аймактар жалпы узундугу 35 000ден ашык
чакырымдагы ажырагыс кара жол менен бириктирилген. Андан тышкары, “Россия-Ка

закстан-Кыргызстан-Тажикстан” жана “Кытай-Кыргызстан-Өзбекстан” темир жол ма
гистралынын курулушу көздөлүүдө. Бул темир жол Тынч океандын портторун Персид

булуңу жана Жер ортолук деңиз менен бириктирип калат.

Аталган долбоорлор Кыргыз Республикасынын бай жаратылыш ресурстарын

өздөштүрүүгө жана пайдаланууга түрткү болуу менен бирге эл аралык сооданын, ту
ризмдин жана маданияттын мындан артык өнүгүүсүнө өбөлгө болот.

Жалпы түрк маданиятынын сыймыктанчуу мурасы - “Манас” эпосунун өлбөс-

өчпөстүгү, түбөлүктүүлүгү, дүйнөлүк баа жетпес маданий эстеликтердин катарынан

орун алгандыгы белгиленген максатка байланыштуу. Эл эркиндикке, эгемендүүлүккө
күрөш аркылуу гана жетише алган. Ушундан улам эпостун идеялык чордонун көп кы

лымдык тарыхында сандаган түркүн окуяларды башынан кечирген элдин эркиндик,
эгемендүүлүк үчүн берген күч аракети түзөт. “Манас” эпосу, ата-бабаларыбыз миӊдеген
жылдан бери басып өткөн тарыхий жолундагы руханий табылгаларынын, турмуштук

тажрыйбасынын, башынан кечирген окуялар жөнүндөгү маалыматтардын орчундуула
рын бүт чогулткан баалуу казынанын милдетин аткарып келе жатат.

Андыктан, Кыргыз Республикасынын Эгемендүүлүк күнү калктын турмушунда

гы маанилүү учур. Ал тарыхый жана саясий зарылчылык болуп кыргыз элине таандык

мүнөздү калыптандырды: акылмандуулук, ырааттуулук, максатка багыттандуулук жа

на сабырдуулук. Жаңы турмуш куруунун биринчи күндөрүнөн баштап Кыргыз Респуб

ликасынын калкы чыныгы эркиндикке жана көз карандысыздыкка жетүү бул жалгыз
гана эгемендүүлүк алуу эмес, мындан тышкары анын саясий жана экономикалык жак

тан түптөлүшү, бекемделиши жана эл аралык аренада татыктуу жана сый ордун табы
шы экендигин билип, өз күчүн ыйык максатка карай жумшаган.
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Бүгүнкү күндө Кыргыз Республикасы,

өзүнүн ырааттуу мамлекеттик саясатына

жана стратегиясына таянып, ийгиликтүү

саясий жана экономикалык системаны кур
ду. Кыргыз мамлекети эл аралык коомчулу
гу тарабынан динамикалуу, атаандаштык
ка жөндөмдүү жана жетилген өлкө катары

таанымал. Республика өзүнүн геосаясаттык
салмагына ээ болду, баардык өнөктөштөрү

менен бекем мамиле курду жана чет элдик
инвестицияларга жагымдуу чөйрө түздү.

Учурда эгемендүү Кыргыз Республикасы
туруктуулуктун татаал сынагынан өтүп,
өнүгүүнүн асердүү натыйжасын көрсөтүүдө.

Ал найтыжалардын жана орногон ту

руктуулуктун

дагы

бир

кубандыруучу

көрсөткүчү катары өткөн жылдын 25-нояб
рында Кыргыз Республикасынын 6-мил
лионунчу жаранынын төрөлүшүн белгиле
сек болот.

Улуу жазуучу Чынгыз Төрөкулович Айт

матов айткан эле – “Кечээ күнкүлөр, бугүн

эмне болуп жатканын билбейт, бүгүнкүлөр эртеӊ эмне болоорун билбейт” деп.

Анын сыӊарындай, Кыргыз Республикасынын Өкмөтү билим берүү жана илимди

өнүктүрүүгө, жаш жарандарга колдоо көрсөтүү боюнча саясатка жана ар түрдүү социал

дык долбоорлорго чоӊ маани берүүдө. Андыктан Кыргыз Республикасында билимдүү,

конструктивдүүлүккө багытталган жаш муун өлкө турмушуна өз пайдасын тийгизип
жатканына күбө болуудабыз.

Бул күч аракеттер келечекте Кыргыз мамлекеттүүлүгүн мындан дагы бекемдеп,

өнүгүп-өрчүүсүнө алып келээрине тереӊ ишенебиз.
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NUR İŞIKLI ÜLKE
Çoğu Türk boyları payını alıp dağılınca
Kazakların elinde otağından başka ne kaldı?
		
(Mağcan Cumabayev)
«Kazakistan» deyince, kökü Türk olan biri heyecanlan
madan duramaz. Altay’dan Atırau’ya, Alatau’dan Sarı Arka’ya
kadar uzanan uçsuz-bucaksız bu topraklara yayılan ülkenin
iki omuzunun birinde Doğu, diğerinde ise Batı konuşlanmış
durumdadır. Bu ülke olmadan, eski Ari ve Saka Türklerini,
Büyük Hun göçünü, Büyük Türk Kağanlığını, Deşti-Kıpçakla
rı ve küreselleşmenin ilk akımı olan Büyük İpek Yolunu gözü
nün önünde canlandırmak mümkün değildir.
Talas’ın hemen yanıbaşında 751 yılında kurulan Tan İm
paratorluğu ile Müslüman askerlerin savaşı, Turan’ın gelecek
tarihi ve medeniyetinin temelini teşkil etmiştir. Akabinde, İs
lam dini bu topraklarda yaygınlaşarak, isimleri birer efsane
ye dönüşen görkemli şehirler yine bu topraklarda boy göster
miştir. Bugün ise, Türk tarihini, Otırar ve Sauran şehirleri veya
Al-Farabi, Kaşgarlı Mahmut, Yusuf Balasağuni ve diğer büyük

HALUK İPEK,
TÜRKİYE CUMHURİYETİ
BÜYÜK MİLLET MECLİSİ
MİLLETVEKİLİ,
TÜRKİYE-KAZAKİSTAN
PARLAMENTOLARARASI
DOSTLUK GRUBU
BAŞKANI, TÜRKPA
HUKUKİ İŞLER VE
ULUSLARARASI İLİŞKİLER
KOMİSYONU BAŞKANI

düşünürler olmadan göz önüne getirmek dahi imkansızdır.
Dünyanın yarısına hükümdarlık eden ve uzun asırlar boyunca dünya tarihineyön veren
Cengizhan seferlerinin başlangıç noktası da yine eski Kazak toprakları olmuştur. Altın Or
du,Selçuklu Emperatorluğu, Osmanlı İmparatorluğu, Büyük Moğol İmparatorluğu vegelişmiş
güçlü birçok Türk Devletlerinin yükselme dönemlerini tarihin terazisine koyup tarttığınızda,
sanki daha dün olmuş gibi bir izlenim bırakmaktadırlar.
Hızlı esen tarih fırtınalarının merkezinde yer alan Kazakistan’ın ise kendi bağımsızlığına
kavuşmasından bu yana çeyrek asır geçmiştir. Sovyetler Birliği’nin dağılmaya başladığı o de
virde, tarih sahnesine Nursultan Nazarbayev çıkarak uçsuz-bucaksız Avrasya’nın iç-içe girmiş
siyasi sürecine dahil olmuştur... Bireylerin tarihteki yeri nedir diye sorduğunuzda cevap ço
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ğu zaman tartışmalıdır. Ancak, Avrasya tarihinin son 30 yılını Nazarbayev’sizdüşünmek dahi
mümkün değildir...
Çok çeşitli alanlarda ve farklı yelpazelerde dış ilişkilerini geliştirmeye özel önem atfeden
Kazakistan, soyuna sahip çıkmış ve aynı soydan gelen Türk milletleriyle ilişkilerini güçlendirmeyi de gözardı etmemiştir. “Yedi asır geçmişini bilmeyen ulus cahildir” diyen bilge Kazak
atasözünü aklına iyice yerleştiren genç devlet, tarih sahnesindeki bugünkü yerini anlamak için
geçmişteki eksikliklerini tamamlamak gerektiğini idrak etmiştir.
Mevcut Türk İşbirliği kurumları doğrudan Başkan Nazarbayev’in insiyatifiyle kurulmuştur. Türk dili konuşan uluslar arasında işbirliği yapılacak konular çok geniştir.
Örnek vermek gerekirse, 1992 yılında Hoca Ahmet Yesevi Kazak-Türk Üniversitesi kurulmuştur. Söz konusu Üniversite, Türk Devletleri arasında uluslararası denkliğe sahip ilk ve tek
eğitim kurumudur.
1993 yılında ise, Uluslararası Türk Kültürü Teşkilatı (TürkSOY) kurularak, Türk dilinde
konuşan uluslar ve toplulukların medeni mirası ve başarılarının dünyaya tanıtılmasına ve gelişerek daha da yaygınlaşmasına olumlu katkılarda bulunmuştur.
Son yıllarda, ülkelerimiz arasındaki medeni ve insani ilişkiler kayda değer başarılara imza
atmıştır; Türkiye’nin orta ve yüksek lisans eğitimini veren kurumları Kazakistan’da ve başka
ülkelerde de açılmış ve ayrıca, ülkeler arası bilgi paylaşım süreci daha da gelişmiştir. Bugün ise,
öğrencilerin bir Türk devletinden bir diğerine geçerek eğitim almaları için birçok imkan yaratılmış vaziyettedir.
Türk dilinde konuşan ülkeler arasında çeşitli alanlardaki ilişkilerin kayda değer gelişmelere imza atmasını müteakip, söz konusu başarıların sürdürülebilir hale getirilip ülkeler arasında
meydana gelebilecek çeşitli meselelerin çözümlenmesi ve ilişkilerin düzenlenmesi için bellibaşlı kurumlara ihtiyaç duyulmuştur. Bu çerçevede, 2008 yılında Türk Dili Konuşan Ülkeler
Parlamenter Asamblesi (TürkPA), 2009 yılında ise Türk Dilinde Konuşan Ülkelerİşbirliği Konseyi (Türk Konseyi) kurulmuş ve 2010 yılında Uluslararası Türk Akademisinin temeli Astana
kentinde atılmıştır.
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TürkPA’nın temel amacı, söz konusu Asamble’ye üye ülkeler arasında gelişmekte olan
ilişkilerin hukuki altyapısını hazırlamak, ayrıca çeşitli alanlardaki ilişkilere doğrudan katkı sağlamaktır. Tek kelimeyle ifade etmek gerekirse, TürkPA, Türk dünyasının Meclissel boyutudur.
Türkiye ve Kazakistan arasındaki kardeşçe ilişkilerin daha da güçlenmesine ülkelerimiz
arasındaki ileri seviyedeki karşılıklı saygı ilham vermektedir.
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Cumhurbaşkanı olarak 2015 Nisan ayında
Kazakistan’a gerçekleştirdiği ilk resmi ziyareti kapsamında, Astana’dan sonra Türkistan’ı ziyaret etmiştir. Nursultan Nazarbayev ile Recep Tayyip Erdoğan Türkistan’ı ziyaret ederek atalarımızın ruhuna saygılarını sunmuşlardır. Akabinde, iki ülke liderlerikadim Türkistan kentinde
inşa edilen 2000 kişilik yeni caminin açılışına katılmışlardır.
Türkistan’da yaptığı konuşma sırasında Cunhurbaşkanı Erdoğan aşağıdakileri ifade etmiştir: “Kazaklar ve Türkler kardeş halklardır. Bundan 20 yıl önce, yeni devletler kurularak
Sovyetler Birliğin’den ayrıldığında birçok ülke bu müslüman ülkelerin geleceğinin karanlık
olacağını düşünmüşlerdir. Ancak Kazakistan gibi ülkeler dünyadaki saygın ülkeler arasında
kendi yerlerini almışlardır. Ben, bu duruma, kardeş ülke olarak tüm kalbimle seviniyorum. Bizler, Türk Devletleri olarak, durum ne olursa olsun birbirimizin iyiliğini temenni ederek birlik
olmak durumundayız”.
Kardeşin kıymeti kara günde anlaşılır. Türkiye’de demokrasi yoluyla seçilen Hükümeti
düşürmek isteyen kanlı darbe girişiminden sonra, Başkan Nazarbayev, Türkiyeyi ziyaret eden
ilk Devlet Başkanı olmuş ve desteklerini ifade etmiştir. Kazakistan’ın Türkiye ile olan samimi
dostluğu ve Türk dilinikonuşan devletler arasındaki ilişkilerin güçlendirilmesi için gösterdiği
katkılarından dolayı Cumhurbaşkanı Erdoğan, Nursultan Nazabayev’i Türk dünyasının aksakalı olarak nitelendirmiştir.
Çeyrek asır içerisinde Kazakistan, devlet olarak güçlenmiş, tüm dünayca tanınan bir devlet olmuş ve itibarı dahada yükselmiştir. En önemlisi, ülkesini seven, çağdaş bilim ve ilimle
ilgilenen yeni bir nesil yetiştirmiştir. Tüm bunlardan dolayı, Kazakistan’ın geleceğinin parlak
olacağına inancım tamdır.

Çok yaşa nur ışıklı ülke!
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НҰР ШҰҒЫЛАЛЫ ЕЛ
Көп түрік енші алысып тарасқанда,
Қазақта қара шаңырақ қалған жоқ па?
		
(Мағжан Жұмабаев)
«Қазақстан» дегенде иісі түріктің тебіренбейтіні
жоқ. Алтайдан Атырауға, Алатаудан Арқаға көсіліп,
ұлан-ғайыр жерді жайлап жатқан елдің екі иығын
да Шығыс пен Батыс орналасқан. Бұл өлкесіз ежелгі
арийлерді, сақтарды, ұлы ғұндар көшін, Ұлы түрік қа
ғандығын, Дешті-Қыпшақты және глобализацияның ал
ғашқы легі - Ұлы жібек жолын елестету мүмкін емес.
Талас түбінде 751 жылы болған Таң империясы мен
мұсылман әскерлерінің шайқасы Тұранның келешек та

ХАЛУК ИПЕК,
ТҮРКИЯ ҰЛЫ ҰЛТТЫҚ
МӘЖİЛİСİНİҢ
ДЕПУТАТЫ, ТҮРКИЯҚАЗАҚСТАН
ПАРЛАМЕНТТİК
ДОСТЫҚ ТОБЫНЫҢ
ТӨРАҒАСЫ, ТҮРКПА
ҚҰҚЫҚТЫҢ İСТЕР
ЖӘНЕ ХАЛЫҚАРАЛЫҚ
ҚАТЫНАСТАР
КОМИССИЯСЫНЫҢ
ТӨРАҒАСЫ

рихы мен мәдениетін айқындап берді. Ислам діні бұл
жерлерге орнығып, аты аңызға айналған әсем де көрікті
қалалар пайда болды. Түркі тарихын бүгінде Отырарсыз не Саурансыз, я болмаса ӘлФараби, Қашқари, Баласағұни және басқа да ұлы ғұламаларсыз елестету мүмкін емес.
Жарты әлемге үстемдік етіп, талай ғасырдағы әлем тарихы көшінің бағытын
айқындап берген Шыңғыстың жаугершілік жорықтары да көне қазақ жерінен бас
талған. Алтын орда, Османлы империясы, Ұлы моғолдар империясы сынды қуатты
түркі мемлекеттері шоғырының дәуірлеген шағы тарихи жадпен таразылағанда құд
ды бір кеше ғана болғандай...
Тарихтың астаң-кестең соққан талай дауылының өтінде болған Қазақстанның
өзін дербес мемлекет ретінде жариялағанына да мінеки ширек ғасыр толуда. Совет
Одағы сетіней бастаған алмағайып заманда дәуір сахнасына Нұрсұлтан Назарбаев
шығып, ұшы-қиыры жоқ алып Евразияда өрбіген саяси процестерге араласып кетті...
Тарихтағы жеке тұлғаның орны қандай деген сұрақтарға жауап іздегенде кейде арты
дауға айналады. Алайда, Назарбаевсыз соңғы отыз жылдағы Евразия тарихын елесте
ту мүмкін емес...
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Сан салалы бағытта, сан қырлы ауқымда сыртқы қатынастарын өрістетуге жіті
көңіл бөлген Қазақстан тектілік танытып, тамыры бір түркі халықтарымен байланыс
тарын нығайтуды да көңілден тыс қалдырмады. «Жеті ғасырын білмеген ел – жетесіз»
дейтін қазақтың данышпан мақалын санаға мықтап түйген балғын мемлекет тарихта
ғы бүгінгі орнын білу үшін өткенді түгендеу қажет екенін түйсінді.
Қазіргі түркі ынтымақтастығы институттары тікелей Президент Назарбаевтың бас
тамасымен құрылған. Түркітілдес елдер арасындағы өзара әрекеттестіктің ауқымы кең.
Санамалай айтсақ, сонау 1992 жылы Қожа Ахмет Яссауи атындағы халықаралық
қазақ-түрік университеті құрылды. Университет – түркі тілдес мемлекеттер арасында
ең алғаш халықаралық мәртебеге ие бірден-бір оқу орны.
1993 жылы Түркі мәдениетінің халықаралық ұйымы (ТүркСОЙ) құрылып, түркітіл
дес елдер мен қауымдарының мәдени мұралары мен жетістіктерінің әлемге паш етілуі
не, сондай-ақ түлеп-жаңғыруына игі ықпалын тигізді.
Осы жылдарда елдеріміз арасындағы мәдени-гуманитарлық байланыс айтарлық
тай жетістіктерге жетті; Түркияның орта және жоғары білім орындары Қазақстанда,
басқа елдерде ашылды, елдер арасындағы ақпарат алмасу процесі ұлғайды. Қазіргі кез
де студенттер бір түркі елінен екінші біріне барып оқуға, білімін жетілдіруге көптеген
мүмкіндіктер жасалған.
Түркітілдес елдер арасындағы түрлі саладағы байланыстар айтарлықтай өскеннен
соң, осы қол жеткізген жетістіктерді баянды етіп, елдер арасындағы пайда болып оты
ратын көптеген мәселелерді реттейтін, қарым-қатынастарды үйлестіретін структура
ларға сұраныс артты. Осының нәтижесінде 2008 жылғы Түркітілдес елдер парламентік
ассамблеясы (ТүркПА), 2009 жылы Түркітілдес елдердің ынтымақтастық кеңесі (Түркі
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кеңесі) дүниеге келді, ал 2010 жылы Халықаралық түркі академиясы Астана қаласында
шаңырақ көтерді.
Түркітілдес елдер парламентік ассамблеясының (ТүркПА) негізгі мақсаты - осы
ұйымға кіретін елдер арасындағы өсе түсіп отырған байланыстарға заңнамалық негіз
жасау, сондай-ақ әр саладағы қатынастардың дамуына тікелей ықпал ету. Яғни, бір сөзбен айтсақ, ТүркПА түркі дүниесінің парламенттік өлшемі.
Түркия мен Қазақстан арасындағы бауырлас қарым-қатынастардың одан әрі беки
түсуіне елдеріміз арасындағы жоғары деңгейдегі өзара сыйластық дем береді.
2015 жылдың сәуір айында Реджеп Тайып Ердоған Түркия Президенті ретінде
Қазақстанға жасаған алғашқы мемлекеттік сапарында Астанаға келгеннен соң, Түркістанға аттанды. Нұрсұлтан Назарбаев пен Реджеп Тайып Ердоған Түркістандағы Қожа
Ахмет Яссауи кесенесіне барып, бабалар рухына тағзым етті. Екі ел
басшылары бұдан соң көне шаһарда бой көтерген 2 мың орындық жаңа мешіттің ашылу салтанатына қатысты.
Түркістанда Президент Ердоған былай деді: «Қазақ пен түрік бауырлас халықтар. Осыдан жиырма жыл
бұрын Совет империясының құрамынан мемлекеттер
бөлініп

шыққан кезде, көптеген елдер мұсылман мемлекеттердің

күні қараң болады деген пиғылда болған еді. Алайда, Қазақстан сияқты мемлекеттер
әлемдегі іргелі елдердің қатарына қосылды. Мен бұған бауырлас ел ретінде шын жүрегімнен қуанамын. Біз, түркі халықтары, қандай жағдайда да бір-біріміздің тілеуімізді
тілеп, бір болуымыз керек».
Бауыр қадірі басыңа күн туғанда білінеді. Түркияда демократия жолымен сайланған үкіметті тайдырмақ болған қанқұйлы мемлекеттік төңкеріс әрекетінен соң Президент Назарбаев шет мемлекеттер басшыларының ішінен бірінші болып Түркияға
келіп, қолдау көрсетті. Қазақстанның әрқашан Түркияға деген риясыз достығы және
де түркітілдес елдер арасындағы байланыстардың нығаюына қосқан үлесі үшін Президент Ердоған Нұрсұлтан Назарбаевты түркі әлемінің ақсақалы деді.
Ширек ғасыр ішінде Қазақстан мемлекет ретінде нығайды, төрткүл дүниеге танымал болды, беделі асқақтады. Ең бастысы, елін сүйген, қазіргі заманғы білім мен ғылымға сусындаған жаңа ұрпақ пайда болды. Сондықтан да Қазақстанның болашағының
жарқын екеніне кәміл сенемін. Жасай бер нұр шұғылалы ел!
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QAZAX ELİNİN MÜSTƏQİLLİK DƏRSLƏRİ
Dünyada, xüsusilə Türk dünyasında “Avrasiyanın ürəyi”
kimi tanınan Qazax Elinin müstəqillik qazanmasından iyirmi
beş il keçir. Və bu iyirmi beş ildə qazax xalqı milli lider Nur
sultan Nazarbayevin rəhbərliyi ilə elə bir möhtəşəm tarix yaşa
dı ki, artıq Qazax Elinin müstəqilliyinin əbədiliyinə heç kəsdə
zərrə qədər də olsa şübhə yoxdur.
Hər şeydən əvvəl ona görə ki, ölkə özünün zəngin iqtisa
di, ictimai-siyasi və mədəni-mənəvi potensialına əsaslanaraq
özünəməxsus davamlı, inamlı inkişaf yoluna çıxa bildi ki, bu
yolu prezident Nursultan Nazarbayev öz məşhur kitabı ilə bü
tün dünyaya tamamilə haqlı olaraq (və böyük qürurla!) məhz
“Qazaxıstan yolu” kimi təqdim etdi.
Qazax Elinin müstəqillik tarixi azadlıq yoluna çıxmış hər
bir xalq, ölkə, dövlət üçün nümunəvi bir məktəbdir. Və onun
dərsləri, elə bilirəm ki, diqqətlə öyrənilməyə, təcrübəsi mənim
sənilib tətbiq olunmağa layiqdir.
Qazaxlar, ilk növbədə, qədim dövrlərdən gələn şərəfli ta

NİZAMİ CƏFƏROV,
AZƏRBAYCAN
RESPUBLİKASININ
MİLLİ MƏCLİSİNİN
DEPUTATI, TÜRKPA-nın
SOSİAL, MƏDƏNİ VƏ
HUMANİTAR MƏSƏLƏRİ
KOMİSSİYASININ ÜZVÜ

rixlərinə sahib çıxdılar. İdeoloji təzyiqlər altında unutdurulma
ğa çalışılmış etnik mənşələrini yalnız ayrı-ayrı ziyalıların deyil,
bütöv bir xalqın yaddaşı, şüuru miqyasında bərpa etməklə mükəmməl bir millət olduqlarını
sübuta yetirdilər. Qazax xanlığının yubileyinin beynəlxalq səviyyədə böyük coşqu, təntənə ilə
keçirilməsi göstərdi ki, Qazax Eli heç də bəzilərinin səhv olaraq düşündüyü kimi keçən əsrdə,
yaxud sosialist inqilabının təsiri ilə meydana çıxmış hadisə deyil, onun öz köklərini qədim türk
dövründən – Altaylardan alan bir neçə min illik tarixi vardır. Və bu tarixin ən azı son beş yüz
ili qazaxların birbaşa özlərinə məxsus olub, xalqın kifayət qədər güclü, möhkəm, çevik dövlət
quruculuğu istedadının (və əsrlər boyu qazanılmış təcrübənin) məhsuludur. Həm qazaxların,
həm də siyasi müstəqilliyi olmayan digər türk xalqlarının yeni dövrün əvvəllərindən etibarən
müstəmləkəyə çevrilməsi ona gətirib çıxardı ki, tarixi əraziləri, etnik coğrafiyaları zaman-za
man zəbt edildi, əhalisi müxtəlif bəhanələrlə repressiyalara uğradıldı, milli mədəniyyət (yad
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daş!) zәdәlәndi... Ona görә dә iyirmi beş illik müstәqilliyinin çox illәrinin tarixi tәfәkkürün (vә
tәcrübәnin) bәrpasına hәsr olunması, milli mütәşәkkilliyin tәmin edilmәsinә ayrılması heç dә
tәsadüfi deyildi.
Qazax Elinin müstәqilliyinin verdiyi ikinci dәrs, heç şübhәsiz, Türk dünyası ilә bir vaxtlar
qırılmış әlaqәlәrin әn yüksәk sәviyyәdә yenidәn qurulması oldu. Türkiyә, Azәrbaycan, Özbәkistan, Türkmәnistan, Qırğızıstan kimi ölkәlәrlә Qazax Elinin yaratdığı sәmimi qardaşlıq münasibәtlәri istәr iqtisadi, istәr siyasi, istәrsә dә mәdәni sahәlәrdә böyük perspektivlәrә malikdir.
Qazax Elinin müstәqilliyinin banisi (vә qarantı) Nursultan Nazarbayevin neçә illәrdir ki, Türk
dünyasının ağsaqqalı olaraq qәbul edilmәsi, bir tәrәfdәn, böyük dövlәt xadiminin tarixi şәxsiyyәtinin göstәricisidirsә, digәr tәrәfdәn, qazax xalqının milli dövlәtçilik tәfәkkürünün nә qәdәr
dәrin qatlardan gәldiyinin nәticәsidir.
Vә o da tәsadüfi deyil ki, türklәri – Türk dünyasını bütün yönlәri ilә araşdırıb öyrәnәn әn
böyük “beyin mәrkәzi” – Beynәlxalq Türk Akademiyası da Astanada yaradılmışdır. Hәmin
Akademiya dostumuz, böyük alim Prof. Dr. Kıdırali Darxanın başçılığı ilә qısa müddәtdә xeyli
dәyәrli işlәrә imza atmışdır.
Qazax Elinin müstәqilliyinin verdiyi üçüncü dәrs ölkәnin ümumәn dünyada nail olduğu
beynәlxalq nüfuzdan ibarәtdir. Hәm regionda, hәm dә regiondan kәnarda yürüdülәn mükәmmәl, әsaslandırılmış (vә sәmimi!) diplomatik siyasәt transmilli qarşılıqlı etimad, birgә yaşayış
normalarına riayәt örnәyidir. Vә bugün paytaxt Astanada müxtәlif ölkәlәrә mәxsus ekzotik
tikililәri seyr etdikcә yalnız sözdә yox, birbaşa işdә әmin olursan ki, qazax xalqı, Qazax Eli öz
milli mәnliyini qoruyub inkişaf etdirmәklә yanaşı, dünya xalqları, ölkәlәrilә çoxtәrәfli әlaqәlәrә xüsusi önәm verir... Elә bir beynәlxalq tәşkilat tәsәvvür etmәk mümkün deyil
ki, qazaxların qurduqları dövlәt orada orada tәmsil olunub öz mәnafelәrini ardıcıl olaraq müdafiә etmәsin, yaxud dünya birliyinә, qlobal proqresә
töhfәlәrini vermәsin.
Qazax Elinin müstәqillik dәrslәri, tәbii ki, qazax xalqı, onun yenilmәz,
müdrik lideri prezident Nursultan Nazarbayev tәrәfindәn iyirmi beş ilin hәr
bir ilindә nümayiş etdirilmiş güclü, enerjili tarixi iradәnin mәhsuludur. Vә dövlәt
başçısı başda olmaqla qazax xalqını bu möhtәşәm iradәyә görә ürәkdәn tәbrik etmәk
üçün hәr cür әsas vardır!.. Mübarәk olsun!..
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ТƏУЕЛСІЗДІК ТƏЛİМІ
Əлемде, әсіресе, түркі дүниесінде «Еуразияның
жүрегі» саналатын Қазақ елінің тәуелсіздікке қол жеткізуіне
жиырма бес жыл толуда.
Бұл жиырма бес жылда қазақ халқы Елбасы Нұрсұлтан
Назарбаевтың жетекшілігімен даңқты бір тарихи жолмен
жүріп өтті; енді міне, Қазақ елінің тәуелсіздігінің ұзақ
ғұмырлы екендігіне титтей болса да шүбә жоқ.
Ең алдымен мемлекет өзінің бай экономикалық,
әлеуметтік, саяси және мәдени-рухани потенциалына
негізделген, өзіне тиесілі тұрлаулы да сенімді даму жолына
түсті. Бұл бағытты Президент Нұрсұлтан Назарбаев өзінің

НИЗАМИ ЖАФАРОВ ,
ӘЗІРБАЙЖАН
РЕСПУБЛИКАСЫ
МИЛЛИ МӘЖЛИСİНİҢ
ДЕПУТАТЫ,
ТҮРКПА ӘЛЕУМЕТТİК,
МӘДЕНИ ЖӘНЕ
ГУМАНИТАРЛЫҚ
МӘСЕЛЕЛЕР
КОМИССИЯСЫНЫҢ
МҮШЕСІ

мәшһүр кітабында егжей-тегжейлі сипаттай келе, оны
бүткіл дүниежүзіне «Қазақстан жолы» деп таныстырған.
Қазақ елінің дербестік тарихы азаттық жолына түскен әрбір халық, ел, мемлекет
үшін мысалға толы мектеп іспетті. Және де, жеке пікірімше, оның дәріс-сабақтары зейін
қоя зерделеуге, тәжірибесі ой елегінен өткізе зерттеуге лайықты.
Қазақтар, ең әуелі, көне дәуірлерден тамыр алатын даңқты тарихқа ие.
Шыққан тегін ұмыттыруды көздеген идеологиялық қысымға төтеп бере
білген халықтың сана-сезімін қалпына келтіру үшін тек жекелеген
зиялы қауым өкілдері ғана емес, бүкіл қоғам болып жұмылды. Қазақ
хандығының 550 жылдық мерейтойының халықаралық деңгейде
еңселі де салтанатты атап өтілуі Қазақ елінің, баз біреулердің қате
ойлайтынындай, тарих сахнасына өткен ғасырда немесе октябрь
социалистік революциясының әсерінен шықпағанын, керісінше, оның
тамыры ежелгі түркі дәуірінен – сонау Алтайдан бастау алатын бірнеше
мыңжылдық тарихы бар екенін көрсетті. Және бұл соңғы бес жүз жылдағы тарихтағы
қазақтардың өздері жеке қоғам бола алуының, халықтың анағұрлым күшті, қуатты
әрі тегеурінді мемлекет құра алатын қабілетінің (немесе ғасырлар бойы қордалаған
тәжірибесінің) жемісі. Қазақтардың немесе саяси тәуелсіздігі болмаған басқа да түркі
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халықтарының жаңа тарихтың бастапқы кезеңдерінде отар елдерге айналуы олардың
тарихи аумақтары мен туып-өскен жерлерін талай дүркін басқыншылыққа ұшыратты,
тұрғындары түрлі желеумен қуғын-сүргінге душар болып, ұлттық мәдениет тепкі көрді...
Осы себепті де жиырма бесжылдық дербестік заманының көп кезеңі тарихи ойлау
қабілетін (немесе тәжірибесін) қалпына келтіруге жұмсалды, ұлттық тәуелсіздіктің
нығаюына арналды.
Қазақ елі тәуелсіздігінің берген екінші дәрісі, ешбір шүбәсіз, бір кезде күйреген түркі
дүниесімен байланыстарының ең жоғары деңгейде қайтадан құрылуы болды. Түркия,
Әзірбайжан, Өзбекстан, Түрікменстан және Қырғызстан сияқты мемлекеттермен Қазақ
елінің қалыптастырған шын жүректі бауырмал қатынастардың экономика болсын,
саяси болсын, сондай-ақ мәдени салаларда болсын ірі перспективалары бар. Қазақ елі
тәуелсіздігінің сәулетшісі (және кепілі) Нұрсұлтан Назарбаевтың бірнеше жылдардан бері
түркі дүниесінің ақсақалы ретінде танылуы, бір жағынан, алып мемлекеттік қайраткердің
жеке тұлғасын сипаттаса, екіншіден, қазақ халқының ұлттық мемлекетшілік санасының
терең қойнауларда жатқан қатпарлардан құралғанын көрсетеді.
Түркі дүниесінің сан саладан зерттеп, зерделеумен айналысатын ең ірі «ми орталығы»
– Халықаралық түркі академиясының Астанада орнығуы кездейсоқтық емес. Академия
қысқа уақыт ішінде құнды дүниелермен айналысып кетті.
Қазақ елінің тәуелсіздігі берген үшінші сабақ – өлке бүкіл дүниежүзін мойындатып,
сый мен беделге ие болған. Аймақта болсын, не өңір сыртында болсын жүргізіліп жатқан
үздік әрі берік (әрі ізгі) қағидаларға сүйенген дипломатиялық саясат – мемлекетаралық
өзара сенім мен тату-тәтті көршілік нормаларына айнымастықтың мысалы. Бүгінгі
күндері елорда Астанада түрлі елдерге тән ерекше ғимараттарды тамашалағанда Қазақ
елінің тек сөзбен емес, іспен де өз ұлттық келбетін қорғап, дамытумен қатар, әлем
халықтары, елдерімен көпжақты байланыстарға ерекше көңіл бөлетініне көзің жетеді...
Қазақ елінің тәуелсіздігі қол жеткізген нәтижелері оның мойымас көсемі Президент
Нұрсұлтан Назарбаевтың жиырма бес жылдың әрбір жылында танытқан қуатты да
адуынды тарихи жігерінің арқасында мүмкін болды. Осындай ерен Басшысы бар қазақ
халқын тамсандырарлық жетістіктерімен құттықтауға барлық негіз бар! Тәуелсіздіктің
торқалы тойы құтты болсын!
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ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMISSIONS
1. The Fifth meeting of the TurkPA Commission on Social, Cultural and Humanitarian
Issues took place on 24 May 2016 in Astana. The main item of the meeting’s agenda was the
subject of cooperation between the member countries in disaster management and crisis management issues and relevant report and recommendation on the matter has been presented by
Mr. Mustafa Bozkurt, member of the Parliament of Turkey. Mr. Sadyk Sher-Niyaz, Chairman
of the Commission and member of the Parliament of Kyrgyzstan and attended by the parliamentarians of the member countries, as well as by the representatives of the Turkic Council and
TurkSOY.

The parliamentarians discussed the issue of interaction amongst the member countries on
prevention of natural disasters and recovery, measures taken at national level on mitigation of
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emergencies` consequences and necessity to get on track an exchange of experience and sharing
best practices among the countries.
Members of the Commission were also informed of the national policies of Kazakhstan on
the issue presented by Mr. Vladimir Bekker, chair of the committee for emergency situations of
the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Kazakhstan.
The meeting has ended with presentation of the Kyrgyz historic film “Kurmanjan Datka”
by the Chaiman Mr. Sadyk Sher-Niyaz, as film director.
It has been decided that the next 6th meeting of the Commission will take place in Kyrgyzstan in 2017.
2. Fifth meeting of TurkPA Commission on Legal Affairs and International Relations
led by Mr. Haluk Ipek, Chairman of the Commission and member of the Grand National
Assembly of Turkey was held on 17 May 2016 in Ankara and hosted by the Grand National
Assembly of Turkey.
Members of the parliaments and experts from Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and
Turkey participated in the meeting. The meeting’s agenda included the report and recommendation on “Combating Cybercrime: Development of the Legal Framework and Cooperation
Among Member States”, as well as discussions of the TurkPA financial documents, regulations of the TurkPA Medal of Merit and conclusions of the Second Workshop on harmonization
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of legislation held on 18 March 2016 in Ankara. Commission’s meeting was preceded by the
meeting of national experts in order to discuss items of the Commission’s agenda. The experts
reviewed also a model law on tourism prepared and presented by the experts from the Milli
Mejlis of Azerbaijan in accordance with concluding report of the Second Workshop on harmonization of legislation.
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The parliamentarians touched upon cybercrime issues and related challenges faced by the
countries. It was noted that technological developments present new opportunities, but also
bring new risks for any country. As the result of the meeting, report and recommendation on
cybercrime were approved and to be presented to the 7th Plenary Session of the Assembly in
Kyrgyzstan.
Participants of the meeting were received by the Speaker of the Grand National Assembly
of Turkey Mr. Ismayil Kahraman.
The Commission decided to hold its next meeting in Azerbaijan.
3. Second meeting of TurkPA Commission on Enviroment and Natural Resources
took place on 24 November 2016 hosted by the Milli Mejlis of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
Participants of the meeting discussed “Global Climate Change: causes and consequences for the TURKPA member countries” as the main item of the meeting’s agenda. Parliamentarians from Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkey, as well as representatives of Turkic cooperation institutions and partner organizations took part in the meeting.
The meeting was chaired by Mr. Ahliman Amiraslanov, Chairman of the Commission
and member of the Azerbaijani delegation to TURKPA. In his speech, Mr. Amiraslanov emphasized importance of the issue since climate change is having impact on all countries on
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the world. He noted that cooperation within the TURKPA framework on climate change is
a priority issue on the Commission’s agenda and stressed the necessity of societies’ responsiveness to environmental problems.
Mr.Feyzullah Kıyıklık, Deputy Chair of the TURKPA Commission on Environment
and Natural Resources and member of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey emphasized that as climate change affects the entire world, member countries have to consolidate
their efforts in resolution of such ecological problems. Mr. Kiyiklik proposed to elaborate
concluding reports by the experts in the field environment and present them to the higher
education institutions of the TURKPA member countries.
Member of the Jogorku Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic Mr. Muzaffar Isakov noted the
importance to strengthen cooperation among the Turkic states in a globalized world.
Parliamentarians informed about measures taken at the national level in combating
climate change in the member countries and exchanged views on prospects of joint activities in this field.
Members of the Commission were also informed of the national policies of Azerbaijan
in the field of environmental protection by Mr. Firdovsy Aliyev, Deputy Minister of Ecology and Natural Resources of Azerbaijan. He noted that the Ministry of Environment and
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Natural Resources was established in 2001 on the initiative of national leader Heydar Aliyev in order to implement an integrated environmental policy in certain areas. The Deputy
Minister informed that about 45 legislative acts on environmental protection were adopted
at national level. He said that if in early years of independence only 4.5% of Azerbaijan’s
territory was under protection, today this figure reaches 10.5% and 12% of territory consists
of forest lands. As he stressed, Azerbaijan is one of countries, which seriously deals with
prevention of deforestation.
The Commission approved report and recommendation on the matter to be submitted
to the TURKPA 7th Plenary Session.
The next third meeting of the Commission is scheduled to take place in 2017 in Astana,
Kazakhstan. On the proposal of Ms. Aliya Saparova, member of the Majilis of the Parliament of Kazakhstan the next gathering will be held within the framework of the international exhibition Astana EXPO-2017, which is dedicated to the development of the renewable energy sources and development of “green” technologies.
The meeting’s agenda included the Report and Recommendation on “Global climate
change: causes and consequences for member countries”, as well as Report of the Workshop on combating desertification in Turkic-speaking countries held in Konya which was
organized in accordance with the Working Plan adopted at the First Meeting of the TurkPA
Commission on Environment and Natural Resources.
The parliamentarians touched upon the issues related to causes and consequences of
global climate change and challenges faced by the countries. The participants conducted
delibarations on the future aspects within the framework of international and regional cooperation on combating climate change.
As the result of the meeting, report and recommendation on a global climate change
were approved and to be presented to the 7th Plenary will be held in the Kyrgyz Republic.
4. The Fifth meeting of the Commission on Economic Cooperation will be held within the framework of the Seventh Plenary Session of TurkPA in the Kyrgyz Republic.
The meeting’s agenda will be included the Report and Recommendation on “Diversification of economy in the TurkPA member countries”. Members of the Commission will
conduct discussions on diversification of economy in the TurkPA member countries and
relevant report and recommendation are expected to be approved by the Commission.
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ELECTION AND REFERENDUM OBSERVATION
1. EARLY PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS AND REGULAR ELECTIONS FOR THE
MASLIKHATS (LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE BODIES) IN THE REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN, 20 MARCH 2016
The TurkPA International Election Observer Mission conducted a short-term monitoring
of the early parliamentary elections and regular elections for the Maslikhats (local representative bodies) held on 20 March 2016 in the Republic of Kazakhstan. TurkPA observers’ mission
was comprised of Mr. Nizami Jafarov, member of the Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan, Mr. Haluk
Ipek, member of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey, Chairman of TurkPA’s Commission of Legal Affairs and International Issues, Chairman of Turkey-Kazakhstan Parliamentary
Friendship Group and Mr. Erkan Aydın, member of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey,
assisted by the representatives of the TurkPA Secretariat.
Within the framework of the visit, meetings were held with Mr. K.Turgankulov, Chairman of the Central Election Commission of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Mr. A.Beisenbayev,
Deputy Chairman of the Senate of the Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan as well as in
the headquarters of the Nur Otan Party and with the representatives of other political parties.
During these meetings observers were given detailed information on election preparations and
improvement of election process.
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Within their mandate the TurkPA observers visited polling stations, assessed the preparation process and they were given possibility for unobstructed observation of election campaign,
as well as they had conversations with the voters, representatives of polling stations and Central Election Commission.
On 21 March, observation mission held a press conference and presented statement on the
parliamentary elections.
2. REFERENDUM ON CHANGES TO
THE CONSTITUTION IN THE REPUBLIC
OF AZERBAIJAN, 26 SEPTEMBER 2016
The TurkPA International Observers
Mission conducted a short-term monitoring
of the Referendum on Changes to the Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan held
on 26 September 2016. The mission was comprised of members of the parliaments of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkey.
The mission was led by Mr. Nurlan Du-
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latbekov, member of Mazhilis of the Parliament of Kazakhstan and included Mr. Aliiarbek Abzhaliyev, member of Jogorku Kenesh
of Kyrgyzstan, Mr. Haluk İpek and Mr. Erkan Aydın, members of the Grand National
Assembly of Turkey.
Prior to the day of referendum the observers’ mission visited several polling stations in Baku to get acquainted with preparation for the vote casting. TurkPA mission had
the opportunity to monitor the voting process
at all stages.
Members of the mission visited polling stations of the Nizami and Sabayil Constituency
Election Commissions in Baku. The observers monitored vote cast, having talked to voters and
polling officials. During the course of its work the monitoring group met with the officials and
representatives of political and public organizations.
On 27 September, observers gave the press conference and presented mission’s assessments on elections.
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3. REFERENDUM ON THE CHANGES INTO THE CONSTITUTION IN THE
KYRGYZ REPUBLIC, 11 DECEMBER 2016
The international observers’ mission of the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Turkic-speaking Countries
(TurkPA) has started its
work on short-term monitoring of the nationwide
referendum being held in
Kyrgyzstan on 11 December on the changes into the
constitution of the country.
On 10th of December Chairman of the Jogorku Kenesh (Parliament) of the Kyrgyz Republic Mr Chynybay Tursunbekov received the monitoring mission comprised of the parliamentarians from Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Turkey and led by Mr Nurlan Dulatbekov, Kazakh MP.
The Speaker of the Kyrgyz Parliament positively assessed the role of TurkPA in strengthening
the ties among the brotherly countries that have common historic roots and noted the importance of the work of the current chairmanship of Kazakhstan that is aimed at expanding the
scope of activities of the Assembly.
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ACTIVITIES
DEMOCRACY AND SOLIDARITY SUMMIT
On the invitation of İsmail KAHRAMAN, Chairman of the Grand National Assembly
of Turkey high-ranked delegations headed by the speakers and top officials such as Saleem
Al-Jubouri, Speaker of the Council of Representatives of Iraq and President of the Parliamentary Union of the OIC Member States; Maja Gojkovic, Speaker of the National Assembly of the
Republic of Serbia and President of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation Parliamentary Assembly; Pedro Agramunt, President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe;
Belal Qasem, Vice President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Mediterranean; David-Maria
Sassoli, Vice President of the European Parliament; Paolo Alli, Vice President of the NATO
Parliamentary Assembly; Maria Mussini, member of the Parliamentary Assembly-Union forthe
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Mediterranean and Janseyit Tüymebayev, Ambassador of Kazakhstan to Turkey on behalf of
the Chairman-in-Office of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkic-speaking Countries (TurkPA) gathered in Ankara on 1st of September, 2016 for the Democracy and Solidarity Summit.
Chairman of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey in his speech noted that that democracy, human rights and supremacy of the law are universal values and there is a need to
fight for them for the sake of future generations. “The nation rose against the attempted coup,
did not spare their lives and unfortunately we paid a heavy price for democracy. 241 people
became martyrs and there are still 2 thousand 195 wounded”. The delegations attending the
summit “represent 101 countries and 2 billion 900 million people and this is value and support
given to Turkish democracy”.
The Chairman-in-Office of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Turkic-speaking Countires
(TurkPA) was represented by the Ambassador of the Republic of Kazakhstan to the Republic of
Turkey Mr. Janseyit Tüymebayev. In the greetings of Mr. Nurlan Nigmatulin conveyed by Ambassador it was point out that TurkPA has always been faithful to such universally recognized
values as democracy, human rights and supremacy of law, expressed strongest condemnation
of the coup attempt that sought to overthrow legitimate government of Turkey.
The participants of the summit adopted a joint declaration.
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7th GLOBAL FORUM OF THE UNITED NATIONS
ALLIANCE OF CIVILIZATIONS

Secretary

General

Jandos

Asanov attended the 7th Global
Forum of the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations opened in
the capital of Azerbaijan on 26
April 2016 under the theme “Living Together in Inclusive Societies:
A Challenge and A Goal”. President of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev
was addressed a Forum where he
talked about multiculturalism traditions in the country.
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UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon delivered his speech via video conference, as well as
the United Nations High Representative for the Alliance of Civilizations Mr. Nassir Abdulaziz
Al-Nasser, President of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdogan and Minister of Foreign Affairs of Spain
José Manuel García-Margallo spoke at the casino maxi opening ceremony.
The event brought together more than 3000 delegates, including heads of state and government, high-level officials, parliamentarians, politicians, public figures, representatives of
leading international organizations and think tanks.

45th IPACIS Plenary Session
45th Plenary Session of the Interparliamentary Assembly of Member Nations of the
Commonwealth Independent States was held on 25 November in Tavrichesky Palace of
Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation. Ms Valentina Matvienko, Chairperson of the Federation Council of the State Duma of the Russian Federation chaired at the gathering.
Delegations of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan led accordingly by Oqtay
Asadov, Chairman of the Milli Meclis of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Nurlan Nigmatulin,
TurkPA Chairman-in-Office, Speaker of the Mazhilis of the Parliament of the Republic of
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Kazakhstan, Kassym-Jomart Tokayev,
Chairman of the Senate of the Parliament of Republic of Kazakhstan and
Chynybai Tursunbekov, Chairman of
the Jogorku Kenesh of the Kyrgyz Republic participated along with other
members of the Organization.
Within the framework of the session the prominent Kyrgyz poet, writer,
publicist and journalist Shailoobek Duysheev was awarded with the IPA CIS
Prize named after Chingiz Aitmatov.
TurkPA Deputy Secretary General
Altynbek Mamaiusupov attended the
gathering in the capacity of a guest.

48th PABSEC Plenary Session
The 48th Plenary Session of
the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Black Sea Economic Cooperation
(PABSEC) was held on 30 November - 1 December 2016 in Belgrade,
the capital of Serbia. The session
was chaired by Ms. Maja Gojkovic,
Speaker of the National Assembly
of the Republic of Serbia.
The delegations of the PABSEC member parliaments, including delegations of Azerbaijan and Turkey, as well as observer organizations and partner institutions of PABSEC, took part in the gathering. The
parliamentarians discussed “Reforms in the BSEC Member States - the Role of National
Parliaments” as the main theme of the 48th Plenary Session.
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During the session’s closing ceremony on the 1st of December, the PABSEC Presidency
was handed over to the Grand National Assembly of Turkey.
Deputy Secretary General of TURKPA Fuad Alakbarov attended the gathering in the
capacity of observer.

23rd OSCE Ministerial Council
The 23rd meeting of the Foreign
Ministers Council of the Organization
for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE) took place on 8-9 December 2016
headed by Frank-Walter Steinmeier,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Germany
in his capacity of the OSCE Chairmanin-Office. The two-day meeting focused
on the activities carried out during Germany’s Chairmanship in 2016, as well as
the issues relating to existing conflicts in the OSCE area. The Council also set the course for
the future work of the OSCE with Austria taking over the OSCE Chairmanship in 2017.
TurkPA Deputy Secretary General Kurshad Sariarslan attended the gathering as a
guest of the OSCE German Chairmanship. Since 2013, TurkPA attends the OSCE Ministerial Council meetings in this capacity.

HUN-TURKIC KURULTAY
On the 11th August, 2016 Kurultaj
- tribal assembly of the Hun – Turkic
nations, which was organized by the
Hungarian-Turan Foundation headed
by eminent scientist Andras Zsolt Biro
started its work and lasted until 14th
August.
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The start of the event was given
at the parliament of the country - National Assembly of Hungary, where Mr.
Sándor Lezsák, Deputy Speaker of the
Hungarian National Assembly, who is
also eminent Turkologist welcomed the
participants of the Kurultaj and hosted a
grand reception.
Many representatives, members of
parliament, officials, scholars and artists
from the Turkic-speaking countries and
communities as well as from other countries took part in the august gathering.
TurkPA Secretary General Jandos Asanov, who participated on behalf of the Assembly
met with Mr. Sándor Lezsák, Mr Andras Zsolt Biro and other persons.
Various interesting events within Kurultaj were held in the village of Bugac, one of beautiful areas of the Hungarian steppe and lasted for 3 days.
The event warmly welcomed guests, especially from Hun-Turkic nations with whom Hungarians have many historical and cultural ties. The programme of Kurultaj included scientificcultural and nomadic sports events.
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ROUND TABLE DEDICATED TO THE 90TH
ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST TURKIC CONGRESS

Secretary General Jandos Asanov participated at the round table on “Prospects for cooperation among Turkic peoples in modern conditions” jointly organized by the Azerbaijan
National Academy of Sciences (ANAS) Institute of Law and Human Rights (Director - Aiten
Mustafazade, Member of Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan) and International Turkic Culture and Heritage Foundation (President - Gunay Afandiyeva). The event dedicated to the 90th anniversary
of the First Turkic Congress took place on 25 November 2016 in Baku.
Member of Joqorku Kenesh (parliament) of Kyrgyzstan Muzaffar Isakov, members of Parliament of Azerbaijan Nizami Jafarov, Shamsaddin Hajiyev, Fazil Mustafa, Agil Abbas, representatives of the embassies of Turkic-speaking countries in Baku, representatives of various
organizations, experts and researchers attended the conference and made speeches. Secretary
General also made speech on the topic.
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LECTURES OF SECRETARY GENERAL
INSTITUTE OF DIPLOMACY OF KAZAKHSTAN
Secretary General Jandos Asanov
visited the Institute of Diplomacy in
Astana, on 19 November 2015, which is
a part of the State Management Academy under the President of the Republic
of Kazakhstan.
Mr. Asanov gave lecture to the students and briefed them of the history of
creation of TurkPA, its activities and future plans. In his lecture, Secretary General emphasized that TurkPA is the parliamentary dimension of the cooperation among the Turkic-speaking states and in its activities
the Assembly fully complies with internationally recognised norms and standards. There was
also questions and answers session after the end of the lecture.

AZERBAIJAN DIPLOMATIC ACADEMY
It was not by coincidence that
TurkPA Secretariat, which started its
activities in 2010, is located in Baku,
said TurkPA Secretary General Jandos
Asanov in his lecture given at the Azerbaijan Diplomatic Academy on 10th of
February, 2016. The first in the Turkic
history parliamentary republic - the
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic – was
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born here. Secretary General extended
his congratulations to the ADA students
on the occasion of the 25th anniversary
of restoration of Azerbaijan’s independence.
He highly assessed the efforts of the
government of Azerbaijan aimed at the
diversification of the country’s economy
and reduction of its reliance on hydrocarbons’ sector. “Owing to this policy
the quantity and quality of the locally
manufactured goods are growing”, noted Mr Asanov.
“This year has been declared as the year of multiculturalism in Azerbaijan and 7th meeting
of the UN Alliance of Civilizations is taking place in the spring in Baku. TurkPA is also aiming
to contribute by organising certain gatherings”, said J.Asanov.
TurkPA Secretary General stated that TurkPA or Turkic cooperation institutions act in line
with the principles and norms enshrined in the UN Charter and carry out activities in an open
and transparent manner. “Turkicness has been a good pretext for developing relations in the
region”, emphasised TurkPA Secretary General.

THE GREAT STEPPE SOCIAL SCIENCE FORUM
The Great Steppe Social Sciences Forum was held in Astana for the first time
under the auspices of the Turkic Academy. Eminent scientists, officials and
guests from Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkey, Russia, Uzbekistan, Mongolia, Korea, USA and other countries as well as
international organisations took part in
the work of the august gathering held on
23rd of May at the Nazarbayev Centre.
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TurkPA was the partner of the event and was represented at the Forum by Ms Sevinj Huseinova, MP, Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan, Mr Javanshir Feyziyev, MP, Milli Mejlis of Azerbaijan,
Mr Sadyk Sher-Nyaz, MP, Joghorku Kenesh of Kyrgyzstan and Mr Jandos Asanov, TurkPA
Secretary General.
Javanshir Feyziyev was one of the panellists and spoke of the current state of cooperation
among the Turkic-speaking countries and its future outlook. On the 24th of May he presented
his book “Türk Devletleri Birliği” at the Eurasian National University in paypal.
TurkPA Secretary General Jandos Asanov on the sidelines of the Forum spoke with renowned Kazakh poet and politician Oljas Suleimenov, member of Turkic Council Aksakals
Group Prof. Adil Akhmetov, President of the Turkic Academy Prof. Darkhan Kydyrali, President of Turkish Academy of Sciences Dr. Ahmet Acar and other participants.

2nd WORKSHOP OF LEGISLATIVE EXPERTS
The 2nd Workshop on harmonization of national legislation of the member countries on
the common legislative issues in protection and development of cultural property within the
activities of TurkPA that was hosted by the Grand National Assembly of Turkey held on 18
March 2016 in Ankara.
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The deliberations on the common turkic history, culture and language, as well on the importance of developing and protection the common turkic cultural property within the modern legislation were conducted by the experts from the parliaments of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan and Turkey.
The previous - first workshop on harmonization of national legislation of TurkPA was held
on March 2014 in Istanbul.

THIRD COORDINATION MEETING
3rd Coordination Meeting of TurkPA, TURKSOY, Turkic Academy and Turkic Culture
and Heritage Foundation under the auspices of Turkic Council was hosted by TURKSOY on 3
October 2016 in Ankara.
The meeting, moderated by Secretary General of the Turkic Council Ambassador Ramil
Hasanov, was attended by Secretary General of TurkPA Jandos Asanov, Secretary General of
TURKSOY Dusen Kaseinov, President of the Turkic Academy Darkhan Kydyrali and President
of Turkic Culture and Heritage Foundation Gunay Afandiyeva.
Turkey’s Member of the Council of Elders and AK Party Sakarya Deputy Mustafa İsen,
Ambassador of the Republic of Kazakhstan to Ankara
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Zhanseit Tuimebayev, Ambassador of the Kyrgyz Republic to Ankara Ibragim Djunusov,
Counselor at the Embassy of the Republic of Azerbaijan in Ankara Ramil Qurbanov and Head
of Department at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Turkey Rana Gökmen were
also present at the meeting as guests.
Secretary General Ramil Hasanov gave information about the ongoing activities of the
Turkic Council. In particular, he briefed on the Second Nomad Games held in the beginning of
September 2016 in Kyrgyzstan, the Youth Festival held between 27-30 September 2016 in Ganja,
the Junior Diplomats 3rd Training program held in May 2016 in Astana, preparation to the
6th Summit of the Turkic Council to be
held on 18 November 2016 in Kyrgyzstan, as well as existing relations and
prospective new partnerships of the
Turkic Council with the UN and other
international organizations.
Secretary General Jandos Asanov
conveyed on the activities of TurkPA,
Secretary General Dusen Kaseinov
shared information on the TURKSOY
projects, President Darkhan Kydyrali
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briefed on the endeavors of the Turkic Academy, while President Gunay Afandiyeva told the
participants about what has been done so far by the Turkic Culture and Heritage Foundation.
In the course of the meeting, the parties exchange their views on the methods to establish
cooperation mechanisms among TurkPA, TURKSOY, Turkic Academy and Turkic Culture and
Heritage Foundation. Topics such as preparation of the Joint Action Plan for 2016-2017, cooperation establishment between Diaspora Centers and the affiliated organization, international
conference entitled the “Role of Youth in Preventing and Countering Violent Extremism: Holistic Approaches, from Education to De-radicalization” to be co-hosted by the Turkic Council
and the UNOAC on 20-21 October 2016 in Istanbul and other issues were discussed at the
meeting.

PRESENTATION OF KURMANJAN DATKA FILM
Kurmanjan Datka - the movie by Mr
Sadyk

Sher-Nyaz,

Chairman of the Union
of Cinema Makers of
Kyrgyzstan,

Mem-

ber of Joghorku Kenesh (parliament) of
the Kyrgyz Republic,
Chairman of TurkPA
Commission on Social, Cultural and Humanitarian Issues was presented on 24th May, 2016 at the Parliament of
Kazakhstan.
The said work is dedicated to the well-known Kyrgyz stateswoman, military leader
Kurmanjan Datka, who lived in the 19th century and narrates of her life full of extremes and
difficulties.
Parliamentarians of TurkPA extended their congratulations to Sadyk Sher-Nyaz on his
exquisite creative approach to this historic and educational film and proposed to widely air the
film in other TurkPA countries.
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ТҮРКІ ДҮНИЕСІН КЕҢ ТАНЫТАТЫН КІТАПТАР
Аты дүниеге мәшһүр көне түрік шайыры Юнус Емре (1238-1321 жж өмір сүрген)
өлеңдерінің қазақ тілінде шыққан жинағы (аударған проф. Нұршат Жұмаділова) мен
«Қазақ және түрік тілдерінің салыстырмалы қалыпты грамматикасы» атты академиялық
оқулықтың (авторлары: Баян Жүнісова мен Нуруллаһ Ташделен) таныстырылымы ма
мырдың 17-18-дерінде Анкара қаласында өткен ТүркПА жиыны аясында өтті. Аталған
кітаптар - Қарағанды қаласында орналасқан Болашақ академиясы мен Түркияның Эрзу
рум шаһарында орналасқан Ататүрік университеті арасында орныққан әрекеттестіктің
нәтижесі.
Аталған кітаптарды ҚР
Парламенті Мәжілісінің де
путаты, ТүркПА Құқықтық
істер

және

халықаралық

қатынастар комиссиясы тө
рағасының
заң

орынбасары,

ғылымдарының

док

торы, профессор Нұрлан
Дулатбеков таныстыра ке
ле «түркілік мәдениет пен
тарихты

жалпы

адамзат

тық контексте зерделеу мін
детінің алдымызда» тұрға
нын айтып өтті.
Мәжіліс депутаты аталған кітаптарды өз әріптестеріне және басқа да іс-шараға қаты
сушыларға таратып, мәдениет, білім және ғылым саласында нақты жобалардың жүзеге
асуына көңіл бөлуге шақырды.
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ЗУҚА БАТЫР. 150 ЖЫЛ: БАТЫР ЕСІМІ
ЕЛОРДАДА ҰЛЫҚТАЛДЫ

14 маусым күні Астанадағы ҚР Қарулы күштерінің Әскери-тарихи музейінде Қа
зақстан Республикасы Тәуелсіздігінің 25 жылдығына орай «Мәңгілік Ел арманы және Зу
қа батыр Сәбитұлының өмірі мен күресі» атты көрме, шығармалар байқауының жеңім
паздарын саралау және халықаралық ғылыми конференция өтті.
Дүние жүзі қазақтарының қауымдастығы, Республикалық ардагерлер кеңесі,
ТүркПА және Астана қаласы әкімдігінің қолдауымен өткен шараға шетелден және
елімізден белгілі ғалымдар, өнер қайраткерлері, журналистер мен өзге де көрмермендер
қатысты.
Ғылыми конференцияның соңы “Мəңгілік ел жəне Зуқа батыр” атты шығармашы
лық байқауға ұласты. Бұл бәйге мамыр жəне маусым айларында “Проза” жəне “Поэзия”,
“Үздік əн” аталымдары бойынша шығармалар қабылданған болатын.
Конференцияға Қазақстан Парламенті ТүркПА делегациясының мүшелері Сауыт
бек Абдрахманов, Абай Тасболатов, ТүркПА Әлеуметтік-мәдени және гуманитарлық
мәселелер комиссиясының бұрынғы төрағасы Ғарифолла Есім және ТүркПА бас хатшы
сы Жандос Асанов қатысты. ТүркПА іс-шараға әріптес ретінде қатысты.
Жиынды Л.Гумилев атындағы Қазақ ұлттық университетінің проректоры, профес
сор Дихан Қамзабекұлы жүргізіп отырды.
Келелі жиында сөз алған Ж.Асанов Елбасымыздың бастамасымен 2008 жылы құ
рылған ТүркПА-ның түркі дүниесінің парламенттік өлшеміне айналғанын және түркі
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елдеріндегі рухани жаңаруға зор көңіл бөлетінін айтты. Бас хатшы Зуқа батырға арналған жиынның еліміздегі тарихи жадты түгендеу ісінің құрамдас бөлігі екенін тілге тиек
ете келе, конференция жұмысына табыс тіледі.
Конференция салтанатты концертке ұласып, соңынан Хазірет сұлтан мешітінде
жиынға қатысқан жандардың құрметіне ауызашар берілді.

TurkvisiOn sOng COnTesT
Turkvision Song Contest 2015 was the third edition of Turkvision Song Contest, which took place in Istanbul, Turkey and organised by Turkic Music Union Television
(TMB TV). A total of twenty-one Turkic regions, which have either a large
Turkic population or a widely spoken Turkic language, participated in the contest, as well as
one Turkic ethnic groups who do not have a defined region. There were no semi-finals this year,
whilst the final took place on 19 December 2015.
TurkPA Secretary General Jandos Asanov attended the finals of the Turkvision Song Contest in Istanbul.
On the event’s sidelines, Secretary General met with Mr. Samir Gurbanov, Chairman of
the Board of the Turkic Music Union Television (TMB TV).
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UN CONFERENCE IN ALMATY
An international seminar titled “Role of Parliamentarians in Preventive Diplomacy”
held in Almaty, Kazakhstan on 12-13 December, 2016, which was organised by the United
Nations’ Regional Centre for Preventive Diplomacy for Central Asia (UNRCCA).
Parliamentarians and experts from
Kazakhstan,

Kyrgyzstan,

Tajikistan,

Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Russia, Latvia and Italy took part in the work of the
international event. Issues relating to security issues, water management, drugs
trafficking, information flow among the
Central Asian countries as well as regional inter-parliamentary cooperation
in tackling the mentioned issues were
discussed at the seminar.
TurkPA Secretary General Jandos Asanov, who participated in the event, briefed the
audience on the goals and objectives of TurkPA and its latest interaction with various international and regional organisations. Mr Asanov also moderated one of the sessions of the
gathering.
Within the framework of the seminar
TurkPA Secretary General conversed with
Special Representative
of the United Nations
Secretary-General for
Central Asia Mr Petko
Draganov,

members

of parliament and experts.
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